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Preface
I founded "psymentology" or Interuniversal mind- psychology thirty
years ago. Psymentology has successfully gone through its
experimental stages in the last two decades. This type of treatment
has been introduced in the name of psymentology in the scientific
assemblies in the last five years.
Psymentology originated when I was confronted with the truths and
facts of existence in my childhood. I had some questions such as:
"Where do we come from? Where are we going to? Why are we
here? Who is the creator? What has he made the creation for? What
is the outcome of this creation? Who is mankind? How can human
approach the creator? How are the creator's potential powers
activated? What are life and death? And…"
I was so eager to learn and comprehend the universe and to discover
the world's mysteries. All of a sudden, I had some revelations of
human being and existence on November1st.1978. Consequently, I
perceived that there is a great Intelligence and Consciousness
governing the universe. The Consciousness as well as a "cosmic
Internet" has integrated all its constituent elements. This revelation
was not only including the theoretical issues but also the applicable
information and operational instruction. Therefore, due to the
"cosmic Internet", some fields such as Faradarmani, Psymentology
and some other fields are originated. We just study psymentology
here. Interuniversalism is one of the outcomes of this doctrine.
According to Interuniversalism, human should think at the level of the
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universe. He should look at the universe vaster and finds his special
status in the universe.
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Chapter 1

The Fundamental Philosophy
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Psymentology (The Interuniversal mind-psychology)
Psymentology is a field of the complementary and alternative
medicine of Iran. Psymentology studies the mind-psyche in the
Interuniversal perspective. It has a comprehensive approach of
human beings. The mind and psyche each are dealt as a separate
concept in psymentology. Psymentology examines a specific part of
individuals. This subject attempts to alleviate mental and psychic
disorders.
Psymentology objectives:
The main purpose of psymentology is the recognition of humankind,
the human existential software, the diagnosis and the treatment of
mental and psychic disorders as well as the unknown and
unidentified disorders. Psymentology is pursued for the following
purposes:
1. Acquiring self-recognition in order to truly define the human
status in the universe.
2. Recognizing the constituent software of the human existence
3. Presenting the precise definitions of the human,
transcendence, and perfection…
4. Assisting human for attaining:
a. Well-being
b. Well-doing
c. Well-having
d. Well-thinking
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5. Diagnosing the mental and psychic disorders and improving the
defective software of the human existence
6. Presenting the new definitions of the mental and psychic
maladies, diagnosing and dissociating the normality and abnormality.

The General principles of psymentology
_ The human being has infinite number of interrelated
components. So we need an Interuniversal view to analyze the
existence of human in any framework. According to this view, human
can be studied in the interrelated components all together.
_ Man's behavior and character are lucidly interpreted when
the philosophy of existence, man's nature and his status in the
ecosystem are realized. Thus, other definitions of human are exactly
illustrated, too. Considering this main fact, Psymentology pays
special attention to the comprehension of man's status in the
ecosystem.
_ The mind, psyche, physique and the other constituents are
considered all integrated and unified. Separating them apart would
only lead to the false results.
Since Psymentology is an Interuniversal subject, all the internal
and external elements relating to the human are totally
studied.
Dimensions of the Human Existence
In Psymentology, the dimensions of the human existence are
defined on the basis of Interuniversalism. Interuniversalism has an
omni-lateral/complete view of human being. In this viewpoint, the
dimensions of human existence are limitless and comprise numerous
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different software and hardware. All the hardware components are
eventually managed by a software part.
Some components of human existence include:
_ The different bodies such as: the physical body, psychological
body, mental body, astral body…
_ The various energy transformers known as "Chakra"
_ The different energy channels like the fourteen nonphysiological channels which are limited or blocked in the body.
Acupuncture examines it.
_ The numerous energy fields surrounding the body such as: polarity
field, bio-plasma field …
_ The components such as: cellular consciousness, molecular
frequency, several software parts and the other countless unknown
elements.
In the Interuniversal approach, each component is studied in the
relation to the other components. The mind, physique, psyche, other
bodies and all components of human being are correlated together.
So if any component is impaired, the other components will be
destroyed. Therefore, it is impossible to be diagnosed an illness or a
defective part of man's body unless there is the Intelligence system
to exactly scan the body and diagnose and cure the defective part.
Such an Intelligence Network known as Interuniversal Consciousness
Network is applied via psymentology. In fact, this Network includes
the Intelligence and Consciousness governing the whole universe. It
functions just like a "cosmic Internet" which has placed all the
components of the world under its intelligent coverage.
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General subjects in psymentology
Psymentology is divided into two general subjects:
1. Theoretical subjects:
_ The definitions relating to the human and recognizing the plan of
his existence set-up
_ Understanding human's status in the ecosystem
_ Diagnosing the disorders of man's mind-psyche software and
examining for the recovery methods
_ Explaining perceptual, emotional and behavioral
problems
2. The practical subjects
This item includes a set of new methods for healing the mentalpsychic disorders:
_ The circle of improving the sleeping quality
_ The circle of breaking bad habits (It is applied for oneself
the others)
_ The circle of improving the underpinning software
_ The circle of Defensive Radiation level 5
_ The circle of Defensive Radia on, level 6
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The approach and process of psymentology
"Psymentology" or "Interuniversal mind- psychology" is
a framework that cures via a software intervention. There is no
hardware intervention in the healing process (the treatment does
not physically perform medicinal/pharmaceutical treatment, surgical
operation, physiotherapy, massage therapy, and any therapies that
require hard devices). Although the current therapies such as
psychoanalysis, psychotherapy are considered software treatments
that are not applied in Psymentology. In fact, Psymentology is not
technique-based. There is a precise difference between
Psymentology and other treatments performed in psychology and
psychiatry today. Psymentology attempts to understand mankind,
the software of his existence, and also to cure man's unknown
mental maladies. This type of treatment is a complementary and/or
alternative medicine. So the Interuniversal Consciousness Network
finds the defects and improves the software disorders via
Psymentology process.

The hardware intervention: This kind of treatment depends on
physical examination, medicinal treatments, surgery, physiotherapy,
massage therapy or any other kind of therapies which require hard
devices. The hardware treatment looks at human behavior as
chemical reactions and phenomena.
The software intervention: It does not depend on the physical
examination, medicinal treatment, surgery operation, etc.
Psymentology treats software disorders. This kind of therapy
diagnoses
and
cures
sick
people
without
any
procedures.
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Normality and Abnormality in Psymentology
In Interuniversalism, normality includes the establishment of
harmony and coordination with ecosystem and moving toward the
goals of ecosystem. As a small member of this ecosystem, human
must fulfill his role. Secondly, abnormality (illness) includes any
disorder, blockage, damage and imbalance in any of the numerous
parts of human being.
If we agree with the definition of illness in the viewpoint of
Interuniversalism, it will be impossible to diagnose an illness. In
current medicine, various specialized fields are created to achieve a
more accurate diagnosis of an illness. Hence there will be a more
applicable treatment procedure. Therefore, current fields of
therapies are divided into several specialties so an illness can be
more accurately diagnosed. In spite of this, a patient may get
different opinions and diagnostic statements about his
illnesses.
In Faradarmani and Psymentology, the healing is defined according
to the definition of illness in the Interuniversal approach. Through
these two complementary and/or alternative medicines, on the
contrary to other medical fields, human has role neither in
diagnosing with an illness nor with curing it. This diagnosis is
achieved free from human intervention; but it is achieved via a
Grand Consciousness. Scanning the patient's body, identifying the
defective parts and afterwards curing the illness are fulfilled via this
Grand Consciousness. Indeed, human existence is put under the
magnifying glass of the Consciousness (Interuniversal Consciousness
Network) through the scan process. As it is mentioned, human has
different infinite components that are just scanned and improved via
the Grand Consciousness.
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Chapter 2

Philosophical and Scientific Foundations
of Psymentology
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Science and Experience
Science studies the realities, finds the reasons and relationship
among the components.
Reality is something which has been occurred. The realities leave
their effects which are searched, traced, tested, recorded and
repeated. These effects are classified into three general groups:
1. The realities which are traced by human's five senses.
2. The realities which are recorded and studied via the special tools
and instruments.
3. The realities which exist but have not still been discovered.
Studying the cause of the occurrence clarifies a reason for each of
the events. But it is not clear for some of other events. The realities
are applied in the world of science when man is aware of the cause
of their occurrences. So, these realities can be beneficial for human
because he has the necessary facilities to use them.
For example, an airplane can fly on the basis of the "Bernoulli
Principle". This principle states that as a fluid's velocity increases its
pressure decreases and vice versa. Man has been using airplane and
helicopter without knowing the cause of the occurrence of Bernoulli
principle.
According to the historical documents, most of the scientific
achievements had initially been considered as unusual and incredible
phenomenon and against the common knowledge of their time, and
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it is sometimes a superstition. For example, some decades ago, it
was drawn an aura around the holy figures in the religious paintings.
It was scientifically an unreal and superstitious. Nowadays, through
Kirlian photography technology, we know that each human has a
colorful aura around him.
Throughout history, it has been reported in several occasions of
healing process, some people were cured through the touch. This
case had not initially been accepted by the scientific society. Anyway,
after some decades, one of the United States' universities has found
out the map of the polarity field through the body and also the effect
of such field on human health. Therefore, the course of polarity
therapy or energy therapy was presented all over the world. Many
people observed that one can cure through touching his head or
body.
As a result, if the science rejects a matter orally or theoretically, it
won't be proven that this branch has been failed. We can reject a
subject when there is no valid experiments and documented tests
and standard researches. All novelties and new thoughts has initially
faced such comments through the science world. The scientists had
refused to accept any subjects which was in conflict to their
knowledge. They denied every innovation without any investigation
and experiment. They did not even consider that such concept may
be a reality. Nevertheless, at last they were ashamed of their
confrontations. For example, there were such confrontation against
homeopathy for two centuries. Finally, the science world observed
the effects of this branch of treatment. Now homeopathy is wellknown in the world. If this kind of therapy was at first supported via
science, it could play the main role in medicine, in realizing the
human beings and nature of illness now. So, such resistances have
certainly postponed these benefits.
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It is worthy to note that there is an interesting way through the
world of science for opposing new ideas. Science, at first, denies the
new innovations and resists to accept it as much as possible. There
are some obstructs to reject these ideas. Yet, when the science has
to withdraw, it will change its strategy against the new subjects. The
considered matter takes the academic course through the world of
science. So, it seems this subject has had the scientific base.
For example, acupuncture was initially called a tricky way by the
world of science. Thus, the scientists stood against this kind of
treatment but after a while they could not deny it. Therefore, they
invented electronic acupuncture. In this way, they find the
considered points via electrodes and continue the process of
treatment.
Hypnotism is another case which was initially refused by the
scientists. Nowadays, there is a course called the hypnotherapy and
is presented the honored reports about it. But they never tried to
express the regret to Anton Mesmer.
Dr. Samuel Hahnemann who proposed the theory of homeopathy
died in poverty. Although he was honored after a while and his
corpse was placed in Paris in a great burial ceremony. But it was too
late! Who would undertake these crimes in the world of science?
Those who have betrayed and will betray science are certainly the
responsible of it.
Experience, Science and Question
Man perceives and comprehends through a triangle framework
which is known as experience, science and ques on (ﬁgure2-1).
Which of these three items located before the other through the
man's journey.
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Figure 2-1.

We may immediately respond that the experience came first. It is
true that we always get the experience through our life. But human
needs to have a processing system to change the experience into
science and knowledge. Anyway, he obtains the experiences and
plays the mental games. Consequently, he reaches an obvious result
that is called the experience. The processing system, itself, requires
science. So, no processing system can record an experience without
science.
Consequently, the experiences are applied via the science. There
must be some unknowns that we need science. Science has an
answer for each question. If there is no question, there will not be
any science. Thus, human needs to face to questions at first and then
answers them through science. In fact, there is no answer if we do
not have any question. Therefore, science exists with the questions.
Human asks questions when he encounters the events. The events
raise questions in his mind. So, if we do not experience, there won't
be any questions.
Moreover, there is a paradox in this triangle. We do not know which
of these items in this triangle has been created earlier. We can just
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say that human is a unique creature who simultaneously reaches to
each of these three items because of his special capabilities. indeed,
these three items experience, science and question enhanced beside
each other. They support each other.
Science and Answers the Creation Puzzle
There is a main question if the world of science can answer the
mystery of creation. For this reason, we draw a diagram that study
man's questions according to the time axis versus the numbers of his
questions (figure2-2).
NUMBERS OF
QUESTIONS

TIME

Figure 2-2

The above diagram shows us that human initially has a few
questions. He gradually faces more questions that they lead to the
scientific branches. Then these branches cause the new questions. As
time went by, numbers of questions and numbers of scientific
branches has increased.
During the last decades, the number of proposed questions has been
more than the numbers of total questions throughout the history of
humanity. Now, there is one question that human does not still
answer it. Hundreds questions are asked via the new scientific
branches. Human will reach a point which is called " the question
crisis". At this border, the number of new questions will be higher
than the proposed answers, so it goes toward infinity; in other
words:
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The numbers of New Questions/The numbers of Answers= Infinity
Therefore, human will understand forever that science will never
answer his questions to say: " I find the answers of all my
questions."
The Origin of Science and Creativity
There is an organized and purposeful framework of each system that
is called "Logic". The universe is founded on an organized and
purposeful framework. Intelligence is the capability of creation logic
while wisdom is the capability of applying the framework of logic. So,
intelligence is a necessity for creating logic and wisdom is necessary
for applying the logic.
In other words, the creation engineering system is based on logic,
intelligence and wisdom so that nothing is designed in vain. Thus,
knowledge existing in the universe contains the data restored in the
universe that is resulted from logic, intelligence and wisdom. Human
can penetrate the data source and be an intellectual.
Man can extract knowledge of the universe designer by reading the
book of existence. Indeed, man acquires the scientific data via his
surrounding and environment. Man is floated in an ocean of
knowledge thus each molecule existing in the air contains the data of
existence. How can we penetrate the knowledge? Man knew nothing
at the beginning of the creation but gradually accessed to lots of data
of the existence.
Man is surrounded with a wall containing data of the existence. He
accesses to this data when he can pass through this wall. The inner
intelligence provides man for passing through this wall and
penetrating data of universe. Furthermore, man can read the book of
existence and understand the matters related to universe-cognition
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via the inner intelligence (insight). Everyone holds the inner
intelligence inside him that should be activated.
Man is designed and created in order to achieve the understanding
mysteries of the universe. He is absolutely capable of creating,
discovering and accessing to all information hidden in the existence.
There is no border for man's inner intelligence if he discovers this
capability within him. Thus, as long as man does not learn how
establish a connection with the universe, his inner intelligence
remains intact.
Man chiefly applies the framework of logic throughout his life; that
wisdom is responsible of applying and enjoying the logic.
Nevertheless, applying the logic and finding out the logical
relationships misinterprets as intelligence. The abilities such as
applying, memorizing, recalling categorize as the wise capabilities
whose outcomes are stereotype. Therefore, man should activate his
inner intelligence from childhood when he does not still familiarize
with the stereotype matters. When an ordinary person plays a piece
of a song with his mouth or says rhyming words without using the
poetic elements like a child, he certainly enjoys his inner intelligence.
Since intelligence is a child's primary/main ability, he/she can create
something new. Child is not affected by stereotypes hence his
limitless mind continuously innovates.
Each of man's inspirations (reaching the universe data) is resulted
from his enthusiasm. He attains all information because of his
eagerness. Man innovates because of his interest to learn and to
know. The primitive man's most important question was who he/she
was.
There are two steps of applying intelligence: the step of logic and the
step of intelligence.
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The Steps of Logic and Intelligence
Intelligence requires a penchant /taste hence a person who
innovates is known as a tasteful one. Yet, the penchant needs a
motivation in order to occur a creation and innovation. Therefore,
there must be an inner motivation to appear the inner intelligence.
The inner intelligence is innate that requires a factor/an agent to be
manifested.
Intelligence actually refers to wisdom or apparent intelligence which
is developed in each new generation. Yet, the inner intelligence has
retrograded from beginning of man's life. The inner intelligence is
developed via man's taste and penchant by which takes his first pace
towards enhancing the inner intelligence and avoiding depression.
Moreover, the step of intelligence is higher than wisdom and is prior
to wisdom, too (ﬁgure. 2-3).
INTELIGENCE (INNER
INTELLIGENCE)
TASTE

WISDOM
(APPARENT
INTELLIGENCE)

ENTHUSIASM
MOTIVATION
LOVE

Figure 2-3

When man measures the ratio of an individual's inquiry or
comprehension to his knowledge, he finds out the importance of the
inner intelligence. For example, if a kid answers a question which is
not related with his cognitive development, he is known as a genius.
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Yet, if a seven-year-old child answers the same question, nobody has
the same judgement about him compared to the younger one. Thus,
the younger child enjoys the inner intelligence which provide him
with experiencing a new knowledge beyond the kid's conceptual
knowledge.
Similarly, when man asked this substantial question: "who am I? And
who is my creator?", his knowledge range was too narrow. This
question is aroused after discovering the relationship between cause
and effect that demonstrates existence of the inner intelligence.
Nowadays, man substitutes the apparent or emotional intelligence
for the inner intelligence.
There are ordinary people with the low apparent intelligence possess
the high inner intelligence. For example, Einstein who had a low
apparent intelligence created many innovations because of his high
inner intelligence. The apparent intelligence is used for solving daily
affairs and has no role in reading data of the book of existence.
The more we turn back to the last years, the more people with
higher insights are observed. Now, man just comprehends the
existence of insight which is something beyond wisdom via the
communal soul. It seems that upcoming generations enjoy lower
inner intelligence or insight. Nevertheless, man needs insight to
develop an insightful generation.
Step of Logic and Step of Love
Human beings is always faced with two steps to recognize and
understand the universe: step of logic and step of love.
The step of logic is attributed to a step in which tools, techniques,
advice, reasoning, rationalization, endeavor and effort are applied.
Thus, this step refers to an area where is known as " world of
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device". The step of love attributes to a world of joyfulness,
enthusiasm, amazement, spiritual rapture, sacrifice and devotion.
This step is a framework that is named as "world free of device".
The step of logic provides man for understanding the step of love.
Since all deductions and outcomes occur on the step of logic, man
cannot attain perfection without this step. Thus, the step of logic
complements the step of love and vice versa. Nonetheless, no events
occurred on each of these two steps is directly affected by the other
step. Yet, the outcomes gained from each step is examined on the
other step. For example, a person in love cannot be convinced
through advice or reasoning to be given up his love. Moreover,
technique and skill, science and knowledge or an intellectual
contemplation cannot enable someone to compose a poem and
show an enthusiasm. In other words, the world of love is the world
of heart in which technique and skill are not acceptable. The world of
love cannot also be accessible via endeavor, struggle and will power.
For example, an individual may not try to fall in someone's love
within the next few hours, or a person may not try to understand the
truth existing in the universe. The outcomes of the world of love are
spontaneously actualized.
A lover is considered as a crazy on the step of logic because the
outcomes of love are not justified through logic. For example, the
wisdom cannot confirm a person who sacrifices or devotes.
Therefore, the wisdom resists against any action which holds no
tangible and material benefit. Moreover, the logic severely opposes
affairs related to heart and love. For instance, when an individual
tends to experience metaphysic and supernatural phenomena, the
logic obstinately reacts against such phenomena and certainly denies
existence of these cases. The world of love cannot be described
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through words and may not be experienced via the logical tools
compared to the world of logic.
There are two types of devices on the step of logic: main and
intermediary devices. The main devices attribute to those which are
directly and actually used such as science and knowledge, techniques
and skills. The intermediary devices are those which are at the
service of logical tools although these tools are not measurable and
testable such as endeavor and effort, will power, imagination and
visualization.
As earlier mentioned, the world of love contrary to the world of logic
is not described and experienced via words. The world of love
examines the quality of existence of the human beings and the
universe. This world is known as the world of mysticism, love, heart
or the world free of devices (ﬁgure2-4).
Philosophy, Mysticism and Religion
Philosophy studies the fundamental nature of existence and
phenomena of the universe as well as the attainment of the correct
or incorrect reasons. This study attributes to apply logic from outlook
of the wisdom (relationship between the nature of existence and the
phenomena existing in the universe).
Man's findings are originated via experiencing, thinking, pondering,
inspiring and attaining illumination and intuition. Man thinks about
different phenomena of the universe thereafter he reaches correct
or incorrect results. For example, a part of man's findings is related
to philosophy and philosophical theories.
In general, all knowledge is created by the inspiration. The
inspiration is man's mental spark which is originated via thinking and
pondering so that he gained new knowledge. The mental sparks
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which instantly occur contain different types. Yet, there is a common
characteristic about the inspirations which are new. So, man
encounters data which no one is informed of it before.
Since mysticism is founded on experiencing the connection with God,
it significantly provides man for receiving the inspiration. Mysticism
brings love and cognition for man. Mysticism can not only establish a
deep relationship among all sciences but also provide man for
connecting with the Lord. Ultimately, mysticism certainly bestows
man the growth and perfection.
Mysticism is experienced from two theoretical and practical
perspectives. In brief, practical mysticism exposes man to receive
revelations and reach maturity through the connection with God.
Theoretical mysticism refers to clarification of each revelation's
content. Necessity of mysticism is felt when man tends to receive
positive revelations through a divine journey. Thereby, he can
experience a healthy life full of vividness and spirituality so that steps
towards perfection. Therefore, each revelation requires to be
examined/distinguished whether it attributes/belongs to divine or
evil. Moreover, the primary criteria such as lack of violation of
justice, covering other's flaws, lack of violation of one's free will and
lack of violation of perfection in divine revelations should be
ascertained. Although the received revelations should be examined
in accordance to wisdom and the words said in the divine book,
these revelations should also be proven/accepted by heart.
Furthermore, in the age/time of face thoughts, everyone should
present his knowledge to others in order to be evaluated. Thereby,
man is provided for growing in a proper/right way as well as
crusading for eradication of ignorance.
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In addition to theoretical examination of the revelations' contents,
there are some mystic experiences/achievements which should be
studied and confirmed in practice. For example, one should
experience the qualitative effects of praying practices; there are the
mystic reports related to these experiments which are examined. So,
the justness of some mystic theories is proven in practice.
The major inspiration and perception refer to God's message which is
expressed in a frame of religious practices. There is an outcome of
these perceptions that refers to refreshing/vivifying and enhancing
man's motivation in praying and obeying God's commands.
Therefore, an individual who fulfils the religious practices
comprehends that the purpose/ultimate goal of praying in all divine
religions is applied to make peace with the whole. All unitary
religions directly or indirectly invite and encourage human beings to
establish a connection with the whole. Making peace with the whole
ascribes to the meaning of "man's closeness to God".
"Closeness to God" refers to development of man's intimate
relationship with God; yet there are different interpretations of this
term among different people. Everyone can transcend others via
moving towards the path of perfection. So, there is neither an end
point for the path of perfection nor any restriction for man moving
through this path.
Therefore, firstly there is a deep relationship between praying and
mystic, secondly, all perfectible awareness is originated by the whole
consciousness. Thereby, man enjoys the awareness when a
constituent can establish a connection to the whole. This connection
provides man with achieving cognition and unity and freeing him
from conflicts. Thus, the term of mystic means moving from
multiplicity to unity. Those who move in the mystical path attain
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inner unity gained via mystic perception and awareness hence they
achieve a unity-sighted.
Since man should recognize the role of the awareness in his life, he
requires to be acquainted with four positive and transcendent
characteristics of awareness. The first and second characteristics are
common among all kinds of awareness (positive and negative
awareness) while the third and fourth ones only belong to the
positive awareness:
1. Being indescribable
2. Capable of transferring to the next life
3. Being coordinated to each other (do not violate one's positive
awareness)
4. Being effective in the next life
The forth characteristic presents the significant of the transcendence
/superior awareness. There is only a belonging which is effective in
leading man towards perfection in the next life. This man's belonging
is his knowledge of perfection which is obtained through his earthly
life. The knowledge of perfection which is ascribed to the cognitive
data (the perceptual treasure) aids man to pass the next life.
In other words, man enjoys neither his scientific knowledge nor his
abilities and skills in the next life. Man's thoughts and concepts are
just effective in his earthly life so that are forgotten by passing time.
Nevertheless, inspirations and inner effects thereof have no
expiration date while provide man for moving in the path of
perfection.
Therefore, importance and value of mystic seems to be undeniable.
Thereby, man requires to find an appropriate way for entering mystic
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world after identifying positive (divine) and negative (evil)
inspirations. Thus, he can enjoy his positive inspirations and
experiences in order to attain perfection.
Reality and Truth of the Existence
There are two sides for everything in the earthly universe. Thereby,
reality and truth are two sides of the same coin.
_ Existential Reality: it refers to something which occurs
_ Existential Truth: it refers to why and how something occurs,
moreover the truth is attributed to plan of existence and the matters
behind reality and qualitative part of the existence.
_ Existential Reality and Existential Truth
Existential reality of something indicates that it exists or comes to
existence. Reality is studied without considering why or how an
event occurs. There are some characteristics of the existential reality
including being observed, impacting the environment, being
recorded and measured. For example, a piece of stone is a real
because the stone exists even though nobody knows how and why it
comes to existence. Yet, there are many real phenomena in the
universe although are visible for nobody such as infra-red light. Man
can measure this light via specific devices thereafter can use in
different applications.
Existential truth is in a relationship with existential reality and
consists of:
1. Why and how an event occurs: for example, why does a stone
come to existence? How is the universe created?
2. Existential plan and whatever is behind the existential reality:
each reality forms in accordance to a plan. So, there are something
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behind each reality that should be identified via studying the
existential plan. For example, man can understand why he comes to
the existence and what the purpose of this creation is. Thus, he
discovers the philosophy of the creation of the universe.
3. Existential quality of each phenomenon: existential truth is
examined according to existential quality of a reality. The origin of
each event can provide man for identifying the event which is truth
or virtual. For example, reflection of an image in a mirror is an
existential reality but this image is not true; because the image of
object is virtual compared to original object. So, each entity of the
universe may be a real but the entity is not a truth compared to the
original entity and vice versa. Some phenomena are not real in man's
view while the existential truth of these cases proves their existential
reality such as infra-red light. Since infra-red light cannot visible to
man, he thinks this light is not a real. Yet, infra-red light is identified
as a real phenomenon when he sees the light via modern
equipment.
Earthly Universe from an Observer's View
Suppose that a blade can spin around its central axis (ﬁgure.2-5).
Does the blade have an existential reality in a stable state? The
answer is yes; because this blade comes to the existence so it is real.
Now, suppose that the blade is rapidly spun/rotated around its
central axis, afterwards we see a cylindrical shape. Thereby, the
diameter of the cylinder's base is width of the blade and its height is
the blade's length (ﬁgure. 2-6).
Now the question is: " is this cylinder is real?", the answer is yes,
because the cylinder comes to existence. Yet, there is another
question:" is this cylinder is a truth?", the answer is no, because such
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cylinder has no external existence. The cylinder is disappeared as
soon as the blade stops rotating. Therefore, the cylinder is a virtual
volume which occurs by rotating the blade around its central axis. So,
although the cylinder can be a real, it has no an existential truth.
According to these experiments, some other questions are aroused
such as:
_ Does the world surrounding us have existential reality? The
answer obviously is yes, because man exists and he can observe the
universe.
_ Does the world surrounding us have also existential truth? The
answer requires that we briefly examine the structure of the
universe surrounding us as much as possible.
The universe surrounding us is made up of Matter and Energy. The
material part of the universe is composed of the celestial bodies. The
celestial bodies are made up of molecules, and molecules are made
up of atoms which are formed from elementary particles and antiparticles/opposed particles. This procedure continues until negative
infinity inside the atom's nucleus; so there is no initiate point of this
procedure as there is no end one of it.
Now, we examine an atom as a building block which is the
foundation of the creation structure. To examine more precisely, we
suppose an atom as big as a football field that has a core as big as a
soccer ball. In this view, the atom looks like a great sphere compared
to its core. There is a question that:
_ How are the atom's shape and size extended?
The shape and size of this great sphere (atom) resulted from
movement of the electrons which leading to formation of the
"Electron Cloud".
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_ Does this huge sphere have existential reality?
The answer is surely " Yes", because the sphere occurs so it is a real.
_ Yet, does the sphere have an existential truth, too?
As soon as the electrons stop moving, this volume (which is
resulted from the electron's motions) disappears. Thereafter, we see
nucleus of this atom which is as big as a soccer ball. Consequently,
the volume of atom does not exist in the outer world because the
volume occurs at result of the electron's motion. So, this volume is
virtual.
Similarly, we can examine atom's nucleus which is made up of proton
and neutron. Proton orbits the nucleus while neutron speedily
vibrates in the place and orbits proton in an opposition direction.
Rotation of neutron around the proton creates a disc shape which is
a virtual mass. Now, if the spin of proton and neutron is stopped, the
created mass disappears hence atom's volume becomes less and
changes into elementary particles. Similarly, movements of the
underneath levels of atom are subsequently stopped so that each
created mass in each level disappears one after the other.
Consequently, atom's nucleus is generated from infinite elementary
motions. Atoms' motions lead to formation of molecules then
molecules' movements cause the creation of the material part of the
universe. Accordingly, we can say:
The material world is made up of "motion".
On the other hand, the modern physics prove that matter is
composed of condensed wave which is known as motion. Thus, both
material and energetic perspective indicate that the universe is
created by waves. As earlier mentioned, waves are originated from
motion.
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After above brief explanation, we can answer this question whether
the universe has an existential truth or not. Thereby, since the
material world is created from motion, different manifestations
appearing in the universe are resulted from motion. Thereafter, each
manifestation created by motion is virtual. So, the universe is also
virtual and has no existential truth.
The above consequent leads man to ask this question what factor
gives direction to these infinite motions which create such an
organized and purposeful system. The answer is that there is an
intelligent factor which identifies a motion's direction and creates a
manifestation. Ultimately, this factor is capable of creating such a
harmonious, purposeful and self-evidential system. Therefore,
matter and energy, in other words, structure of the universe is made
up of Consciousness, Intelligence and Awareness. So:
The material universe is created from Intelligence or Consciousness.
Humans can come to an agreement and establish a common idea
based on the intelligence and consciousness governing the universe.
Thereby, they can find out that the owner of this consciousness is
God who becomes common point of humans' beliefs. Therefore, the
common and fundamental ideology among humans is attributed to
the intelligence/consciousness governing the universe or divine
intelligence. According to this ideology, the common agent is known
as Interuniversal consciousness network.
In brief, the material universe is originated from motion. Thus,
different manifestations created in the universe result from motion.
Since each manifestation resulted from the motion is virtual, the
material universe is also virtual. Each motion requires a stimulus and
a director agent. This agent refers to an awareness or a
consciousness governing the universe which is named Interuniversal
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consciousness network. Therefore, the universe is a virtual image of
another truth that is created from an awareness.
Whereas the consciousness governing the universe is itself created
and controlled from another source, this ultimate source is God who
is the owner of this consciousness.
_ Matter, Energy and Awareness
According to the above explanation, there are three elements in the
material universe:
_ Awareness
_ Energy
_ Matter
For instance, man cannot apply matter and energy without being
awareness. In other words, man is capable of exploiting matter and
energy when he gains proper knowledge and awareness about these
two elements. So, the major structure of the material universe
consists of intelligence and awareness which form matter and
energy.
AWARENESS
MATTER

ENERGY

Figure 2-9

As ﬁgure 2-9 illustrates, each of the above elements are conver ble.
The conversion of consciousness to matter and energy has been
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briefly explained while the conversion of matter and energy into
consciousness requires an inclusive discussion.
Figure 2-10 examines the elements formed the universe in detail. In
other words, this figure illustrates that all elements of the universe
simultaneously exist close together.
Divine Consciousness before Reflection in the Dipolar World (The World of Conflict)
Intelligence
Anti-Matter

Anti-Energy
Super Intelligence

Matter

Energy

Anti-Intelligence

Figure2-10

Therefore, energy is formed in a consciousness field which is the
important part of the universe. So, the material universe is only
composed of one dimension and other different dimensions such as
fourth dimension or time come into existence in the consciousness
field. These different dimensions are formed and created in the
consciousness field in which each dimension becomes meaningful.
Consequently, the material universe is proven as a virtual entity that
is similar to an image in a mirror. Thereby, this image has no external
existence. Now, we study the universe from other perspective:
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_ The World Visual Image Based on Velocity of the Observer
Suppose that an observer is rapidly moving in the space. As the
observer gets closer to or moving away from a sound or light source,
the frequency and wavelength of the sound or light change. For
example, when a person gets closer to a source of sound, the
wavelength of the sound gets compressed and becomes shorter.
Therefore, the frequency of the sound increases and it is heard at a
higher pitch (ﬁgure.2-11). In contrast, if he gets farther from the
source, the wavelength becomes decompressed and the frequency
decreases. So, we heard a lower pitched sound or bass (Doppler
Effect). The same is held in a light sound, too. So, the frequency
changes while we got closer to or farther from the light source.
Therefore, the color of light and its appearance changes.
We see the vision of the universe like the present form because we
are moving with a nearly constant velocity through the space. Since
Earth is a part of the Solar system, it rotates around itself and the sun
in a nearly constant velocity. The Solar system locates in one of the
arms of the Milky Way galaxy and rotates with a certain velocity. This
galaxy, itself, rotates around another center with a certain speed
through space. After all, our perceived view (in regards to
appearance and different color ranges) is based on the ultimate
velocity of our movement within space. Thus, if man were to live in
another galaxy, he would possibly see different color ranges and
appearance of the world.
Therefore, the material universe has no steady and main appearance
so that its view depends on speed of the observer. Whereas the
observer can have infinite different velocity, there are infinite views
of the universe for each observer.
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_ The World Visual Image Based on the Observer's Eye's Frequency
Each observer looks at the universe from his own eyes. The human
can perceive the images in a particular frequency across his vision.
Thereby, human eye sees 24 images per a second; human eye's
frequency is 24 Hz. When we see 24 images per second in front of
our eyes, we see it continuously. If the numbers of images are less
than 24 pixels per second, we will see the view in an interrupted and
non-continuous state. The more picture-motion speeds up, the more
scenery seems to move abnormally fast (in cinematography). Thus,
at the higher speeds, the frames would become unrecognizable. So,
man sees the scenery of the world according to his eye frequency
otherwise human would see the world in a different form.
You consider an eagle with the eye frequency of 20000 that is totally
different from human eye sight. Eagles can follow the movements of
a mosquito with full concentration in every second whereas human
is not able to do this. Moreover, eagles can see the rain as "drop by
drop" while human observes it falling as linear. In other hand, the
frequency of a snail's eye is 5 Hz. For example, when we are moving,
the snail sees a trail of several meters long behind us (ﬁgure2-13). A
snail can see us when we completely stop.
Consequently, in terms of frequency, there are infinite scenery of the
universe that are differently viewed according to the range of vision
frequency. Thereby, the universe has no constant scenery so the
universe is virtual.
In brief, the material universe is lack of fixed form and view. We see
the vision of the universe like the present form because we are
moving with a nearly constant velocity through space. Each person's
eye is designed in a way to reflect the universe as a particular figure
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to his owner. Thus, a person perceives a virtual image resulted from
the particles' motions.
_ The World Visual Image in Observer's Perceptual Threshold
Each observer sees the universe in different form in accordance to
his physical perceptual threshold. For example, the scenery of the
universe is different in a snake's vision because snakes' perceptual
threshold is different from humans' one. For example, snakes are
capable of seeing Infra-Red light so they have very acute eyesight at
nights. Thus, darkness is almost meaningless for snakes so that day
or night does not make a real difference. Moreover, they are capable
of seeing the temperature of objects and the living beings. What
snakes see as the world is not the same that humans see. Therefore,
description of snakes about the universe is severe different
compared to human's view.
Similarly, the universe is differently seen from a bat's vision like a
sonographic map. Bats are capable of echolocation within the
specific frequency ranges. Thus, bats can distinguish objects up to a
limited frequency range by emitting a series of quite loud ultrasound.
Therefore, bats see the universe in a limited range which cannot be
infinite.
There are diverse visions of the universe from various living species
including a tiny microorganism or the biggest one. From this
standpoint, the universe is also seen within various views so that
each observer sees the universe in accordance to the physical
sensors thereof. None of these created scenery is true but all visions
appeared in the universe are virtual. In few words, every observer
describes the universe due to his physical perceptual threshold.
Thus, the universe has infinite sceneries.
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The Final Conclusion about the Virtual World
Referring to all above brief discussion, the universe is virtual from
each angle we look at it compared to whatever is hidden behind the
virtual world. in fact, there are infinite illusions embedded in the
other illusions' hearts.
Yet, why is the universe created virtual? Being the virtual universe is
a sign of extraordinary creativity of its creator. Although the virtual
world does not have external existence, it is the carrier of a great
truth. Thus, man passes through this virtual universe to achieve
perfection. Moreover, the existence of the virtual universe rejects
the notion/concept of God's dependence to the creation. Therefore,
considering the universe does not have external existence, there
would be no evidence to prove God needs to creation of the
universe.

Mono-Form Universe
Principle of Formational Unity
The material universe is created from consciousness or awareness.
the consciousness creates the primary motion and gives direction to
the motion. Space and time are created by the primary motion
afterward energy is originated. Energy in turn causes further changes
in space and time. Energy is divided into general categories:
"compressed and decompressed".
It is worthy of note that energy is essentially frequency and motion.
As earlier mentioned, the consciousness and intelligence governing
the universe manage and direct each motion. So, energy is formed in
the consciousness field so that no form of energy can exist without
being of such field. Thus, the material universe has only one
dimension. All different dimensions such as tri-dimensional space
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and fourth dimension (time) becomes meaningful in the
consciousness field; indeed, these dimensions are formed and
created in the consciousness field.
There are factors causing changes in form and nature of energy that
are known as compressed and decompressed factors. These factors
produced changes that led to formation of the universe. Thereby, a
phase difference is created in each part based on the amount of
compression so that makes succession (succession in space and
succession in time). The phase difference is originated from
(different degrees of) Energy compression that causes space
curvatures and circular currents. These circular currents act similar to
whirlwind which is known as Cosmic Whirlwinds.
Space spreads out more in an environment in which energy is the
least compressed thus perception of time lessens and vice versa. So,
space and time have an inverse ratio with each other. The more
velocity increases, the shorter time is felt. The more some
accumulated energy becomes compressed, the less accumulated
energy gets speed. Thereby, a lack of equilibrium is made in the
adjacent space so that leads to occur whirlwind current.
Consequently, this phenomenon causes formation of the celestial
bodies and galaxies. Energy becomes more condensed in the center
of such masses. Energy compression is the maximum amount at
which energy retransfers to its anti-energy. When energy attains the
minimum amount of compression, the process becomes reversed
and shifts toward being condensation. This cycle is repeated more
and more.
Minimum energy compression

Energy

Maximum compression

Therefore, space-time dimensions are variable and the universe is
placed in a repetitive cycle of contraction and expansion. Every
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contraction ends by a big explosion (Big Bang) so that this explosion
is the beginning of expansion for the next cycle. Thus, lots of Big
Bangs have already occurred. Now, the Earth begins expanding and
decompressing then in the most diluted state becomes contraction.
Thereafter, the contracted Earth is turned into its anti-formation that
creates another great Big Bang. The great Big Bang which forms the
present cosmos. Upon the end of each expansion, all energies reach
the most diluted level and vice versa. Before occurring the Big Bang,
all energies of the existence are converted into compressed energy
of " Enormous Black Hole". By approaching the level of "Critical
condensed energy", at a once the energy's level commences shifting
to the "Critical diluted energy". Therefore, the Big Band initially
occurs then the phenomenon of the expansion of the universe is
formed. As the boundaries of this explosion spread out, space and
time go through necessary changes.
This phenomenon demonstrates that space had never been at the
present scale before occurring the Big Bang. Indeed, there was no
such vast space in front of our eyes before the Big Bang. Since time is
in a reverse proportion with time, time goes by faster in such
situation (Critical time).
When mass of energy slows down, energy becomes compressed and
vice versa. Thereby, energy compression reaches minimum level at
the light speed so the mass of matter becomes equal to zero. In fact,
the mass is equal to the amount of energy compression; so at the
minimum energy compression, matter becomes equal to zero. Any
object's motion at high speeds (some tenth of light speed or more)
encounters a barrier which is named " light barrier"(like sound
barrier). This wall is originated by compressing the wave which gains
a frequency equal to infinity. If this theory is true, no object is able to
pass through this wall. For passing through this wall, one needs
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infinite amount of energy so that the mass of energy approaches
toward infinity due to this resistance. Therefore, it is only the
decompressed form of energy which is able to pass at the speed of
light.
Virtual Universe from another outlook
In the world of science and the modern physics, it is an observer who
can determine structure of the universe whether energy appears as
wave or as particles. According to the classical physics (Newton's
view), the universe is an absolute reality which holds its own
independent form, shape and nature without being an observer.
Thereby, the universe continues to go without the assistance of
anyone. Thus, no one's eyes have role in holding the universe
together or making the scenery of the universe. Nevertheless, the
modern physics says that an observer can specify the appearance of
reality. Moreover, he can determine whether the universe appears
as wave or as a composition of particles. According to this theory, no
one may simultaneously see the world in both forms of wave and
particle. Thus, the observer can interpret the universe in two forms
of truth and virtual.
As earlier mentioned, the material universe is built on the motion.
This intelligent motion is formed the universe based on the laws
governing the universe. These laws originate the numbers.
God

Consciousness

Laws

Numbers

God creates the consciousness and the laws governing the universe
come into being from the consciousness. Thus, God's will and
permission governs the universe so that no leaf falls from a tree
without God's will. God's will and permission is applied to the laws
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which produce numbers. in other words, the universe is built up
based on the numbers.
There are constant and variable numbers which determine how the
universe and its contents are originated. The constant numbers
include number of the light speed, Planck constant, constant number
of Pi, Naperian constant, Avogadro constant number. The variable
numbers include the number of distance between Earth and the sun,
acceleration of gravity. Consequently, human beings can live on the
Earth. Thereby, a slight minor change in each of the above numbers
brings different conditions in the universe.
By realizing the role of motion in creating the universe, man
understands that everything originated from motion is virtual. Thus,
the universe is virtual, too. It is considered that if this virtual
existence is put aside, the true existence comes into view/ appears.
Man looks like someone who is asleep that lives in a dream and
imagination. He awakens when this curtain of illusion falls down and
he understands nothing has been truth. Indeed, man is drowned in
virtual world and misled by illusion. Thus, he is affected by virtual
world instead of the truth.
When the truth is discussed, man should clarify which level of truth is
considered. For example, an individual who stands in front of a
mirror is a truth but his image in the mirror is a virtual. Nevertheless,
he, the mirror and the entire universe are virtual compared to
cosmic intelligence (consciousness). When the cosmic intelligence is
compared with the superior level (God), the cosmic intelligence is
virtual and God is absolute truth.
Truth/ Virtual= Me/ My Image in the Mirror= the Cosmic
Intelligence/the Universe=God/Cosmic Intelligence
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The Universe in the Age of Intelligence
Man has now entered an age which is named the age of intelligence.
In this age, man is anticipated that can accurately examine and apply
the intelligence governing the universe. The evolution of man's
thoughts occurs throughout the history that can be understood in a
glance.
By tracing man's historical movements, he reaches understanding of
the universe, gaining knowledge and moving towards perfection.
Indeed, he ascends a ladder of development (ﬁgure. 2-14) and passes
different stages. This figure shows his mental development in three
general stages. In the beginning of the creation, human being had a
man-like life and had no knowledge about him and the universe.
After billions years, he passed the primitive stage and entered the
humanity stage at which could fulfil his basic needs such as clothing
and housing. Moreover, he developed his mental ability so that could
discover numbers. He measured, numbered and expressed the
reality surrounding himself thus identified the realties around him.
Therefore, man took his primary pace in order to explaining and
recording quantitative realities of the universe.
God
Intelligence
Laws
Numbers
Man
Figure 2-14. The stages of man's historical movement toward understanding the universe, gaining knowledge and moving
toward perfection
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Since the numbers play main role in originating the universe, man
begins to discover different numbers. If there were the tiniest/
slightest difference in the defined numbers in the creation, the world
would be a very different place. Thus, nobody exists in the universe
or he might be located in other place. For example, if the constant
speed of light was not 300000 kilometers per second, no man exists
in this world. Moreover, the universe might not have the current
form and structure. If we assume that the Earth-Sun distance would
change, no man would certainly exist on the Earth or he could own a
different body.
Human being is a product of a billion explosions, crashing the
celestial bodies together, smelting and cooling. None of these
phenomena seems to occur by coincidence while a constant number
causes to exist each of these cases. Thereby, all phenomena have
sequentially formed in the universe. For example, a star is born when
a dying star transforms into a black hole then occurs an explosion.
Afterwards, the Supernova is formed that is a rebirth in the
universe.
Furthermore, there are different numbers which play a crucial role in
creation of these phenomena. Thereby, each of the above
occurrences is formed via the effects of these numbers in the
universe. They are the critical numbers which determine definitive
quantities in formation of a phenomenon. Thus, this occurrence does
not seem to be by accident but there is a critical number which
determines the amount of density of a black hole.
The cosmos is predetermined by an accurate plan which has early
been recorded. Thus, everything goes on in accordance to an
organized plan which indicates each number is early placed in heart
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of each occurrence. Thereby, the universe has identity and direction
so that its path is designed too careful to be imaginable for man.
The cosmos is formed by a great Big Bang then the Earth is shaped by
combination of molecules which as detectors give birth to the
existence. The universe exposes the existence/beings to the vital
force via the invisible transformers. Ultimately, mankind comes into
the existence. So, the origin of the life refers to a great Big Bang.
Moreover, any alteration in the numbers governing the universe
would make different indefinite dipolar worlds in which different
conditions could exist.
Over the past centuries, discovery of the fundamental numbers leads
man to develop his mental faulty in a new stage. He also discovers
that there is another agent behind discovery of the numbers. This
agent identifies amount of the numbers that is applied to the laws
governing the material world. In other words, the laws create the
numbers which result in formation of the current universe. After
achieving this main discovery, man begins to define the universe by
aid of laws (including the laws of physics and chemistry). Moreover,
he attains this outstanding consideration by which the will of God is
the same numbers governing the universe.
By passing the stage of discovery the laws, the present age exposes
man to another marvelous finding. He begins to understand there is
an extraordinary agent by which the laws governing the universe are
imposed and managed. This agent refers to the intelligence
embedding all components of the cosmos. Thus, this intelligence is
named Interuniversal Consciousness Network.
Psymetology approach pursues to experience the effects of the
consciousness upon the existence in practice. Thereby, the recent
experiments lead man to step in a new stage at which he achieves
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the intellectual evolutions. So, he attempts to view the creation and
think about it from another outlook. To recognize this stage broadly,
man deeply tends to know the origin and owner of this intelligence
hence he understands the creation philosophy so more. Thus, man
begins approaching the other part of his mental development
(accessing to qualitative recognition of the universe or cosmos). In
other words, man becomes familiar to the consciousness governing
the universe in practice through this stage.
Relations of Components of the Universe
_ The Laws of the Intelligence Governing the Universe
_ The material world is made up of the intelligence so all constitutes
and particles of the universe have intelligence.
_ Intelligence is neither Matter nor Energy while both matter and
energy has originated from the intelligence. Consequently, none of
definition of matter and energy implies to the intelligence. Thus, the
intelligence is neither wave (frequency) nor particle without any
quantity and gender identity. No graphical diagram can be illustrated
to represent the intelligence. The intelligence is only a function of
quality.
_ The intelligence is lack of time-space dimension so that
transferring the intelligence does not need time. Moreover, the
intelligence is not a function of space.
_ Whole intelligence determines the intelligence of components.
_ All components of the universe are affected by the intelligence so
a component influences on the other.
_ Component's intelligence impacts the other one via issuing its
radiation in the universe. The intelligent radiations have no chemical
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and physical effects. Thereby, the intelligent radiations only leave the
intelligent effects on each component.
_ The intelligence of a collection of components is considered as the
whole or collective intelligence of the set. Thereby, the component's
intelligence is affected by its whole intelligence. Furthermore, the
whole intelligence determines direction of its component's motion.
_ Partial intelligence embeds the data stored in the whole
intelligence.
_ Ratio of Partial Intelligence to the Whole intelligence
Nowadays, man produces a tiny little device named flash memory in
which many libraries' information are stored. Technology makes our
world possible to access all man's writings throughout the history in
this tiny little device in a short time. Thus, all global information
including the data of companies, banks and properties will be
available in the flash memories. So, it is not unexpected to hear that
each particle of the universe is a flash memory in which all intelligent
data of the universe are stored. In fact, there is a principle known as
the parallelism of the existence data. This principle indicates that the
intelligence is not quantitative as well as the partial intelligence is
equal to the whole intelligence of the universe.
There is a question: what is the relationship between the partial
intelligence and the whole intelligence of the material world? And
why are these two intelligences equal together? The partial
intelligence is equal to the whole intelligence because the
intelligence is not quantitative. So, the intelligence of a particle is
equal to the intelligence of the whole universe. In other words, the
relationship of the partial intelligence is equivalent to the whole
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intelligence. Consequently, the data of the whole universe exists in a
particle.
The Partial Intelligence= The Whole Intelligence of Material World
The Data Stored in a Particle= The Data of Entire Material World
Microcosmic= Macrocosmic
Therefore, the world inserted in an atom enjoys the same dignity of
the whole universe. A cell is made up of numerous molecules in
which lots of atoms exist. An atom contains infinite tiny particles
which act as the base flash memories. Thus, a cell can carry multiple
data stored in the universe.
The seeds of lentil and wheat do not receive their data from the soil
or water but these seeds are themselves equivalent to all data of the
universe. There is the data related to the previous information
stored in these two seeds such as the data of living species' common
traits, the data of origin of the life.
According to this perspective, the data stored in a cell in regard
to/related to life is divided into:
1: Data Related to the Cell (including programs of the cell's function,
trouble shooting of the cell and the cell's recovery)
2: The data of an organ and cell thereof
3: The data of a body and cell thereof
4: The data of human beings and previous generations thereof
(Gene)
5: The data of all beings (human beings, plants and animals)
6: The data of shared life of all species (the embryonic stage)
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7: The data of the life formation
Role of Intelligent Relations in Living Beings
_ Separation of a Particle from its Whole
There are differences between the behaviors made by a particle
inside a complex and the same particle's behavior outside of its
complex. This principle is certainty in regard to all particles of all
available complex in the universe. A cell of the body exerts a definite
behavior in its place while the cell fulfils a different behavior after
separating from its tissue. Thereby, there is a functional alteration in
the separated cell. Thus, function of a cell should be examined in its
place because the cell's reaction in new condition is not the same
executed in vicinity of other cells.
Each particle of the universe carries an existential code which acts
similar to a certain barcode attached to the trade goods. Thus, each
particle represents an appropriate behavior in accordance to its
barcode defined in a particular complex. For example, a liver's cell
fulfils an appropriate task which is different from the same outside of
the liver. Therefore, this cell carries an existential code which
changes when the cell separates from its complex thereof.
Thus, reduction of the cell in its place differs from reduction of the
same cell outside of its place. In other words, existential code of each
particle is hold in joining to other particles of the same complex
which have healthy intelligence. Moreover, the reduction of each
particle depends on the reduction of entire complex. Therefore, the
life span of a particle decreases after separating from its complex.
_ Adaptation/Harmony of the Consciousness
A living being is characterized by adjustment of the consciousness
existing between two living beings. For example, pathogenic
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microorganism can be affected by the consciousness of whole the
body. Yet, although this microorganism is activated in the individual's
body, the microorganism is not harmful for the individual's health.
Therefore, some individuals who are the carrier of diseases such as
HIV virus, Tuberculosis, Hepatitis do not become sick.
Suppose that the body acts similar to a car so that its organs is
physiologically affected by the pathogenic microorganisms. It is
anticipated that these microorganisms have the same effect on all
organs of the body. Moreover, it is expected that those who keep
animals in their environment become sick while most of these
people suffer no diseases. Thereby, there are a common and
consciousness adaptation and harmony between the pet's
microorganisms and the pet's owner. This adaptation leads the
microorganisms to be held in an adjusted state in the individual's
body. Thus, no microorganism is allowed to be activated in the body.
Furthermore, some people who eat the foods discarded in a garbage
(a source of pollution) do not become sick.
There are some people who are immune to many pathogenic
microorganisms because they vaccinate against these
microorganisms. Nevertheless, some other people are immune in
result of adaptation of consciousness which is known as
"consciousness immunity".
There are factors such as distress and worry which may disturb the
adaptation of consciousness. Thereby, an individual who eats food in
a high-quality restaurant may even become sick.
Lack of the consciousness adaptation as well as activating pathogenic
microorganisms in the body may be characterized via a fever
appearing after hearing an unpleasant event. The fever
demonstrates that consciousness system of the body is disturbed in a
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while so the body suffers a type of consciousness conflict. Thus, the
microorganisms which have peaceful coexistence with cells of the
body make problems.
There is another factor in disturbing the consciousness adaptation
which refers to feeling fear of disease. An individual who feels fear of
disease experiences the consciousness conflict with microorganisms
creating the disease. There is another example which indicates
importance of consciousness adaptation: in organ transplantation,
the sever fear of surgical operations and the mental complications
makes the consciousness conflict in the body. Thus, the transplanted
organ (such as kidney) may get rejected because of the
consciousness disorder. Yet, the transplanted organ recognizes the
new location when the consciousness adaptation is established. So,
the transplantation will be successful.
In some instances, the graft is taken from one part of an individual's
body and transplanted elsewhere in the same individual. For
example, in an open-heart operation, the body may reject the graft
because of the disturbances of the consciousness. Thereby, the
recipient's body cannot recognize the new organ. This conflict or
disturbance of the consciousness may decrease via establishing the
adaptation of the consciousness.
Data
There is a substantial matter that data is obtained from the
consciousness. Indeed, there is a new relationship: relationship
between the consciousness and data (ﬁgure.2-15).
What is the sun in a glance? The sun is a luminous mass that there is
the consciousness standing behind it. The consciousness is visible in
the form of data and information. In other words, the sun is a set of
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information or a package of data that transfers data to man through
its nuclear fusions. For example, four atoms of hydrogens form
helium through a fusion process then other data is obtained.
In the book of existence, all information is written in different forms
of data packages and man accesses the packages. Indeed, as man
uses different languages for programming and offering data, the
creation is also engineered by data stored in galaxies, celestial bodies
and humans.
Intelligence

Data

Matter

Energy

Figure2-15

Therefore, there are different data and information stored in all
items of the universe including particles, parts and the whole of the
universe. in fact, there is a flash memory in which all data of entire
the universe is stored.
Cosmic Internet
According to Faradarmani and Psymentology’s approach, human
being is supported by a cosmic internet (Interuniversal
Consciousness Network) which is managed by the Exulted Creator.
The Exulted Creator provides man with infinite capabilities in the
factory of creation, though he/she may not be aware of these
capabilities. Thereby, after linking to this production factory via the
cosmic internet, he can activate his pre-installed abilities and
discover more of himself.
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In fact, man is part of the universe that becomes meaningful only in
relation to the whole. He is like a user of the internet that can apply
his prepared capabilities in the creation factory. Thus, he can
certainly discover and manifest his designed capabilities by linking to
the cosmic internet. Figure 2-16 demonstrates that the user can
access his existential catalogue designed in the creation factory by
connecting to the cosmic internet. Thereafter, he can use this
catalogue to achieve self-cognition. Moreover, he can apply the
facilities of this internet network to cure himself or others.
Treatment and recovery consist of every available program in the
cosmic internet including trouble shooting, recovering and repairing
the defective cell and its related organ. The software programs of all
universal particles exist in this magnificent internet; it is called
Interuniversal Consciousness Network. The cosmic internet has
similar impact on the cells of different organisms; it even has similar
effects on the molecules of these cells.
The Production Factory
Site

The Cosmic
Internet

The User Site

The User Site

The User Site

The User Site

The User Site
Figure 2-16
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The User Site

The User Site

The purpose of two Iranian complementary medicines, Faradarmani
and Psymentology is connecting “the beings” to the cosmic internet.
In the process of these two doctrines, a sick man, animal or plant
connects to this internet and receives the programs of
troubleshooting and repairing for treatment. In this process, a man
can treat an animal and/or a plant by using the facilities of the
cosmic internet. This experimental evidence attributed to
Interuniversal Consciousness Network demonstrates that the cosmos
is united, alive and purposeful.
Theory of Consciousness Bond
Faradarmani and Psymentology are founded on the basis of the
theory of consciousness bond or the particles' shared consciousness.
According to this theory, by establishing a link between the Whole
Consciousness and Human Beings' Constituents Consciousness, the
Body's and Cell's Management Consciousness begin to correct, repair
and improve the defective part. Moreover, the deficient functions of
psyche's software and other parts of the mind are corrected;
thereafter healing and recovery takes place. The constituents'
consciousness consists of the infinite numbers of man's existential
parts and the whole consciousness consists of the consciousness and
the intelligence governing the universe. By linking the constituents'
consciousness and the whole consciousness, the consciousness bond
circle is formed. Thereafter, the consciousness distribution
management center of the mind is developed and is linked to all
parts of the body. Thereby, all parts of the body are scanned and
improved (ﬁgure 2-17).
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Figure 2-17. The Consciousness Bond

_ Scanning
In the scanning process via the Consciousness Bond, a patient's body
is placed under a magnifying glass, so that his/her apparent and
hidden diseases and disorders are exposed. The patient becomes
connected to the Interuniversal Consciousness. Following this
procedure, the patient automatically undergoes the Scanning
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process by which all his diseases are revealed. Thereafter, the stage
of discharge begins and the symptoms of diseases are manifested in
accordance to the obvious diagrams. The term "Discharge" refers to
a process in which the signs and symptoms of cell's problems are
revealed. In this stage, all apparent and hidden signs of the diseases
may be detected and then the recovery process is initiated.
Man's body is made up of numerous molecules and micro-particles
which are composed of the vibrant strings as well as all particles of
the universe. These vibrant strings form the material part of the
body. The Consciousness governing the universe creates and directs
this vibrancy and motion. Thus, all micro-particles and human
existence have a close connection to the consciousness of the
universe. By accumulating the constituent's consciousness, the
whole consciousness is produced. The whole consciousness
(Interuniversal Consciousness Network) is the consciousness and
awareness governing the universe that is a fundamental element of
the universe. Consequently, human beings can only achieve their
purpose via the connection and the bond to the whole
consciousness. According to the theory "Faradarmani" and
"Psymentology", one of these purposes is self-troubleshooting and
self-treatment
_ Connection
In Faradarmani and Psymentology, the Connection refers to
establishment of links to Interuniversal Consciousness Network (ICN).
This type of connection has no accurate definition because the
connection is attributed to the world that is "free of devices". Since
the connection is an empirical occurrence, man only comprehends
and observes the effects arisen from this linkage. So, establishing the
connection is performed at a glance to the Consciousness Network
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so that a link is formed between the particle's consciousness and the
whole. Thereafter, this consciousness bond has the successful
outcomes.
The Consciousness Levels
The tiniest constituents of an atom are composed of the
fundamental waves or the elementary vibrations. The consciousness
of fundamental vibration is the earliest kind of wisdom which exists
in each inanimate object. The fundamental vibration produces
strings which possess consciousness. The strings create the particles
and anti-particles which produce electron, proton and neutron.
Thereafter, the atom forms.
Constituents of each particle have a consciousness related to itself
and it follows a great purpose. The consciousness of each particle
and the consciousness of tiny and big constituents of the universe is
called the consciousness of base. Each animate object is developed
by adding an advanced wisdom (more capabilities) to its
consciousness of base; that is known as the consciousness of life.
Thereby, a single-celled organism has a superior consciousness
compared to even the biggest inanimate/non-living beings. The
common wisdom develops and becomes the instincts. Instincts are a
superior type of common wisdom. The instinct is placed in the
advanced living beings which have the organized and predetermined
inner reactions. Thus, the consciousness of instinct is placed beside
the consciousness of base and the consciousness of life.
There is an upper level of consciousness that is controlled by
conscious choice of each living being. This level is attributed to a type
of wisdom named "the consciousness of will free or voluntary
wisdom" that is added to other types of the consciousness. Yet, the
voluntary wisdom does not differentiate human beings from the
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other beings; the non-organic type A also enjoys this kind of wisdom.
Love merely separates human beings from the other beings of the
universe.
Love and the outcomes thereof do not follow the laws of logic; but
love can subdue the logic. Love is the dynamic soul of the universe
that is placed above the logic. Human beings reach the superior
understanding by accessing the facilities available on the step of
love; while the step of logic cannot prepare these facilities for man.
The logic software is activated after the birth, but man attains the
qualified development on the step of love.
Theory of the Communal Mind
The ecosystem is a single-body/unified body and all its components
are interrelated. Man can access each available
data file of the mind via the man's communal mind
after connecting to the cosmic internet. Therefore,
the correction, improvement and recovery is
executed by the discretion of ICN (ﬁgure.2-18).
Theory of Human Beings' Existential Capabilities Related to
Consciousness Governing the Universe
1. Activating the Man's Capabilities (switching on the off keys)
Human beings possess numerous capabilities including physiological,
emotional, cognitive and other activities which
seem to be inaccessible. At the present, man is
using a tiny portion of his pre-installed capacities.
Applying each capability becomes possible when
the capabilities are switched on.
The brain is the connector of different parts of the body: the mind,
psyche and physique. The brain translates the data
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which man perceives. For example, composing
poetry and music is detected via brain’s
functioning. Brain detects the mental
comprehensions and emotional expressions by
translating them into the physical language. For
example, if the emotional area in the brain is
damaged, this damage causes impairment to the
man's psychological emotions. Thus, he has no
emotions such as happiness and sorrow, because
the brain cannot properly translate the input data.
The range of man’s perceptions can be excessively developed so
that he discovers all hidden information of the
universe. As long as human beings begin to switch
on all keys related to the truths of the universe, all
inactivated keys are turned on in the brain. Today,
scientists believe that man is only using a small
part of his brain’s keys, but the truth is that so
small amount of his brain's switches are currently
activated.
Human being is designed so that he can access all data of the
universe and then perceive those data.
Unfortunately, he has only activated a small
portion of his brain's capabilities. By activating
these capabilities, he can make numerous
improvements and corrections. For example, man
can improve/ correct his sleep pattern; thereafter
he can program this pattern. Nevertheless, the
medical science has no sufficient knowledge about
the adjustment of time and quality of sleep
pattern.
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Man should penetrate his existential treasure and identify his hidden
capabilities. He can execute the activation of his
capabilities via connecting to the Intelligence and
Consciousness governing the universe. For
example, an ordinary individual cannot feel and
apply the cosmic force, but he can certainly feel
this force by activating the switches related to the
cosmic force via the Interuniversal Consciousness.
2. The Man's Existential Catalogue and Connecting to the Cosmic
Internet
If the man's existence is compared to a machine, this machine has a
catalogue for a proper and efficient utilization. So,
this catalogue should be studied, otherwise the
machine gets damaged. Moreover, after the
precise examination, the individual may not
consider himself the cause of the problem; instead
he blames the production factory.
In other words, since each machine is introduced by a catalogue, a
customer should precisely study the catalogue to
become informed about the machine's capabilities.
So, the customer learns to use the machine
properly. So, if the product catalogue is not
precisely studied, the product is damaged before
even being used. Hence, the customer is
responsible not the production factory.
Similarly, human being is seized by the complications if he cannot
identify the capabilities designed in his existential
catalogue. On the other hand, he tends to view life
negatively and reach the conflict with God's word.
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Suppose that man's existence is compared to a
machine, he should properly read his existential
catalogue to manage his existence.
Man's existence is like a complex machine that requires an exact
programming in order to have an appropriate
output. Man's existence is equipped with the
certain codes which run different commands
(depending on how they are applied). Thus, he
cannot expect a correct operation without
identifying these codes. In other words, to use the
capabilities of human being's existence, an
individual should access man's existential
catalogue and become aware of the various
constituents and their applications. This catalogue
demonstrates the magnificence of man's existence
and allows him to operate various and useful
processing.
Divine Consciousness is similar to an internet named the Cosmic
Internet. There are similarities between the
applications of internet which is the global system
of interconnected computer networks and the
cosmic internet. One of these applications is the
ability of accessing the production catalogue and
using the various designed applications through
different production factories. Today, the
production catalogue is available online in the
internet network. Thus, by linking to the factories'
sites, an individual can be informed about the
production catalogue. So, in the worldwide
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participations, the products delivery expenditures
are reduced.
There is another ability of the internet that updates each machine's
software programs. Thus, this capability enables
the machine to become programmable. By
referring to the production factory site, this
capability (updating) is activated. Nevertheless, the
factory places initial programs in each machine.
But an individual should refer to the factory site for
accessing the advanced programs and for updating
the programs.
The same system is prepared for human beings via the Creator and
the production factory. In this system, some
installed programs and capabilities are off, thus the
man can switch them on by connecting to the site
of the production factory. Therefore, everyone
connects to the production factory via the cosmic
internet in order to enhance his limited capabilities
and abilities. He can switch on a set of his inactive
capabilities by linking to the cosmic internet and
then begin applying them (switching on his
existential off keys).
Therefore, human beings possess a cosmic internet (Interuniversal
Consciousness Network) and a site of the
production factory (the Creator). Whereas he is not
aware of many capabilities put in his existence, he
should connect to the production factory.
Subsequently, he identifies his limitless existential
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programs in order to activate them and recognize
more of himself.
In fact, human beings as a part of this universe is defined via the
whole. He is similar to a user who can apply the
stored facilities by connecting to the internet
network. He has to connect to the cosmic internet
to become capable of identifying and manifesting
the designed capabilities in his existence. By linking
to the cosmic internet, the user attempts to
receive his existential catalogue from the
production/creation factory site. Thereby, he can
move towards the self-cognition, also he can use
this network's facilities in order to treating himself
and others.
3. Effects of Non-Physical Factors on Man's body
Theory of accessing the man's existential catalogue (the existential
plan) and connecting to the cosmic internet
(Interuniversal Consciousness Network governing
the universe) offers a question. The question is:
can non-physical factors impress man's body?
There are some answers for this question:
The received input from the physical receptors pass through the
insight software (assessment and evaluation).
Thereafter, the data is carried to the perception
software then to emotional software and
eventually to the brain. The brain translates this
processed data into the physical body and exert a
specific reaction related to the data. For example,
a lot of people are displeased in a cloudy day. The
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evaluation/assessment software as well as the
association software interferes in producing this
type of reaction. The feeling of being displeased
may appear when an individual remembers an
unpleasant accident occurred in a cloudy day.
Thus, the cloudy days remind him this accident and
make him unhappy. Moreover, this feeling may
refer to a mother's unpleasant feeling against an
environmental condition. Thereby, mother's
unpleasant perception is transferred to the shared
mother-embryo software during pregnancy and
then to her child's unconscious in childhood age.
The collective soul software can also produce this
unpleasant feeling. Thus, people of each small or
big society demonstrate the reflection of dominant
feeling of that society/each small or big society is
affected by the people's dominant feeling reflected
in the society. For example, people living in the
rainy region have no pleasant feelings of the
cloudy weather. They may be dissatisfied by seeing
a cloud in the sky. Consequently, man's mental and
psychological reactions depend on various
software-based reasons.
Man's mind and psyche are affected by another software called
Idealist self. Everyone has an idealistic software in
his existence that leads him/her to feel unsatisfied
in some conditions. As soon as he encounters the
discontent conditions, his idealist software is
activated and leads him to feel unhappy.
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Therefore, there are various soft-wares which by assessing the evens
and conditions make the man' s reactions. The
outcome of the assessment passes to the mind in
order to manifesting the mental perceptions.
Thereafter, the mental perception is conveyed to
the psyche for detecting the psychological feelings.
Eventually, the processed data is transmitted to
the brain so that the data is translated into the
physical language. Thereby, one expresses his
hatred in his facial expression/appearance and
shows a gloomy face or he expresses his happiness
with a smile on his mouth. The brain is an
obedient. Thus, the physical reactions are resulted
from the functions of various soft-wares installed
in man's existence.
There is a management center in the body that controls the brain's
function in translating the data. Nevertheless, this
center's physiologic commands are not
predictable/ the type of a physiological command
issued from this center is not predictable. For
example, an individual feel very tiredness after
spending a hard day. But when this individual feels
his child is at the risk, he suddenly stands up and
runs toward his child. There is no physical/ medical
reason for his motion's speed whereas his muscles
become tired. In other words, there is a type of
acid in the muscles that prevents the muscles
movements in the tiredness state. Nonetheless,
the mind and psyche recognize that this reaction is
urgent and the disability is affected by this
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recognition. The body is affected by the software
and direct interference of cell and body's
management in performing/exerting this quick
motion.
An ordinary individual's physical energy is varied due to his
psychological state. As he hears disliked words that
make him unhappy, he is easily discharged. On
contrary, when he feels pleasant, his physical
energy is enhanced/ charged. In fact, the system
which causes the cellular fuel is burnt/consumed
or not is attributed to a software-based system not
a physical one.
The cell and body's management software controls the physique so
much as well as activating the body's
microorganisms. Each disturbance and less activity
of this management system leads to occur diseases
arisen from microorganism. These microorganisms
are defeated by the immune system of the body so
that an individual's healthy is saved.
Consequently, the non-physical factors influence the functions o f
different parts of human being as well as his
physical body. When the man identifies the
relations of soft-wares designed in his existential
plan, he can design his existential set-up. Thereby,
he can determine the bright goals after referring to
this plan. Therefore, he is capable of resolving
every complication by recognizing the relationships
among the constituents related to the defective
part.
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Theory of the Mental and Ultra-Mind Sensors
In Psymentology perspective, there are three groups of sensors or
detectors designed in man's existence that each
group undertakes the specific role.
1. The Physical Sensors (five senses): this group transmits the input
data to the brain.
2. Mental Sensors: Mental receptors transmit many of perceptions
to physical part whereas physical part does not distinguish this
transmission. For example, the light with 50 Hertz is constantly and
frequently seen through the eyes' physical receptors while it is
turning on and oﬀ 50 mes per a second; and only the mental
receptors distinguish this off and on. In other words, mental
receptors are accurately and momentarily recording and registering
outward events. Moreover, the mental receptors record all the
environmental data even while man is sleeping. Therefore, these
receptors examine different archives of mind and receive different
perceptions. By activating/programming mental receptors, they can
organize mind's archives such as removing wrong data, classifying
and arranging the received data. It is required to mention that no
information should be removed. According to law of common
survival, nothing including of matter, energy and data are annihilated
in the universe. The law of survival embeds either matter and energy
or data and awareness. The data is not annihilated/destroyed but is
continuously recorded and registered with its details.
3. Ultra-Mind Sensors: understanding and revealing the data,
awareness and inspiration are achieved in the ultra-mind sensors. In
other words, the ultra-mind sensors refer to the inspiration
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receptors which are able to perceive the unrecognizable awareness
by the mental sensors.
Theory of Sleep
Humans averagely spend a third of their lives sleeping. An individual
assumes that he has to sleep in order to relieving himself of
tiredness. He believes that he is prepared for a new day's activities
after a good night's sleep. Thereby, he sleeps to continue his best
and effective efforts through the waking hours' working. It is not an
exaggeration to be said that lots of people think of sleep in these
terms. They never think that sleep could have other purposeful
benefits. Moreover, although sleep takes up a third of life, but a wellqualified sleep can make possible an impossible survey in the
material world.
As mentioned earlier, human beings have some kinds of perception
thresholds that include:
Physical Perception Threshold: this threshold embeds all five senses
of vision, hearing, smell, touch and taste. The physical perception
threshold fulfils all man's physical affairs in awakening state.
Nevertheless, these senses temporarily shut down during sleep. The
range of this perception is limited so that cannot receive the
perception beyond this limits.
Mental Perception Threshold: man accurately registers all events
occurring around him via this threshold even if the events are
beyond the physical perception. For example, when an individual
looks at a car's license plate at a glance, he can never recall the car's
number. Yet, he can recall the number through a hypnosis process.
This number is obviously registered somewhere in his mind.
Therefore, this number is received via the receptors.
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Ultra-Mind Perception Threshold: man is equipped with the
receptors which receive inspirations (mental spark) and whatever he
has not thought of it. In Psymentology, these ultra-mind receptors
which enable man to penetrate the data of the universe are called
ultra-mind threshold. This threshold is beyond the time, place and
language.
In Psymetology viewpoint, sleep is an opportunity for temporary
deactivation of the physical perception threshold and activation of
mental and ultra-mind perception thresholds. For example, dreaming
occurs via the mental perception threshold while inspirations and
new data received in sleep comes via the ultra-mind perception
threshold.
The world is a learning place where man can enjoy the great treasure
of the divine knowledge bestowed him. He can unite with God in
next world. Using the divine knowledge treasure requires having a
sufficient awareness in order to unveiling and applying the
knowledge. A good and harmless/innocuous person is not the best
one. For example, a student gets the best grade for discipline while
his grades in dictation and math is not good. Yet, this student is not a
successful one for his teachers even though he may morally be the
best person in the world. Similarly, the man who is merely wellbehaved while he has no knowledge about the philosophy of the
creation is not the best for the Creator.
Therefore, human beings need to realize his status in the
cosmological ecosystem so that discover the philosophy of his
creation. He should comprehend the great plan of creation otherwise
he cannot find out his identity in the universe. Thus, sleep is an
opportunity by which the man's reality measuring receptors (physical
perception threshold) are deactivated to his truth measuring
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receptors are activated. Thereafter, he exposes to inspirations and
understand the reason of creation more.
The man accomplishes his activity by moving towards survival in the
awakening otherwise his survival is disturbed. Furthermore, sleep
play a role in revival of strength and relieving tiredness. Moreover, in
sleep process, the receptors of mental and ultra-mind perceptions
are activated in order to receiving the data and knowledge related to
the creation. Hence, sleep and awakening are the complementary
process in man's life. The man is similar to a submarine come on the
surface of water in awakening. The submarine gets supplies and the
needed inquiries on the surface of the water thereafter it follows its
main mission beneath the water. In other words, the main part of
the man's life occurs in the sleep cycle. In Psymentology perspective,
man's sleep is programmable that can be implemented in several
stages and different levels:
_ changing sleep pattern and exerting a plan of a colorful, clear and
bright sleep
_ making a purposeful, significant and continual sleep without
something irrelevant
_ making sleep purposefulness in order to receiving inspirational
data related to the creation and the reasons of creation
Theory of Recovery
One of the important theories in Faradarmani and Psymentology is
the theory of abilities of recovering and correcting the different
defective parts of the man's existence. According to this theory, each
constituent of man's body is repaired. The phenomenon of cell and
organ's recovery and correction occurs through the different ways:
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1. The functional recovery/regeneration and correction of cell and
organ
2. The histological recovery and correction of cell and organ
3. The morphological recovery and correction of cell and organ
4. The recovery of cell's and organ's atrophy
5. The recovery of cell's disability
6. The correction of molecular alteration
7. The correction of software programs
1. The Functional Recovery and Correction of Cell and Organ
In mechanism of the functional disturbances of the heart, the organ's
function is disturbed. Yet, no complication is observed at the organ's
cellular level. In some cases, the function of cell may be disrupted
afterwards another complication is produced such as the cellular
overproduction (cancer) or vice versa. In Faradarmnani and
Psymentology process, the function of defective organ is corrected
and the cell's function recovered.
2. The Histological Recovery and Correction of Cell and Organ
Sometimes the recovery occurs in tissue such as regeneration of
injured skeletal tissue arise from/caused by a bone-breaking,
regeneration of injured cartilage tissue in arthritis, recovery of
muscle tissue. Nevertheless, the medical studies indicate that
regeneration process is possible in some tissues of the body. In these
studies, the regenerations such as the recovery of spinal cord-brain
damages and the recovery of necrotic tissue are impossible. Yet, the
experiments demonstrate that all of these injuries are recovered
through Faradarmani and Psymentology process.
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3. The Morphological Recovery
In this kind of recovery, abnormal form and size of an organ are
repairable. For example, an enlarged heart or liver can be
improved/recovered in Faradarmani and Psymentology approach
The experiments indicate that all of these disturbances are recovered
and improved in Faradarmani. The injured cell is recovered by
accessing/referring to the stored data therein. There are seven
divisions of exclusive data in each cell. Thereby, by accessing the
specific program of each data division and activating the program
thereof, the injured cell can get a level of regeneration and
correction. These levels include:
Level 1: Data Related to the Cell:
_ program of the cell's function
_ program of trouble shooting of the cell
_ program of the cell's recovery
Level 2: the data of an organ and cell thereof
Level 3: the data of a body and cell thereof
Level 4: the data of human beings and previous generations thereof
(Gene)
Level 5: the data of all beings (human beings, plants and animals)
Level 6: the data of shared life of all species (the embryonic stage)
Level 7: the data of the life formation
In Faradarmani and Psymentology process, the erroneous data
registered in different levels of a cell is improved. These levels are
explained in following:
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Level 1: This level of information embeds the cell's main data. This
data of the cell is examined independent of its tissue's data. This
level of data is classified to three groups:
_ The program of cell's function which consists of programs and
activities of cell in order to keeping its survival. Faradarmani and
Psymentology medicines attempt to improve the cell's function and
behavior through this level. For example, a cell may forget its normal
duty at the result of exposing to external factors/agents such as
carcinogen (substances causing cancer), harmful radiations. Thereby,
these agents interfere in causing the abnormal cell growth/
overproduction (cancer), degeneration of cell growth/ cellular failure
(atrophy) and other disturbed behaviors. Nevertheless, all of these
cells regain their normal and main duties through Faradarmani and
Psymentology process.
_ The program of trouble-shooting of a cell is executed in the
scanning stage of Faradrmani process. In this stage, symptoms of the
cell's deficiency are exhibited thereafter the recovery and correction
of functional program of the cell are initiated.
_ The program of cell's recovery is applied in order to exerting the
needed recoveries of the injured cell.
According to this experienced perspective, man can penetrate/pass
into cell's data then activate the cell's specific data. Consequently,
the cell is repaired and corrected (even recovery the brain's disorder
and necrotic tissues).
Level 2: This level of information is attributed to an organ and the
cells related it. For example, a cell of liver holds the data stored in
the liver and the cells thereof. A cell may be affected by an abnormal
condition so that its organ exposes to a risk such as metastatic
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diseases and the consciousness replication. Faradarmani and
Psymentology therapies improve the cell's erroneous data by
adapting the cell's data with the general program stored in the
organ.
Level 3: This level of cell's information consists of the information of
a body embedding the cell. Thereby, each cell can recreate a body in
which the cell is as soon as providing appropriate conditions for the
cell's growth and proliferation. So, the cell holds all information of its
complex. For example, an embryo can be created by proliferation of
a single cell then a man is recreated.
Level 4: In this level of cell's information, the record of human
being's creation is a significant phenomenon. Thereby, he is
characterized as a thoughtful and self-awareness being in accordance
to this record. Gene passes all good and evil records from the
previous generations into the new one. In fact, the thousands years'
data is registered in gene.
In the current medicine, diseases and complications which are
genetically inherited and transmitted to the next generation are
incurable. Nevertheless, Faradarmani and psymentherapy
approaches are capable of penetrating this level of cell's data. Thus,
gene is not a barrier for curing all genetic diseases. According to the
resulted experiments, by passing into the data related to the
previous generation can overcome the genetic diseases. Therefore,
in Faradarmani and Psymentology processes, treatment of all kinds
of disorders and diseases are possible without leaving any negative
effects. The theories of Faradarmani and Psymentology refuse this
theory that gene can prevent the process of treatment.
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Level 5: This level of information is shared among human beings,
animals and plants; furthermore, the man's cell has the data related
to plants and animals therein.
To access the shared data of all species, Faradartherapy and
Psymentherapy are possible in curing human beings, plants and
animals that pursue the positive outcomes. Some species can repair
their lost parts of the body such as the lizards which can regenerate
their lost tails. By reaching the fifth level of cell's data, man is
capable of regenerating his lost parts of the body.
Level 6: this level of cell's information refers to the stage in which a
living being or beings exist. In this stage, human beings, animals and
plants were not distinguished. This period of time is called the
germinal period. Afterwards, this germinal period is pursued by the
embryonic period. After the embryonic stage, the living beings are
divided into the braches of human beings, plants and animals.
Level 7: This level refers to the data of creation of the life and
production of the original germ cell. In other words, data and
knowledge of the entire life exist in each cell; a cell holds the data of
all plants, animals as well as life style, thinking and other soft-wares
inside itself.
These theories will be gradually accepted in the world of science.
4. The Recovery of Cell's Atrophy
A cell is often exhausted thereafter it encounters the deficiencies in
its function. The experiments gained in Faradartherapy and
Psymetotherapy demonstrates that these two complementary
medicines are capable of removing cell and organ's exhaustion/
charging a cell and organ. For example, old people who suffer
chronical weakness and atrophy after years are healed through
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Faradartherapy and Psymentotherapy. Therefore, they feel strength
and vividness in their life.

5. The Recovery of cell's disability
A cell's function may get a reduction in the potential coefficient
which is very important. This reduction shows that a cell's disability
speeds up. The experiments resulted from Faradarmani and
Psymentology demonstrate that this disabled cell can be activated.
There are some reports of the damaged cell's activation such as
recovery of necro c ssues, pancreas ac va on in type 1 diabetes.
6. The Correction of Molecular Alteration
Lots of diseases are not recovered via cellular correction such as the
coronary artery clogging caused by fatty molecules and disturbances
of urinary bladder, kidney, gallbladder caused by oxalate, urine and
phosphate stones. There are other factors which cause disorders in
the body; these disorders are cured by recovering the disturbances
and clogging via molecular decomposition.
Therefore, in Faradarman and Psymentology processes, the disturber
molecules are established in the consciousness field so that the
molecules' behaviors are corrected. The behaviors of these
molecules are affected by the consciousness field. To establish in the
consciousness field, the damaged molecule's structure is changed
thereafter decomposition of the defective molecule is initiated. In
this process, the disturber molecule is separated and occurred the
treatment. For example, in coronary artery clogging, the fatty
molecules which cause the clogging are decomposed/separated from
each other and the arteries are recovered.
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7. The Correction of software programs
Faradarmani and Psymentlogy are founded on the basis of this
viewpoint that behind each cell and body's hardware exists a
software part. Thereby, cell and body's functional programs are
altered and corrected. In Faradarmani and Psymentology, recovery
and correction of defective software are exerted in the
consciousness field.
Each particle of the universe is affected by different fields including
gravity, electromagnetic and the other fields. The particle manifests
a specific behavior due to the specific field. One of these fields which
is empirically recognized named the consciousness field. Each
particle placed in this field is affected by its upper particle's
consciousness; moreover, the particle's behavior in this field is
different from its behavior in other fields. The theory contained this
law is called theory of the consciousness field.
There are the behaviors exerted by each particle in the
consciousness field including formability, decomposability and
composability (repairing). Nevertheless, according to the theory of
consciousness field, either a defective particle recovery or the
process of software correction is affected by the consciousness field.
The software programs of man's existence are improved in this field.
Thereby, this improvement is implemented by reaching a
consciousness adapted to new consciousness field. For example, the
consciousness field is applied in correction of sleep pattern and
recover from addiction.
Moreover, the main software programs which are available in the
unconscious part prevent the current treatments. Thus, recovery
process does not pass into the unconscious level and treatment
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remains incomplete. Yet, the unconscious programs are improved in
the consciousness field.
In a consciousness field, the software programs of man's existence
are adapted and congruous with new consciousness field. One of the
outcomes resulted from software compatibility in the consciousness
field is " the consciousness immunity".
Vital Reactors
Vital reactors transform/convert and flow vital force throughout the
different parts of the body. These reactors are one of the mysteries
in the world of science. These reactors are divided into the several
groups:
1. Sub-DNA Reactors: these reactors create an area for DNA
molecule to receive vital force from the matrix of the universe. SubDNA reactors transform DNA (composed of some nucleotides and
dead molecules) to a living entity. Thus, DNA is a detector which
makes the vital force usable in a cell via SubDNA reactors. For
example, a bean seed in a desirable condition receives the vital force
via SubDNA reactors so that the seed begins growing. According to
this theory, a disabled cellular reactor of the necrotic tissue can be
activated through this process.
2. Bodies Reactors: these reactors supply cosmic different forces for
nourishing man's various bodies (the mental, psychological, astral
and other bodies) via chakras (ﬁgure. 2-19).
3. Organs' Reactors: these reactors (fourteen blocked channels of
the body) flow the cosmic force in the organs of the body. These
reactors make a balance in the organs' functions throughout the
body. So, the balance of the organ's cells related to the channel is
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disrupted by any disturbances in path of these channels.
Consequently, the organs suffer illnesses.
Theory of Four Energies and their functions
In Psymentology viewpoint, there are lots of known energies flowing
throughout the universe such as energies of fourteen channels and
chakras. The energy management center determines which energy
should be used and how apply it. Four types of energies are
examined here:
1. Energy Type 1 or Energy Gained from Nourishing (ATP):
This type of energy is produced by consumed foods and physiologic
process. The energy type 1 is consumed in the physical metabolism.
All kinds of beings (human beings, animals and plants) need this type
of energy (indirectly originates the vital force).
2. Energy Type 2: this type of energy does not produce by physical
needs. Energy type 2 is generated from being praised, admired and
adored by others. But this type of energy is lost by being blamed,
denounced and disgraced by others. For example, consider an
individual who is returning home from his day working hears a
pleasant news. This person becomes too happy to forget his
tiredness. But consider an individual who is very happy and energetic
in the morning and hears an unpleasant comment about his
appearance. This individual is discharged and feels tiredness and loss
of energy. Pretense/exaggerated behavior is another samples for
receiving the energy type2. For example, motorcyclists who perform
stunts on the public roads need to attract people's attentions. Thus,
this performance satisfies these motorcyclists. In an underdeveloped
(anti-perfection) society, the people are nourished via gaining the
energy type2.
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3. Energy Type 3: there is another energy that is gained by practicing
the charity affairs and spiritual acts. The man is satisfied by sharing in
his desirable ma ers. Man is supported by the energy type 3 so that
induces to move towards the perfectionism.
4. Energy Type 4: this energy is applied for other purposes. For
example, consider that an individual is too tired to be discharged and
cannot move after a hard day working. Yet, when he sees his child
standing on the upper of a building, suddenly he can move his tired
body and run to his child in order to rescuing. Thus, the individual's
tired muscles which prevent his motion are quickly activated. Man's
body is equipped with shortcut systems which are instantly
activated. For example, the shortcut system can activate a paralyzed
muscle. The inner energy can immediately flow through the
defective muscle via this system. Suppose that in a running
competition, a runner becomes too tired to continue the race. But he
is charged at end of the race when he sees his child moving hands;
thereafter the runner run faster.
Therefore, the above identifications provide man for saving these
four energies and exerting proper utilization of these energies. There
are lots of effects resulted from these energies; for example,
energies type 2 and 3 can impact on the man' life span so that make
his life increased or decreased. Thereby, reduction of cellular
potential coefficient and life span are controlled by management of
these energies specially the energy type 2 in order to preventing
discharges.
Theory of the mental energy management
There is a specific energy flowing through the body named the
mental energy. Everyone spends his mental energy on thinking about
different subjects. Some of the subjects need to be attended such as
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thinking of resources of subsistence, housing and providing facilities
for the children. But thinking about some unnecessary subjects burn
the mental energy such as resolving the life conflicts, gossiping,
assessing insigniﬁcant ma ers. Figures 2-20 and 2-21 are supposed
drawings that examine the ratio of spending the mental energy for
thinking of various subjects to thinking of the whole.
Ratio of Spending
the Mental Energy

1. Thinking of Subsistence
2. Thinking of Housing
3. Thinking of Children's Education
4. Thinking of Gossiping
5. Thinking of Assessment of Insignificant Matters
6. Thinking of Unpleasant matters
7. Thinking of the Whole

Various of
spending the
Mental Energy

Figure 2-20. The Uncontrolled Mental Energy

Everyone may often focus on a specific subject so that this subject
becomes the main axis of his thoughts. Therefore, when we visit the
different people, we necessarily remind their significant subjects. For
example, a person who continually seeks the wealth reminds us
money while visiting a perfectionist reminds us perfection and
superiority.
The people who avoid thinking of the unnecessary subjects or
overemphasizing/overstating on the necessary matters save their
mental energies. Thus, they are increasingly able to think of
perfection. On the other hand, those who think more about
perfection overcome their vain thoughts. Thereby, they make a
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balance in thinking about the necessary subjects. In other words, the
mental energy management cultivates the thought of perfection.
Thought of perfection keeps away the individual from harmful
thoughts and leads him to manage his mental energy. Therefore, he
either becomes eager to comprehend the truth of the universe or
enhances his connection to God and His manifestations in the
universe. He significantly focuses on discovering the truths. When
human existence is filled up with the divine love, his mind focus on
perfection. Thus, he is able to manage his mental energy.
1. Thinking of Subsistence

Ratio of Spending
the Mental Energy

2. Thinking of Housing
3. Thinking of Children's Education
4. Thinking of Gossiping
5. Thinking of Assessment of Insignificant Matter
6. Thinking of Unpleasant matters
7. Thinking of the Whole

Various of
spending the
Mental Energy

Figure 2-21. The Saved Mental Energy

Insight and Recognition
Man exerts different reactions against the surrounding events.
Moreover, his behavior and attitude are different in each condition.
Everyone displays a specific and different reaction in the same event
occurred in a society. Some of the wrong reactions may play
important role in originating illnesses. One of the factors in emerging
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diseases is man's functional manner which is arisen from his insight.
The complications caused by the wrong insight are the diseases
origins that is named the insight-rooted diseases.
For example, some people experiences heart attack or other diseases
after hearing the news about downfall of gold or dollar's price in the
stock market. This occurrence increasingly appears throughout the
world. By considering this experience as a crucial problem in the
world, what is the relationship between the downfall of gold or
dollar's price and the heart function? Why some people are affected
by this fluctuation? Why some individuals suffer diseases after
hearing of their family's death? Nevertheless, there is scientifically
no relationship between the events and the functions of different
parts of the body. Indeed, why can the unpleasant news impact the
man's mind, psyche and physique?
The erroneous insight is a factor in emerging diseases. Insight is
man's interpretation of his surrounding events. In other words, all
the personal understandings of environmental affects pass through
the insight software. Thereby, the insight software is applied to a
brief outcome of the mental and emotional reactions that
automatically determines man's emotional response to an event
(ﬁgure.2-22). This framework is a preprogrammed filter which is
placed in the subconscious part. Thus, the insight software is
consciously programmed due to an individual's understanding of the
analysis. Yet, the program is unconsciously revealed thus this is
considered as a subconscious program. Consequently, the insight
software programs compared to the other unconscious programs
can be consciously changed into a desirable program.
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Events and
Occurrences

The Brain's Outer
Receptors
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Brain's
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Psychological Reaction

Nervous and Chemical
Messages

Body's Reaction

Insight Filter

Mental
Reaction

Man's Interpretation of His Surrounding Events
Figure 2-22. The Insight Filter

Theory of the Adaptation of Bodies
Man needs to make a balance among his mind, psyche and physique
thus he can exert a proper behavior in his life. This balance occurs by
making a coordination among the mental, emotional and physical
bodies. Lack of adaptation and incoordination of the bodies cause
the disruption in man's existence. This disruption pursues the
outcomes that the instant sanity is one of these outcomes.
Adaptation of these bodies (mind, emotion and physique) play
significant role in stability of man's behavior while lack of the
adaptation imposes the disruptions in the body. For example, lack of
this adaptation produces confusions so that an individual may forget
his name and be unable of perceiving lots of matters (such as his
position) for a while. Actually, one who continually exposes to the
inner disruption and instant sanity is not a perfectionist.
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The Dipolar World
There are numerous worlds in the universe that portray the Creators
magnificence. One of these worlds is the dipolar world where is
made up of two opposite poles. In dipolar world, man faces the dual
tendencies and capabilities having opposite pole. For example, there
are the dual attributes in the dipolar world such as good versus evil,
guidance versus misguidance, justice versus injustice. These dual
opposites become meaningful beside each other. In brief, the duality
and bipolarity govern the universe. Two poles of positive (good) and
negative (evil) create these dual attributes and form the conflict in
the dipolar world. Now man lives in a world where is a section of the
dipolar world. In fact, there are various levels and sections (the
worlds) in the dipolar world. Thus, man experiences each of these
worlds one after another. Adam begins to experience the dipolar
world from an origin point and brings it an end in the same point
because he must not be far from the origin. Indeed, God has a main
purpose in designing the dipolar world. Otherwise, the world would
continually retrograde and have no return to the origin thus the main
purpose is not accomplished. Since the man has a round trip in the
dipolar world, en re of this journey is executed in a cycle (ﬁgure.223). Thus, the dipolar world is a cycle which is made up of various
worlds with the bipolarity attributes. Experiencing this cycle is
initiated when the man falls down from the unipolar world.
The unity governs the unipolar world in which exists none of dipolar
or multipolar worlds' attributes. Adam's journey initiates from the
unipolar world (Eden) and ends to the same world. Yet, Adam's
journey throughout this cycle (the dipolar world) is not scheduled.
Thus, the start and end point of the journey in the unipolar world is
free of time. Time is only applied/defined in the dipolar and
multipolar worlds where are far from the unipolar world. For
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example, time governs the world in which human beings are
experiencing now. Yet, time is not applied to the past or upcoming
experiences exerted in this dipolar world cycle.
Ultra-Space
Ultra-Time

The Unipolar World

Ultra-Conflict

Conflict (Ultra-space+
Ultra-Time)
UPWARD PATH

DIPOLAR WORLD
CYCLE

DOWNWARD
PATH

Time + Conflict (Ultra-Space)

Space + Time + Conflict
Space + Time + Maximum Conflict + X

Figure 2-23. The Unipolar and Dipolar Worlds

Man's journey through the worlds of this cycle demonstrates that he
moves downward in the dipolar world's cycle. Thus, his return to the
origin point (the unipolar world) is an upward motion/ journey.
The unipolar world is created free of time, space and conflict
dimensions while the dipolar world cycle is created on the basis of
conflict. The conflict is never omitted throughout the dipolar world
cycle but is intensified in the downfall journey. The conflict
intensifies in the upward motion of this cycle. Nevertheless, the
conflict may tend toward zero but does not become zero because
the dipolar world is based on the conflict.
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There are lots of factors for increasing the conflicts such as
dimensions of time, space. The conflict is gradually added in the
downfall journey but it is omitted in the upward path. In fact, the
multiplicity is seen more at the bottom of the dipolar world cycle
thereby multiplicity is equal to a great degree of conflicts. The more
man becomes far from the unipolar world, the more he faces to the
conflicts. In other words, the unity is reduced and the multiplicity
and variety of manifestations are intensified throughout this
downfall journey. Moreover, by intensifying this multiplicity through
the downfall path, the conflicts are increased. Yet, the multiplicity of
dimensions and varieties as well as multiplicity arisen from the
conflicts are reduced through the upward journey.
The Single Tree of the Dipolar World
The unity governing the universal constituents is an undeniable
truth. God is one thus His shadow is also One. In other words, the
universe is a reflection of the image of God. Thereby, the integrity of
the universe manifests that God is one. The multiplicity which exists
in the universe is governed by the unity. Therefore, the entire
universe is based on the unity.
In step of logic, human being's view of the universe is affected by the
time and space dimensions. Thus, there is a disruption in the
universal constituents so that the unity governing the universe is
covered. Time dimension causes that man sees everything separate
from its past and future. Each event is naturally seen at separate
frames of time so that is observed in continuous pictures. Man is
accustomed to see events and objects closer to his time-space
dimension/man is accustomed to see events and objects closer to his
location. Therefore, each event decomposes in different sections of
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time-space dimension. This event separates from its past and future
as it seems to be separated from constituents of the universe.
Nevertheless, when man goes beyond the dimension of time, he
reaches a new worldview which creates a new picture of the
universe. Thereby, the created picture is a real picture not an
abstract one if time is omitted. Man is kept away from perception of
time because he becomes habitude to respect to the laws governing
time. when an observer looks at the dipolar world cycle from a
position beyond time, he not only views past and future of each
events but also observes how the events originate. He just
experiences this position after reaching the step of love. Yet, he can
nearly examine and confirm preciseness of this experience in the
step of logic. For example, suppose that we can see a person in one
frame of reference (in all ages) at the same time thus we see a being
whose organs of the body are stretched. Thereby, we see a different
frame of that person when we place in position beyond time.
When a person dominates the dimension of time, he can move back
and view the origin of each object. He can observe the origin of all
constituents of the universe that how they are created. In this scene,
there is the diversity of life arose by a common descend/origin
through a branching pattern of evolution. This common descend
demonstrates that there has been a common bond among various
species in the universe. Thereby, living things which have progressed
from the simple to the more complex over time seem to have similar
descend/origin. The more time is moved back, the more unity is
observed in the previous branching pattern of diversity. For example,
the consciousness governing the dipolar universe as a common point
of the existence manifest continuity, coherency and dependency
existing in beings of the universe. After overlapping all beings'
existential layers, a tree is gradually formed that exhibits braches
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attached to a trunk. This tree manifests that there is a connection,
unity and relationship between its parts. The tree is known as" single
tree of dipolar world".
Considering the integrity and unity existing in the universe, all
constituents of the universe are parts of the united body. There is a
connection among constituents of the universe that gives significant
meaning to each constituent. When man understands this unity, he
opposes nothing created in the universe. Thus, he recognizes
necessity of the existence of each constituent of this marvelous
complex. He comprehends that no creature and phenomenon are
futilely created. Therefore, the tiniest particle of the universe has a
prominent role in achieving the most eminent goal of the creation.
An unaware person is similar to a cherry attached to the tree. The
cherry thinks it is unconnected to a cherry growing nearby it. This
cherry is not informed of role of leave, root and other parts of the
tree in growing it; it just sees itself as a delicious fruit. The cherry
cannot recognize that it is supported by other parts of the tree.
Nevertheless, man reaches a specific worldview by understanding
the unified body of the universe. Thus, he understands that each
divine manifestation plays an important role in the universe so he
oppresses nothing and nobody. He finds out that everything
throughout the universe composes a part of his body. Thereby, he
reaches this truth which man's existence extensively embeds
everything all over the world.
There is no doubt that the inclusive truth of existence of all humans
refers to a single ago/self which is known as "Adam". Adam views the
single tree existing in the dipolar world at the beginning of his
creation in the unipolar world; because there is no time dimension in
the unipolar world. Adam has a companion who associates with him
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from the beginning of the creation. Moreover, his companion who is
a set of necessities of his journey considers a part of this tree.
By moving to the single tree of life, Adam intends to undertake a
journey towards the stages of achieving awareness and perfection.
He needs a helpmate to accompany him through this journey. This
companion provides him with facilities for moving/passing through
each section of the dipolar world's cycle. So, when Adam chooses to
go towards the tree, he initiates his journey from the origin point on
top of the dipolar world's cycle. Of course, his helpmate accompanies
him all over this journey.
Adam releases/disregards the plenty and super abundance existing
in the Garden of Eden by approaching the tree (the base of his
movement in the dipolar world). He chooses to go out of/ignore the
paradise in which his awareness is unrealized (unawareness
paradise) and to step into a paradise in which actualizes his
awareness (awareness paradise). He signifies the tree which he
viewed in the ultra-time position through his journey. Thereby, it is
said that entire the universe is means of attaining his beloved.
It should be mentioned that this tree is also a single scenery of all
scenes existing in the universe. Consequently, these scenes are
gathered in a single image portraying its Creator.
Conflict and the peaceful people
Conflict is one of the factors that cause lots of diseases. A peaceful
individual overcomes his conflicts with anything existing in the
universe. He makes peace with God, with each constituent of the
universe, with one's self and with people. Therefore, his thought,
speech and action are formed according to this inner and holistic
peace. The peace is achieved through comprehensions of the
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universe that result in making peace with God, with the universe,
with one's self and with people. Making peace with God is the
easiest stage while making peace with people is the hardest one.
Indeed, making peace is categorized into the four stages from the
easiest to the hardest:
Peace with God
Peace with the Universe
Peace with One's Self
Peace with people
Peace with God
As long as man has no proper understanding of God's justice and
wisdom/theosophy, any unpleasant events can make his conflict
with God. This unawareness leads man to assume that God
oppresses him. Thus, he not only denies divine justice but also
expresses his displeasure of divine wisdom. According to divine
justice (is the laws governing the universe), rights of all particles in
the universe are respected. And divine wisdom lawfully executes the
divine justice.
Man is created in accordance to a great and careful plan which
follows a worthy goal. Divine wisdom (executing divine just laws)
lawfully executes this marvelous plan. This truth is comprehended on
the step of love. An individual who achieves illumination can either
reach a deep peace with God or be thankful for becoming aware of
divine justice and wisdom.
There is another factor of conflict with God that refers to lack of
understanding of the philosophy of "worship". Lots of people
misinterpret worship as an exchange with God/ many people
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erroneously think that worship is a commodity through which a
person trades with God while worship is an act for approaching God.
Man is assigned to worship in order to increasing his certitude about
the truths of the universe. Moreover, worship causes an inner
alteration/evolution in man's existence to attain perfection.
Establishing the Connection with God is significant in any worship
ceremony; thus, a prayer subsequently enjoys this effective
connection. He feels love inside him and be aware of his
extraordinary role and position in the creation plan. Moreover, this
feeling of love and rapture induces/ excites him to be constantly
eager to pray. Thereby, he puts away this false belief that God needs
his worship; or his worship is a bribe to God in exchange for gaining
benefits or fulfilling his wishes.
In other words, there is no desire or obligation/boasting (upon God
or servant) through a correct worship. A prayer has no expectation
from God when he reaches the status of non-desire and non-favor.
Consequently, man does not make conflict with God even though his
wishes are not fulfilled by God.
Therefore, worship refers to an act of a servant who fulfils his
mission that leads to transcendence. An individual who
comprehends the reason of worshipping has no conflict with God
even though his expectations are not fulfilled. Moreover, he prays
God because of his love and eagerness created by worshipping.
The mentioned conflicts with God are solved via achieving
comprehensions on the step of love. Thus, man reach the inner
peace with the Great Lord. Furthermore, he makes the peace with
God by understanding of "Ana-Al-Haqq"(I Am Right) which is the
prettiest and highest rank of peace. God bestows of His Holy Spirit to
man. So, he is manifestation of God's image that be respected.
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Thereby, by understanding this blessing, man reaches the perception
of "Ana-Al-Haqq".

Peace with the Universe
The universe literally refers to a set of entities including the sacred
nature of God (Abstract Truth or Non-Polar) and His creations
(manifestations of the Abstract Truth). But the universe idiomatically
refers to God's manifestations. The word "universe" is applied to a
set of God's manifestations here.
The peace with the universe embeds two kinds of conversions/
alterations:
1. Man understands the importance of each particles of the universe
so that he is astounded by the deep relationship between the
particles. He is indirectly attracted by the love flowing throughout
the universe (which organizes this extraordinary system).
2. Man achieves this understanding that God's wisdom determines
occurring any events in the universe. Thus, he should not impose his
personal desire upon any particle of universe such as the heaven and
time. Human beings are led to make peace with the universe via the
adaptation with cosmic, adaptation with time and adaptation with
the heaven.
_ Cosmic Adaptation
Cosmic adaptation refers to establishment of a harmony and
compatibility with constituents of the universe. This adaptation leads
to understanding of the unity governing the universe. In other words,
the cosmic adaptation is applied to comprehension of being the
connection and cohesion among the constituents of the universe;
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thereby this integrity creates the united body/single-body. This
understanding demonstrates that no constituent can be detached
from the united body. In general, existence of each constituent of
the universe becomes meaningful in connection to other
constituents. This truth pertains to a transverse continuity existing
between the constituents of the universe. Regarding the time
dimension, time continuity also becomes significant. According to
this continuity, each constituent gets meaning along its past and
future though is indivisible of both. Interdependency of the
constituents is another truth that indicates the dependence of each
constituent on other constituents. Thus, each constituent plays in
turn an important role in formation this dependency. The types of
constituents or the nature of connections related to the constituents
are often affected by the changes produced in the ecosystem. Yet,
the universe always remains in balance. Each particle does not play
the same role inside or outside of the complex related to it. Thus, the
adaptation with the universe can result in making the balance in the
constituents of the universe.
As earlier mentioned, there is an existential code for each particle of
the universe that acts like a specific barcode of any trade product.
This code varies depending on a system in which is located. For
example, a liver cell performs a specific activity inside the liver that is
different from the same activity outside of this organ. The liver cell
has an existential code which changes after detaching from its organ.
Thereafter, any cellular reduction occurred inside the related organ
is different from the cellular reduction occurred outside of this organ
(cell's individual life). According to the continuity law, existential
code of each particle having a healthy consciousness is retained in
continuity with other particles of a related system. Thereby, any
reduction of a particle follows the entire reduction of related system.
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Consequently, cell's detachment from a healthy system decreases
the system's life span.
Human being is a part of this universe that should be accord/
adjustment and at peace with other particles of the universe.
Otherwise, he suffers various mental, emotional and physical injuries
and his lifespan is decreased. Man immunes from all damages via
expressing love that is considered as the most important immunity.
Love to the universe keeps man away from suffering pathogenic
agents. For example, there is a conscious relationship between
pathogenic microorganisms and different individuals. Thereby,
people who is at peace with outside world enjoy health and are less
concerned with the contaminations.
The cosmic adaptation either produces coordination with the
universe or causes the cognitive outcomes. One of these outcomes
refers to understanding of the magnificent of the Beloved (God) in
each particle of the universe. An individual who truly achieves this
understanding respects to all divine manifestations (which are
nothing but the beauties); eventually, he reaches to the state of
gratefulness. The gratitude is versus to blasphemy. Blasphemy is the
act of hiding the truth and a blasphemer is a person who ignores the
sanctity of each particle in the universe (divine manifestations). The
gratitude refers to appreciation of everything as God's blessings and
a grateful person identifies God's graces. A grateful person confesses
divine blessings and consciously and thankfully enjoys them.
_ Adaptation with Time
An individual who is not adapted to time suffers lots of diseases.
Thus, he experiences the states of agitation and suppression which
leads to the mental, psychological and physical disorders. In general,
man would rather spend his time in accordance with his preference.
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However, time which is a major/conscious constituent of our
universe, resists against man's dictatorial wishes. For example, when
a person wants time to pass slowly, in his viewpoint time goes by fast
and vice versa.
For example, a prisoner would rather spend his jail time faster while
time behaves against his preference. The more he wants time to pass
quickly, the more time goes by slowly for him. Yet, people living
outside prison prefers time to pass slowly because they have no
enough time to get everything done.
The clock hands constantly move everywhere and for everyone; so
quantity of time is the same for anybody. Nonetheless, those who
want to make time goes faster or slower feel unpleasant. They
experience/bear this suffering because of their dictatorial wishes.
Thereby, time is affected by an individual's inner desire which leads
to make time pass faster or slower. In other words, time quantity is
constant but individual's emotion is varied in different conditions.
By achieving adaptation with time, man is coordinate and match with
time. He submits himself to time regardless to his dictatorial wishes
so he enjoys divine blessings. Otherwise, each constituent of the
universe is prevented from connecting to the whole and from
receiving awareness and inspiration. A person who makes peace with
time deserves receiving awareness and inspiration. Moreover, his
enthusiasm for understanding the truth of the universe results in
receiving the inspirations. The inspiration is similar to a mail package
which is directly delivered to a recipient. Thus, the recipient can only
access to this package when he is present at the place; otherwise, he
cannot reach this message. In other words, when a person wants
time goes by fast, he moves ahead of present time/draws away from
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the present time or vice versa. Consequently, he receives no
inspiration and illumination if he does not live in the moment.
Most of people would rather reach their destinations without
spending time. Thereby, man prefers to omit time thus he is time
killer. In other words, man do not often agree with time and just
thinks of destination. When time is not respected, it consciously and
lawfully resists against man and leads him to disappointment.
Time reacts against man's inner excitements and inflammations. It
seems that false excitements make man to feel time moves so faster.
In other words, the more fake excitements and tensions arisen from
technological developments of the modern life increase, the more
man feels time speeds up. For example, people who lived fifty years
ago felt well about time; they felt time went by slower. Thereby,
people will feel time goes by faster after passing fifty years.
Moreover, pace of life in a village is slower than in a city. People
living in a city live under the pressure brought from agitations. So,
they feel time goes by faster compared to villagers. People living in
cities are affected by unimaginable rapidity of cities so that they
prefer to stop passing time. Being in hustle indicates that the city
people tend to take more time. Thus, they try to have a dictatorial
behavior against time while time resists against their wishes. But in
villages where life moves at a slow pace, there is no rapidity. Thus,
no one tries to have a dictatorial behavior against time. On the other
hand, villagers do not prefer time going by faster so they feel time
passing longer.
Adaptation with the Heaven
Man complains about the heaven's oppression from old days and
expresses his displeasure of it. These complaints demonstrate that
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the heaven is not affected by man's wishes. Nevertheless, humans
still expect their endless wishes and desires are fulfilled. Desires of
insatiability and greediness do not release man for a while so that he
constantly expects the universe to fulfil his correct or incorrect
wishes. This vain attempt for accomplishing earthly wishes lead man
to suffer the mental, psychological and physical diseases. Otherwise,
if his wishes are not fulfilled, he experiences depression and despair
and other disorders.
Earthly desires are accomplished when an individual submits to the
heaven's laws otherwise his wishes are inaccessible. Therefore, the
heaven seems consciously and lawfully behave.
When man overflows with divine enthusiasm, he moves in
perfection path and removes all his concerns about earthly wishes;
these earthly wishes are dictatorial factors against the heaven. On
the other hand, when man becomes adaptable and compatible with
the heaven and the universe, he can establish a friendly and
favorable connection to the heaven. Thereafter, he can easily
disregard the earthly wishes and he achieves inner deep revolutions.
The adaptability and compatibility with the universe are the base of
these inner revolutions.
Consequently, man makes peace with the universe when he
coordinates with the universe and constituents therein as well as he
understands each constituent's value. Yet, making peace with the
universe is not as easy as making peace with God. Thereby, man
reaches peace with the universe by establishing connection with God
and enjoying His mercy and compassion.
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Peace with One's Self/Ego
Man makes peace with himself/herself when he/she identifies his/
her position in the universe and achieves self-cognition. He can
desirably and efficiently manage his personal/inner faculties on basis
of this awareness. Moreover, he makes peace with oneself when he
identifies all kinds of conflicts existing in the universe.
The primary basis of man's conflict with oneself as well as other
conflicts refers to the bipolarity of human nature; this state can
provide man for reaching the growth and maturity. Each person
contains conflicting pairs of opposites; in essence, man holds all sorts
of opposites within. Thus, he tends to move towards perfection or
anti-perfection. If man cannot restrain his tendencies towards antiperfection, the inner factors related to anti-perfection tendencies
remain active. Thereby, man cannot experience peace with one's
self.
Lack of balance among man's multiple tendencies is a major factor in
appearing conflict. This factor is programmed in the foundation
software that is present at birth. Everyone may reveal a dominant
tendency and specific reaction thereof. These innate tendencies
consist of seclusion-seeking, preference-seeking and affectionseeking which sequentially produce reactional behaviors of escaping,
aggression and compatibility. An individual having normal personality
establishes a balance among these three tendencies and the
reactions related to them. Attaining cognition, awareness and cosmic
adaptation create improving insight/worldview, eventually a balance
is established in one's existence.
Individual's insights and criteria play main role in creating conflict or
peace with one's self. Moreover, programs stored in the foundation
software are affected by individual's criteria. The experiments
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demonstrate that unawareness, wrong criteria and insights produce
any conflict with one's self as well as so many disorders. There are
some examples of such conflicts:
_ When an individual cannot bear social, political, economic and
cultural conflicts, he loses his inner balance afterwards suffers
conflict with himself.
_ An individual who cannot discern between good and evil feels
distress. Thus, he becomes confused at making decision so that
cannot get a desirable outcome and suffer conflict with himself.
_ Lack of coordination and compatibility between one's thought and
action lead to excessive inner tensions that eventually cause
psychosomatic diseases. These tensions are the signs of making
conflict with one's self.
_ People who fall in narcissism state apparently seem to be at peace
with themselves while they intensely injured. So, they suffer the
intensive inner conflicts.
_ Those who find a large gap between their real character and ideal
character fall in conflict so that may reveal an emotional mechanism
such as insanity. Most of people hospitalized in insane asylum/
mental care centers interest in playing the role of famous scientific,
military and religious characters. These individuals' agitation and
distress produce defensive psychological responses that lead to the
disturbance of insanity. They would like to display themselves
through ideal and beloved characters; and they want to believe that
they are real. In this disorder, the defensive self (refers to defensive
psychological response) becomes coordinate with the cell and body's
management center (a part of the mental body) thereafter the
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connection between the executing self and the ideal self is cut off.
Thus, an insane presumes that the ideal self is his real character.
There are other similar examples making conflict with one's self.
Nevertheless, all kinds of conflict factors prevent man to make peace
with one's self. Man needs to achieve an awareness and
understanding in order to controlling and managing these conflict
factors. Thereby, man reaches the deep self-cognition.
_ Peace with others
Conflict with others is the main barrier on achieving the status of a
peaceful man. As earlier mentioned, there are four types of making
peace that is considered as four stages of perfection path. Thereby,
passing through the stage of making peace with others is the most
difficult stage. So, making peace with others is the significant stage in
the path of perfection journey.
There is a difference between humankind and other beings that
refers to man's trait having no fixed and predetermined behavior. He
behaves on basis of his freewill so that instantly creates a new effect
(including new thought, behavior and speech) in the universe. In
other words, humankind is a creator thus his fellowman is affected
by his existential impressions and the radiations thereof. Thereby,
dissensions, conflict of interests, annoyances and misinterpretations
provide man for making conflict with others.
Therefore, man realizes the sacredness of each constituent of the
universe by comprehending the universe (as the Unified Body) so
makes peace with the universe. Nonetheless, he cannot easily make
peace with others. Thereby, man ignores that everyone is a divine
manifestation hence people dishonor others' sacredness.
Nevertheless, when an individual achieves a comprehension to
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accept everybody's status in the universe, he will put away his hatred
and conflict against the person who has improper behavior.
Therefore, he expresses his opposition/opposes to one's false
attitudes and insights in a right approach while ignores these wrong
behaviors. He pays his full respect to all humans as the divine
manifestations thus makes peace with them.
Theory of Existential Software and Hardware of Human Beings
In Interuniversalism, there are software-based and hardware-based
parts installed in human existence. Thus, man's physical body is his
existential hardware that is managed by a great system of various
soft-wares. Thereby, there must be a software behind his hardware.
Consequently, human beings are programed by the software-based
part.
Theory of the Field of Consciousness
As mentioned the earlier, each particle in the universe is affected by
different fields such as gravity, electromagnetism and so on. Each
particle has a certain behavior in each of these fields. Psymentology
introduces another field which is called "Consciousness Field". At the
present, this field can only be understood through experience.
Types of Behaviors in the Consciousness Field
1. The Behavior of Particles in the Consciousness Field (HardwareBased Behavior)
The behavior of each particle in such field is governed by the laws of
consciousness. The behavior of a particle in the consciousness field is
different from the other fields. Moreover, each particle's character is
different in new fields so that does not follow the previous laws.
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There are many behaviors of particles that appear in consciousness
field such as formability, decomposability and combinability (repair).
An example about formability case refers to Emoto's experiment
showing that water molecule structure changes in the consciousness
field. Furthermore, there are various experimental treatments of
decomposability via Faradarmani method. For example, some
diseases such as kidney stone and coronary thrombosis are treated
in the vicinity of a new consciousness field. In Faradarmani, repairing
the spinal cord is performed via combinability behavior of each
particle.
2. Software-Based Behavior in the Consciousness Field
_ Software-based Correction: in a consciousness field, software
programs of human beings, animals and plants can be corrected in a
new consciousness field. These programs eventually create a
behavior.
_ Software-based adjustment: in a consciousness field, software
programs of human beings are capable of adjustment and harmony
with a new consciousness field; and consciousness immunity is an
outcome of software-based adjustment in a consciousness field.
Theory of Consciousness Immunity
In a consciousness field, behavior of a microorganism depends on
harmony of the common consciousness between a microorganism
and its carrier. This behavior is not necessarily adjusted with the true
character of a microorganism. Consequently, some people may carry
microorganisms but do not become sick.
The consciousness immunity is divided into two categories:
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1. Natural Consciousness Immunity
This category applies to people who keep animals in their living
environments. These people are exposed to these animals'
microorganisms without becoming sick. Microorganisms are foe to
nobody and act differently in the vicinity of new consciousness field.
Consequently, these people normally gain consciousness immunity.
2. Artificial Consciousness Immunity
This category of consciousness immunity is one of the main goals in
Psymentology. Thereby, many disorders are improved in the vicinity
of a new consciousness field via Psymentology approach. This
process is performed in connection to Interuniversal Consciousness
Network. For example, correcting sleep pattern and breaking
addiction and etc. are performed in the vicinity of a new
consciousness field.
Theory of Consciousness Contamination
According to one of the theories defined in Psymentology, man's
emotional states can produce non-physical radiations (consciousness
radiations). These kinds of radiations are neither wave nor particles.
These positive or negative radiations can have positive or negative
effects on others. Thus, an individual is affected by others' different
emotional states. Thereafter, he feels a pleasant or unpleasant state
and displays different moods. Nevertheless, the individual makes
different reaction. In other words, when the negative radiations are
issued from an emotional body, others are affected and
contaminated by these radiations. For example, those who live near
depressed people, feel depressed after a while. In addition, those
groups of people who are exposed to radiation contaminations are
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psychoanalysts, psychologists, doctors, dentists, hypnotizers, lawyers
and etc.
Disturbance in the Consciousness Field
1. Software-Based Consciousness Disturbances
_ Entry of wrong programs into software-based parts of human
beings
_ Getting Contaminated by non-organic viruses
_ Wrong translation via physical receptors such as:
-sensors' disturbances arisen from usage of addiction drugs
-wrong data produced from mental and ultra-mind sensors
-physical injuries
2. Hardware-Based Consciousness Disturbances
_ Cellular consciousness attacks (inflammatory and destructive
diseases):
-the cell is attacked by the immune system (auto-immune
diseases)
-attacking the nerve's myelin sheath
-attacking the joints
-attacking the mucus of the mouth, etc.
-attacking the transplanted organs' cells
_ Disturbing the cell's function, such as:
-disturbing the normal functions of cells
-disturbing the cellular multiplication (cancerous cells)
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_ Consciousness replication of a healthy cell to another one
_ Consciousness transmittance from a defective cell to other cells
1. Software-Based Consciousness Disturbance
There are several ways which could result in software-based
consciousness disturbances.
_ Entry of wrong programs into software-based parts of human
beings
Programming man's existential soft-wares can be disturbed via
receiving any wrong data from the environment. Nonetheless,
outcomes of these wrong data appear during performance stage. For
example, when parents improperly behave toward their children, the
children adopt a wrong impression about their sex roles. For
example, when parents continuously repeat to their daughter that
she resembles her daddy, the daughter is programmed that begins to
change. She gets impression that she is a man because she looks like
her father. So, she behaves like a male because of this wrong pattern
while in a reality she is a female. Consequently, she may be led to
homosexuality disposition.
Subjects Disturbances (Bad Environmental Educations)
These disturbances refer to reported matters and types of subjects.
These cases are attributed to wrong environmental programs which
lead individuals to an erroneous programming. The wrong patterns
are known as bad-education. For example, if in a city the traffic laws
are not respected, people would begin to define all their inner
programs on the basis of this wrong behavior. Moreover, orderly
people would also not want to respect the traffic laws. Therefore,
they choose to go with the flow and not become disgraced. Hence,
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they choose to violate the laws to keep themselves safe from being
judged.
_ Getting Contaminated by Non-Organic Viruses
Non-organic viruses make disturbance and interference in
consciousness fields and software-based programs. Moreover, these
viruses can directly influence software programs.
_ Physical Wrong Translation
Since physical senses report raw data to man's mind and psyche, any
wrong data may cause wrong software-based programming. The
following are some cases of wrong physical translations:
-sensors' disturbances arisen from usage of addictive drugs: these
drugs make disturbances in body receptors. Thus, these sensors
insert wrong raw data to the mind and psyche. In other words, an
addicted individual's report is different from healthy and ordinary
one.
-Wrong data arisen from mental and ultra-mind sensors
-physical injuries
Man's physique, psyche and mind are linked and interrelated.
Physical damages have serious impacts on man's emotional and
mental outputs. Thus, these damages make disturbances in the
functions of the physique, psyche and the mind so these three do not
reach any proper outcomes. For example, suppose that a television
has a problem in showing a good quality picture. Obviously, there
may be many reasons for this disruption. One reason is that the
television set needs maintenance. Other reason is that the receiving
antenna has no strong signal from the transmitter center. Or the
receiving antenna may need a readjustment while the local signal is
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still traveling from the transmitter to the receiving antenna.
Nevertheless, the television has no image in all of these states.
Similarly, an individual may suffer disorders in the result of the
physical damages (hardware) specially the brain damages (the
collection of antennas). Thus, the correlation among his physique,
psyche, mind and other bodies are disrupted. Consequently, man
encounters problems and attains unpleasant outcomes.
2. Hardware-based Consciousness disturbances (Consciousness
Disorders)
Consciousness disorders appear in several forms:
_ Cellular Consciousness Attacks (inflammatory and destructive
diseases)
In these kinds of diseases, antibodies are secreted to attack the same
cells. The antibodies initially inflame the cells and then begin to
destroy them. In Faradarmani's viewpoint, the main function of the
immune system is recognition of cell by its consciousness. For
example, some species of insects can recognize each other via their
odors. So, odor recognition is critical in the infrastructure of insect
colonies/in the infrastructure of this species of insect. Similarly,
when the consciousness of an organ’s identical cells is disrupted, the
cells' consciousness and radiation become incongruent. Thus, these
cells are attacked by the immune system. The consciousness
disorders are often caused by different factors:
-the cells are attacked by the immune system (auto-immune
diseases): the immune system may attack different parts of the body
that causes special diseases, such as:
-attacking the nerve's myelin sheath (Multiple sclerosis)
-attacking the joints (Rheumatoid arthritis)
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-attacking the mucus of the mouth (Pemphigus vulgaris)
_ Attacking the Transplanted Organ's Cells
In spite of determining the successful molecular similitude between
donor and recipient and despite the accurate performance of
medical tests, a transplanted organ may still get rejected by the
immune system. Even if the transplanted organ belongs to a close
family member, transplanted organ can still be attacked by the
immune system. Indeed, an individual's consciousness field is
disturbed through the organ's transplantation without any physical
disorders. According to Faradarmani, non-adaptability and
mismatching of the transplanted cellular consciousness with the
recipient cellular consciousness cause the transplant rejection.
Thereby, the recipient management center cannot recognize the
new organ; the transplanted tissues are attacked by the defense
system. It should be mentioned that the body’s management center
(mind) distributes the cellular consciousness throughout the body. In
some instances, the graft is taken from one part of an individual and
transplanted elsewhere in the same individual. For example, in an
open-heart operation, the immune system may reject the graft
because its cellular consciousness does not match the heart’s cellular
consciousness. Therefore, the individual's consciousness field may
receive severe disturbances. The factors such as distress disrupt the
body management. Distress can make disturbance of the
consciousness and cause mismatch of the cellular consciousness. In
other words, when the patient's mind faces complications, his
organized consciousness is not unified and neither is it matched with
the whole consciousness. Moreover, after blood transplantation,
individual's physique, psyche and mind may contain the undesirable
complications because of the consciousness mismatch.
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_ Disturbing the Cell's Function: in this case, the cell's consciousness
is disrupted so that the cell forgets its duty. Thus, the cell is
prevented from its proper functioning. This type of disturbance
includes:
-disturbing the normal function of the cell: in this state, the
cell is not attacked, inflamed and destroyed, but its function
is altered. For example, in some types of thyroid diseases, although
the bodies’ iodine level is appropriate, yet the thyroid gland does not
allow in any iodine.
-disturbing the function of the cell's multiplication: this kind
of disorder refers to the alterations in the process of cell's
multiplication. Thus, the cell falsely executes its duty. The
abnormal multiplication can occur in two forms:
-abnormal cell division/growth in the multiplying cells:
an uncontrolled cell proliferation and erratic cellular
growth such as all types of cancers.
-abnormal lessening in the multiplying cells: reducing
cell's multiplication and leading to the cell's exhaustion.
_ Replication of Consciousness of a Healthy Cell to Another One:
A cell's data is transmitted to another one even if there is no original
cell in the vicinity of the new cell. The data transmission is achieved
via the consciousness transmission. For example, the normal womb
tissue (Endometrium) can be copied into the other part of the body.
Since each body cell has all the data saved inside every cell, the
origin cell can be copied into the new cells. Thereby, when a new cell
is exposed to the origin cell or somehow it receives the origin cell's
data, the origin cell can get replicated. Moreover, there is another
method for renewal of a cell. In this method, a new cell is replicated
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by being exposed to a stem cell. This method is the same one which
is applied in the modern medical technology for replacing the new
organ via the stem cells. In Faradarmani, lots of treatments are
achieved by this principle (the theory of the capability of transmitting
the data to a cell).

_ Consciousness Transmittance from a Defective Cell to Other Cells:
A cell's wrong signal can spread to other cells via the consciousness
transmission. Thus, the agreeable cells are matched to the defective
cell and begin to develop irregularly. The defective cell induces the
healthy cell to have an erratic proliferation. According to the medical
term, the process by which defective cell beaks away from its organ
and spreads in the body is called "metastasis". Nevertheless, the
separated/traveled cell may remain inactive in other parts of the
body because there are no lymphatic and blood vessels in that area.
Therefore, Faradarmani approach examines the other possibility
which is introduced as the theory of the capability of consciousness
transmittance. According to this theory, the defective cell acts similar
to a tuning fork (when one tuning fork vibrates, the other one sitting
closely also begins to vibrate) so it transfers its consciousness
radiations to other cells. Each cell which is adaptive and compatible
with the origin cell receives the defective cell's data. Consequently,
the defective cell is multiplied and copied in the mentioned section.
Indeed, the defective cell's consciousness and data are carried to
other cells. In Faradarmani process, the defective consciousness is
affected by an Interuniversal consciousness field so that the
defective cell's metastasis, transmission and vibration are stopped. In
this process, the defective cell is matched and adapted with the
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healthy cell and then the cell's erratic proliferation is controlled.
Thereby, the injured cell is repaired and recovered.
Theory of the Consciousness Charger
Data can be transferred from a flash memory to a computer, likewise
the consciousness can also be transferred to a patient's body via
food, clothes and etc. In Faradarmani approach, the theory of
consciousness charger refers to the direct treatment of a patient's
consciousness disorders. Thereby, the patient's consciousness
disorders can be directly treated by charging his/her foods and etc.
instead of establishing a connection to the Interuniversal
Consciousness Network. The consciousness charger has two
methods:
1. The Natural Consciousness Charger:
Everything in the universe is naturally becoming charged. Each
object's consciousness is also exposed to the other one in its
environment. For example, when a group of people settles in a place,
the place is exposed to the people radiations. Thus the place
becomes charged in the people consciousness field. People who
wear the second-hand clothes are also exposed to the consciousness
radiations left onto these clothes. In other words, those who owned
these used clothes left their consciousness radiations over these
clothes. Thus, an individual who is wearing the second-hand cloth
may feel distressed or relieved. Similarly, when an individual receives
blood from a donor, he is affected by the donor's consciousness
charger. Therefore, when an individual receives a depressed person’s
blood, he may also get depression after the blood transfusion. Or in
the organ transplant, the recipient individual gets the donor's
consciousness charger. The new organ will have its natural
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consciousness charger in the new site (which is the recipient's
body).
2. Unnatural/Artificial Consciousness Charger: in this kind of
consciousness charging, individual transfers his/her consciousness
radiation to objects such as, foods and clothes and to the places.
Thereafter, the objects and places get charged.
Theory of Collective Soul (Collective Reflection)
The collective soul is a common entity (non-physical body) shared by
all human beings. The collective soul is similar to a spherical mirror
which encompasses all humans. Each individual is symbolically
located at the center of this mirror. Thereby, the resultant of
individuals' thoughts and their different radiations are reflected back
on each individual through this mirror; and then this radiation is
intensified. Thus, the resultant of the individual’s thoughts manifests
itself as a common property of that society and is conveyed to the
upcoming generations. Each of the collective souls of a family unit, a
village, a city, the planet Earth and animals can act independently
and eventually have a comprehensive reflection on the entire
universe. As mentioned earlier, there is a consciousness hidden
behind every motion; consciousness is neither matter nor energy.
Nevertheless, awareness (consciousness) rapidly spreads through the
universe; the awareness travels in less than a second throughout the
universe. Since the awareness is not controlled by the dimension of
time, it can spread all over the universe. The universe looks like a
crystal from a long distance. Experiments demonstrate that water
molecule have different reactions against defective or healthy
consciousness. The universe is affected by the collection of man's
consciousness; humankind is the collection of human beings.
Therefore, the consciousness of all humans can develop the universal
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crystal into a normal or abnormal form. Humans can contaminate
the universe; the reflection of this contamination is sent back to our
planet.
Theory of Non-Organic Viruses
One of the main theories of Psymentology is the theory of NonOrganic Viruses. According to this theory, humankind encounters
viruses which can influence his/her mind, psyche and physique.
These viruses pass through man's existential data files and produce
interference and disorder by contaminating the files. When these
parasites penetrate the mind's data files, they can bring several kinds
of diseases and many complications including hallucinations,
abnormal behaviors and cravings. In Psymentology, these disorders
can be cured by the removal of the symptoms of these
contaminations and also by liberating the patient from the nonorganic viruses. After several decades, this theory is confirmed
through various experimental cases.
The term "Non-Organic Beings" is applied to beings which are
without biological corporeality (devoid of an organized structure).
These beings' unidentified structure is not amassed with any atoms
or molecules. The non-organic beings having no physical structure
are not comprehensible in the scientific world. Moreover, these
beings' frequency zones are different from the human beings'
frequency zone. Thus, the science is not capable of identifying and
tracing the non-organic beings. The only possible way of identifying
these beings and removing their related disorders is found through
empirical evidence. The non-organic beings may initially seem
incredible and strange things in the world of science. Similarly,
Pasteur's and Koch's discovery of germs (microbes) were mysterious
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and unheard of for the people of last century; but their experiments
were accepted after a while.
The non-organic viruses are classified into two types: type A and type
B. There are common properties between these two type that
capture the man's mind; these common properties cause
disturbances, diseases and influence man’s decision making
behavior.
There are numerous beings in the universal ecology and each is
created for a particular purpose. Some of these non-organic beings
exist in the chain of nature and they play a role in man's existence.
The other ones are designed and created to enhance the quality of
man's life. So, each type undertakes its distinct duty in the path of
perfection.
Type A's role was defined before the creation of human beings.
These beings set up man's path towards perfection. The non-organic
beings are invisible and incorporeal who can reveal themselves to
everybody in appropriate conditions (when an individual provides
such conditions). Moreover, these beings are capable of changing
their facial features. The non-organic beings undertake different
duties. For example, one of these beings' duties is to protect the
universe. Thereby, an individual who desecrates any particle of the
universe (including breaking a tree branch, disrespecting a person,
accusing and backbiting) is attacked by these beings.
Type B is man's mental body that remains after his death and is
experienced afterlife. Some of these mental bodies may have strong
bonds with this world so they cannot accept their death for a long
time and they envisage a body for themselves. These mental bodies
tend to return to their attachments and live as if they are still alive.
For example, a mental body tries to communicate with its family and
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provide information about the present state. These reports are
based on the mental body's imagination formed by its attachments
that can occur in the individual's dream or wakefulness. Man's
attachments not only leave him with negative effects in this world
but also prevent him from development and perfection after death.
There are several disorders caused by non-organic viruses:
_ Mental Disorders: hallucination, dual and multiple personality
disorders, bipolar disorders, obsessive compulsive behaviors, phobia,
hyperactivity disorders, unusual/abnormal inclinations such as
inclination to suicide, unusual behaviors such as sleep walking.
_ Psychological Disorders: depression, agitation
_ Physical Disorders: incurable diseases, hard-curing disorders,
genetic disorders
_ Physical-Mental-Psychological Disorders: disturbances in sleep
quality
_ Disorders with Unknown Origin: unknown bruise signs, swelling,
wounds, scratches
The non-organic viruses have other various signs and effects in
addition to disturbing the man's mind, psyche and physique. There
are several ways that the non-organic viruses leave negative impacts
on man.
_ The direct impact on the different parts of man's body
_ The indirect impact on man's body:
- impact on various reactors and channels of vital energies and
the disturbances leading to indirect disturbances in different parts of
the body
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- impact on man's software-based parts influencing his physique
-corruption of man's perceptions and emotions via penetrating to
mental staff and occupying software programs leading to
hallucination
Various factors contribute to infect man with non-organic viruses:
-being in the negative state (anger, fear, sorrow and etc.)
-addiction
- misusing the non-organic viruses in order to attain their evil goals
-lack of coordination between the bodies in result of usage of
psychoactive drugs, alcoholic drinks and etc.
-heredity
-desecration of any particle of the world
-ignoring the universal unity and practicing polytheism
-emission of negative radiation such as backbiting, lying and etc.
-causing corruption and preventing the prosperity of each particle of
the universe
Today lots of people encounter complications and diseases arisen
from interference of the non-organic beings. These beings interfere
with man's external affairs (the social affairs) and internal affairs (the
mind's management of cells and body's activities, world view and
decision making). By growing the depth and intensity of the
complications and by the lack of knowledge about the non-organic
beings, one's personal and social health is increasingly endangered.
Therefore, lots of people are exposed to enormous hazards and are
prevented from exerting their humane missions.
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Theory of the Function of the brain
Brain consists of receptors which transmit the data of different
senses to man's different bodies including mental body (perceptional
part), psychological body (emotional part) and other bodies.
Thereafter these messages are translated into physical language
(ﬁgure 2-24).
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Figure 2-24

Theory of Relationship between Brain and the Bodies
Science considers man's brain as a supercomputer which acts as the
commander of the body and directs the body into a vital and
intellectual path. The brain's vital and staff activities include:
1. Physical Activities
_ Internal Activities: control of body's vital activities such as
respiration, heartbeat, blood sugar, blood pressure, adjustment of
body temperature, adjustment of insight, movement of eyelid, …;
and recognition and reaction such as examining pain
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_ External Activities: voluntary movements such as moving hands,
feet, head, neck, ...; and involuntary reactions
2. Mental Activities (Step of Logic)
_ Collecting the Data
_ Learning and Storing in the Memory
_ Recalling and Extraction from Memory
_ Setting-Up the Data (Thinking)
_ Distinction of the Data
_ Comparison of the Data (Logic)
_ Insight Evaluation (Interpretation/perception of External Events
and the Universe)
_ Selecting and Making Decision (Freewill)
_ Imagination
_ Designing
_ Making Freewill
3. Passionate Activities (Step of Love)
_ Enthusiasm
_ Joyfulness
_ Amazement
_ Sacrifice and Devotion
_ Love
_ Excitement
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_ Rapture
Nevertheless, if the brain is accepted as a supercomputer, some
questions are brought up. For example, a computer needs an
operator for programming. Thus, no system can either program itself
or apply that program without the existence of an operator. So,
these questions are proposed: if the brain is regarded as a supercomputer, where is its operator? Is the operator a part of the brain
or is it independent from it? Moreover, this issue is viewed from
different angles. The brain is composed of neurons which are the
distributor of the brain's electrical system. Neurons act like an
electric contactor. In fact, a collection of neurons forms an electrical
command circuit by which all the body's automated systems are
controlled.
In a command circuit, electric current may be switched on and off via
opening and closing the contactors. Pulses received from different
receptors turn the switches (contactors) on and off; thereafter all
physical and mechanical activities are automatically executed.
Similarly, electrical current passes through a neuron by the
neurotransmitter thus the neuron is an electrical distributor.
Considering the above brief explanation about neurons, this main
question is proposed:' where is the neuron's operator? Does a
neuron consist of a separate brain? Hence, where is its operator
located? Other questions can be raised about the neuron. For
example, is it the neuron that decides a man should go towards unity
or multiplicity? Does the neuron determine man's lifestyle? Does the
neuron decide that man should fall in love, does the neuron decide
that man should become amazed or surprised, or persuaded and to
devote and sacrifice?
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The neuron, obviously, is not capable of doing this. In fact, some
neurons control the body's automated system. The non-automatic
functions get their messages from a center other than the brain.
Indeed, the brain is a detector so it receives the orders from the
psychological and mental bodies and translates the messages into
the language of physique. The mental and psychological bodies are
not parts of the brain but these two parts are located in a
transmittance state to the brain.
The brain consists of cortical and subcortical units. The subcortical
unit controls the body's automated system (heartbeat, respiration).
The mind operates all cells of the body. The cortical unit is a
collection of antenna that translates the different messages received
from the mind and psyche. If this collection of antenna is damaged,
the received messages are not translated. In this state, the
subcortical part is activated and then it executes the vital activities;
however, the mind's contact with the environment is cut off. Thus,
the individual lives like a plant so that he is deprived of a recognition
which leads to perception and feelings. This state (lack of
relationship between the mind and the brain) is called "brain death".
In the brain death, a patient may return to life when the link
between the antenna (the brain) and the mind is established again
(after a correction process).
In Faradarmani and Psymentology process, the brain function is
divided to the following:
_ Controlling the body's automated activities
_ Controlling the body's non-automated activities
_ Brain Memory
_ Manifestation of the intellectual and emotional activities
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_ Receiving the external data via the different physical sensors
_ Transmitting the physical sensory data to the different existential
bodies and receiving sent data of the bodies
_ Translating the received data from the different bodies into the
language of physique by producing the chemical secretions.
Theory of the Secondary Nervous System
Transmittance of the nervous signals is implemented by two
pathways: the first one is transmittance of the messages from the
central nervous system and the brain, and the other one is done via
the secondary nervous system. In other words, each nervous
message is transmitted either from the brain or from the secondary
nervous section. Thus, the existence of two types of nervous systems
speeds up the response from body organs. For example, a package is
sent to a place by mail while receiver is simultaneously informed by
phone that a parcel is on the way. Therefore, the receiver becomes
aware of the package before its arrival; he/she knows what it
contains.
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Chapter 3

The Bodies of Human
existence

١٢٢

Dimensions of the Human Existence
In psymentology, the dimensions of the human existence are
defined on the basis of Interuniversalism. Interuniversalism has an
omni-lateral/complete view of human being. In this viewpoint, the
dimensions of human existence are limitless and comprise numerous
different software and hardware. All the hardware components are
eventually managed by a software part.
Some components of human existence include:
1. The different bodies such as: the physical body, psychological
body, mental body, astral body…
2. The various energy transformers known as "Chakra"
3. The different energy channels like the fourteen nonphysiological channels which are limited or blocked in the body.
Acupuncture examines it.
4. The numerous energy fields surrounding the body such as: polarity
field, bio-plasma field …
5. The components like: cellular consciousness, molecular
frequency, several software parts and the other countless unknown elements
In the Interuniversal approach, each component is studied in the
relation to the other elements. Physique, psyche, mind, other bodies
and all components of human being are correlated together. So if
any component is impaired, the other components will be destroyed.
Therefore, it is impossible to be diagnosed with an illness or an
Intelligence system to exactly scan the body and diagnose and cure
the defective part. Such an Intelligence Network known as
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Interuniversal Consciousness Network is applied via psymentology. In
fact, this Network includes the Intelligence and Consciousness
governing the whole universe. It functions just like a "cosmic
Internet" which has placed all the components of the world under its
intelligent coverage.
Human beings are made up of thousands bodies which form the nonmaterial part (beyond the frequency field of man's physical receptor)
of the body. As earlier mentioned about the brain's function, lots of
man's perceptual fields are not managed by a cell. For example, a
physician advises a patient that he can overcome his disease with
keeping his good morale. What does the physician intend to say?
How should a neuron have a good morale or how can the neuron
create a good morale?
In the other hand, a psychologist may talk about the collective soul
or collective unconscious; this question may be asked where is the
center of collective soul or collective unconscious located in a neuron
or the brain?
Nevertheless, as earlier mentioned, the neuron is not capable of
doing this. The neuron cannot decide man should fall in love. The
neuron cannot determine man's lifestyle. It cannot decide one
become hopeful or hopeless. The neuron cannot decide that man
should become amazed or surprised, or persuaded and to devote
and sacrifice. It is not the neuron which makes jokes. There is no
logical circuit or command circuit which is capable of making a joke
or fun.
Man's different activities are managed via other bodies of human
existence except his physical body. The energy feeding system of
these bodies acts in a separate way. Nonetheless, the structure of
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these bodies is beyond man's sense and physical perceptual
receptors.
The Mental Body
The mind manages all man's existential dimensions as well as
software parts of man's existence such as cell's function, memory
management, learning and recalling. Man's understandings are the
outcomes of the mind's function. In Psymentology perspective, the
mind does not consider a part of the brain while the brain function is
affected and managed by the mind.
The understandings refer to an individual's interpretation of the
universe including inside or outside of man's existence. The mind
analyzes messages received via the five senses in the brain. Everyone
has his unique interpretation of each message and gets the different
results from his physical sensors.
An individual may perceive a pleasant feeling after seeing an event
while the other has no such feeling. Moreover, someone may reach a
superior understanding by seeing the same event compared to a
person who is unable to understand it. He may see an event which
nobody is capable of observing it.
In Psymentology, this kind of interpretation is named " perception"
which is revealed through the mental process. Furthermore, the
mind undertakes to manage the memory, to set up data and manage
the cell and the body.
The mind is divided into two subdivisions:
1. Instinctive Mind: refers to the mind by which the necessary data
related to the instinctive needs is set up and processed then the
appropriate solutions including struggle for survival are offered and
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implemented. For example, an ant knows how to build an anthill and
how to carry food to its hill by aid of the instinctive mind.
2. Perceptive Mind: the mind in which data is set up and processed
so that man is capable of interpreting and describing the creator, the
universe and his surroundings. Thereby, man can propose different
attitudes and understandings of different phenomena. This kind of
perception belongs to human beings. The perceptive mind is only
activated in man's existence not animals or plants.
The mental body consists of several subdivisions which fulfil
management and organization. Yet, each of these subdivisions are in
turn considered a separate body (ﬁgure 3-1). These are:
_ management and organization of the Eternal Data archive
_ memory management
_ Data set-up management (making thoughts)
_ management and organization of the cell and the body
_ perceptual organization

Figure 3-1
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Management and Organization of the Eternal Data Archive: man's
memory functions different from the brain that will be alive after his
death. The people who tries to summon the dead soul intends to
gain information. Thereby, the dead's memory is alive while the body
and the brain are decomposed. In fact, the memory and the data
archive do not spoil thus the individual's data is internally kept.
Memory Management: the memory management removes selected
data from its original file. For example, an individual who has already
composed a poem can remove it from its original file located in his
memory. Thus, the memory management looks for the composed
poem saved in a related file. He may also intend to recite a verse of
the Quran thus the memory management goes to the original file to
find the considered verse. The vocabulary should be selected word
by word. For example, when we call the telebanking system, we hear
this message" your…account…is…". In fact, telebanking system
removes each word from its original position inserted in the system
memory and set sequentially up.
Data Set-up Management (Making Thought): this management
center has to put the cutting data together then a new thought is
made up.
Management and Organization of the Cell and the Body: this is a
part of the mental body in which the cells' duties are determined.
This part has a specific anatomy consisting of hundred billions of
invisible branches connected to the cells of the body. Thus, the cells
are managed by this part of the mental body. For example, a
blindfolded man is suggested there is hot coin on his palm while it is
put a piece of ice on his palm. It is observed that the man's palm
blisters in reaction to heat.
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The reason is that the body manager is misled by this wrong data and
based on it transmits message to the local cells. The cells accordingly
react against being burnt. Had the man's eyes been open, this
reaction would never happen because the body manager could not
be deceived in such manner. Therefore, the physical reaction
depends on the command of the body manager not the physical
touch.
There are some factors which cause the body manager issues a
wrong command and duty for a cell or cells. For example, a cell may
suffer an overproduction (cancer) or cellular failure (entropy)
because these factors reduce so much amount of the body's
manager energy. These factors are:
_ Being affected by unnecessary subjects which have no relation to
the person and no impact on his life.
_ Getting into conflict with the unity of the universe and separating
the universe into fragments, as well as creating discrimination and
multiplicity. These factors waste lots of the mental energy.
Since man's mental energy is limited, he requires a plan and design
named "Mental Energy Management" to use efficiently this energy.
So, we should examine the mental energy management to save our
mental energy.
For example, consider a pedestrian who is passing by a pavement
and sees hundreds people. He characterizes them on the basis of
their appearances (such as fatness or thinness, beauty or ugliness…)
and even psychological traits (such as being malice or not, inner
personality…) and judges them accordingly. Nevertheless, none of
these assessments are useful for anybody.
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These judgements about the unnecessary subjects burn the mental
energy and make disorder in the mental management center.
Thereby, management of the body and cell is disturbed.
As it is showed in the ﬁgure 2-17 in chapter two, the mental body
fulfils distributing the consciousness throughout the body and cell. In
other words, the vital consciousness distributes in the body and its
organs, tissues, cells and DNA via the mind consciousness. Moreover,
this consciousness is managed by the mental management center of
the consciousness distributer.
_ Subconscious Mind
The subconscious mind is a software which is often programmed in
the ﬁrst 5 or 6 years of man's life. The subconscious mind deﬁnes
and stores all of man's good and evil patterns, his fundamental
thoughts and his previous life experiences. So, change of the
subconscious patterns seems to be difficult.
The subconscious patterns may be changed by connecting to
Interuniversal Consciousness Network. The subconscious mind plays
a role in formation of man's insight as well as determination of how
to receive revelations.
Nevertheless, if the subconscious mind is programmed on the basis
of the logic, man suffers a kind of the mental block. Thus, man
deprives of attaining the ultra-mental revelations and inspirations
which the logic is unable of understanding it.
The subconscious mind consists of the various software programs:
1. The Programmed-self (the Primary Character):
_ Nature
_ Foundation
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_ Institution
_ Gene
2. The Programmable-self:
_ The Acquired Personality (the Secondary Personality)
_ The Automation Motion Parts
_ The Extra Programming Parts:
_ Conditional Programming
_ Reactional Programming
_ Crucial Programming
_ Filtering Programming (the Beliefs)
3. Defensive-self (Second Mother, Psychological Defense Reaction)
4. Chief Justice-self (Special Court)
_ Programmed-Self (The Primary Character)
Everyone brings some software parts with him by birth that are not
the same in different people. Each person is born with a unique
software parts which is named "the programmed-self". The
programmed-self consists of nature, foundation, institution and
gene. The primary character (the programmed-self) is not inherited.
The primary character is the outcome of the previous world.
- Nature: it refers to a software which exists in humans with the
same program. There are the general principles such as
perfectionism, quality-seeking, questing, self-awareness, motivation,
recognition, comparison and assessment/evaluation. These inner
tendencies produce motivation in man and make him be active.
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- Foundation: The foundation software comprises of two parts. The
instinct software responses to the vital/natural needs. The functional
software follows the principles embedded in human beings. Thereby,
human's functions are under the influence of these principles.
- Institution: this software is programmed in human beings on the
basis of the qualitative growth in the previous life (having an
additional dimension except time, space and conflict). The institution
determines his fundamental temperaments after transferring to the
present world. So, the institution originates various primary
characters in different people which creates diversity. Thereby, even
the identical twins display different behaviors against their
environment. The children of a family have different personality
traits, too.
- Gene: it determines the dominant traits and archives all
physiological good and evil records. Therefore, wrong lifestyle of the
previous generations manifests as diseases or disorders in following
generations. Indeed, each generation's disease transfers to the next
one and vice versa. A generation's longevity and healthy life are
related to a correct lifestyle that surely transfers to the next
generation. Thus, gene archives the positive and negative records.
Gene encompasses both software-based and hardware-based data.
Gene's hardware data is related to physical body that determines the
traits such as facial features, height, hair and eyes color
(morphology). Gene software-based data embeds physiological good
and evil records (functional parts) of previous generations and
individual's behavioral tendencies.
_ The Programmable-self
There are some parts accompanied by programmed-self software
that are programmed through human's life. These new parts are
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programmed via the programmable-self software. Indeed, both softwares of programmed-self and programmable-self make human's
characteristics. The programmable-self software defines/describes
everybody according to what data he acquires in his life and how to
apply the programs existing in the nature, foundation, institution and
gene soft-wares. There are some parts of the programmable-self:
- Acquired Personality (Secondary Personality): this is one of
subconscious parts that is formed, programmed through the
childhood. The secondary personality makes pattern from the
environment and finds a definite direction.
- Automation Motions part: patterns of human's successive
motions are saved in the memory of automated motions /
movements part in a little while. Afterwards, these motions are
carried on without thinking. For instance, when a typist starts to
learn typing, he has a lot of difficulties to find the place of each
letters on the keyboard and spends lots of time for it. After a while,
subconscious memory will acquire to the places of these letters and
save the positions of hands and fingers. Then the typist automatically
does this action so that he can type without looking to the keyboard.
- The Extra Programming
A/ Conditional Programming: human is programmed for many
conditions according to pattern "if…., then…" Thus, he is frequently
programmed for every behavioral patterns and even against many
diseases. For example, people are programmed during childhood
that if they come out of bath and sit in the wind, then they will surely
get a cold or suffer sinusitis. These kinds of diseases are called "The
Conditional Software-based Illnesses".
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B/ Reacting Programming: there are a set of reacting programming
so that an individual daily performs them. For instance, parents have
frequently told their child to eat more because he/she is so weak,
but there is no border for it how much he should eat. So the child is
programmed according to this word. After a while, when he grows
up and gains weight, he still likes to eat more. Or when a child
defecates on a rug, he is blamed by his parents. Now this child who
has grown up suffers the chronic constipation. Consequently, this
program has recorded in child's subconscious so that the evacuation
of bowel does not regularly occur.
C/ Crucial Programming: there is another program in the extra
programming of programmable-self that is named the crucial
programming. According to the crucial programming, individual
demonstrates the behaviors and tendencies contrary to the primary
traits. For example, if a girl continuously hears that she is similar to
her father, she will display the male behaviors and tendencies in
adulthood. Improving this kind of programming is very difficult.
D/ filtering Programming (The beliefs): this software includes/
forms our beliefs. For example, parents frequently tell their children
to be wise and repeat this word so that these children just realize a
pa ern on the basis of formula "2× 2꞊ 4". Thus, they are
programmed according to this cold logic and when they become
adult, they cannot realize subjects out of the logic. So, they are
unable to perceive metaphysical subjects. As a result, the filtering
program locks the mind and not to let enter other information
outside its framework.
_ Defensive-Self (Second Mother, Psychological Defense Reaction)
Defensive-self or second mother is the most important part of
subconscious that provides compatibility with the environment. This
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software considerably decreases instant tensions and distress. Since
the defensive-self software does not follow a logical behavior and is
a kind of escape of reality, this software is accompanied with a selfdeception. The defensive-self acts like a mother who lovingly
defends her child. So, although applying this software becomes a
necessity, it may be very hurtful for human beings.
_ Chief Justice-Self (Special Court)
Defensive-self or special court is located in the subconscious and acts
on the base of self-assessment system and punishes individual who
offend his duties. The accused person is condemned and as a result
suffers a disease by this court for issuing the negative potential
energy. This kind of disease is called psychosomatic disease that is
known as disease related to special court.
_ The Logic Filter
The logic filter keeps humans away the entrance of the illogical and
irrational data into his mind. Therefore, this software controls the
mind function as the body manager. The unreal information is
implemented on man that may be dangerous in some conditions.
The logic filter consists of two subdivisions:
_ The Conscious Part: which is located at the level of consciousness.
The individual is aware of the conscious framework and tries to
consciously use it. Everyone has a unique definition of rationality and
reason in his being software. The software is programmed with the
true and false information which is known as "logic". Thus, the
individual refers to his logic to make decisions and choices.
_ The Subconscious Part: which blocks involuntarily the entrance of
information into man's mind and not to let the false information
enter his mind. The entered information initially examines via this
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part. Thereafter, the data is coordinated with the individual's logical
beliefs and rational standards which be experienced throughout his
life. Then the checked data is permitted to pass and enter into the
other the subconscious areas.
For example, if a person gets angry against the difficulties of his life,
he says that he cannot live anymore. Man's conscious part of the
logic filter exactly understands that he just wants to has a change in
his life conditions. So, he does not mean that becomes blind. Yet, if
this word enters into his unconscious part of the logic filter, the
expression of "not to see" is not interpreted into the physical body.
But if this part is convinced even a little that the person does not
physically want to see, this message enters into the will power part
and be executed. Then the message is performed via the body and
cell management. The management center commands to his eyes'
cells not to see. Therefore, the person will suffer from the hysteric
blindness while his eyes are in the healthy state.
_ The Subconscious Filter (the Subconscious Mind)
There is another filter in the subconscious part which is named " the
subconscious filter. This filter includes the all logical and illogical
information of the individual's experiences gained throughout his
life. Furthermore, this part includes some information in which the
individual has got in result of a certain thought, or the data which his
family, environment and society program in him. There is a filter at
the entry point of data on this part. If the entered data is not
adjusted to the contents of this filter, the data will be rejected and
not to be passed through this filter. When the data is accepted, the
entered information reaches into the will power part and it is
crucially executed.
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Everyone is created with a special program in his subconscious
software that makes something possible to be performed or not.
When the filter notices that the entered data is not readable, the
filter rejects the data. For example, when an individual is just
programmed on the basis of logic and wisdom, the logic filter will
severely reject the subjects out of this field.
_ The Will Power and Executive Part
The subconscious filter confirms the data and then the data will send
to the "will power and executive part" and is executed. For example,
if a person decides to walk on the fire, the subconscious filter
strongly resists against this data. Thus, the data does not pass into
the will power and executive part. So, the individual does not want
to step on the fire at all otherwise he will extremely burn. But the
individual can change the program of this filter via the suggestion
and self-hypnosis after several years so that he will be able to step
on the fire. Thus, he not only has no feeling of hot but also he feels
cold and freezing. The cells of this area are not destroyed because
they have no orders from the mental body for reaction of burning.
Similarly, there are the organisms which lives in the depth of 2500
meters and bears the temperature of 250̊ centigrade while their
cellular structure is similar to man. Yet, these organisms' duties are
defined according to such environmental condition. Therefore, they
act under such circumstances and not to be also destroyed.
_ Hypnosis
Hypnotism is a process that the data (suggestion) passes from the
logic filter into the subconscious. The data transports from the filter
of subconscious to the will power and executive part and makes a
state known as hypnotism. According to the medical definitions,
hypnotism is done when the information reaches the subconscious
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part. But in Faradarmani and Psymentology perspective, the entered
data has to also pass the subconscious programming software. So,
making a suggestion and rejecting the suggestion are defined in
following:
_ The Common Definition of Hypnosis
Data (Suggestion)
Hypnosis State

The Logical Filter

The Subconscious

_ The Definition of Hypnosis in Faradarmani
Data (Suggestion)
Programs Filter
Hypnosis State

The logical Filter
The Subconscious
The Will Power and Executive Part

Making Suggestion
As earlier mentioned, there is a software program in the
subconscious part that is programmed on the basis of entered data.
The data programs this software during the lifetime specially in the
childhood. All the input data and programs are initially adapted by
this filter then they are permitted to enter after checking. When this
software does not resist against the input data and programs, the
individual can make the suggestion. For example, an individual is
programmed to be logical and rational person through his childhood.
This person will resist against the subjects beyond the logical and
reasoning field such as the metaphysical matters so that he cannot
accept these subjects. Therefore, this data can neither pass through
his subconscious nor enter the will power part.
For example, an individual is suggested that his eyelids are becoming
heavy and heavier through a hypnosis process. The individual's
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subconscious starts to analyze this message but do not find any
reason for getting heavier the eyelids. So, this part does not confirm
the received message. Consequently, the hypnotist's effort for
suggestion is useless. The people who resists against the hypnotist's
suggestion are called "non-suggestable". In contrary, the people
whose subconscious software assume everything is possible and
permit the input data to pass through are called "suggestible".
Nobody may be hypnotized without ability of making suggestion and
hypnotists' efforts for suggestion will be useless. In fact, a person
who is hypnotized determines the result of the hypnosis process not
the hypnotist.
Psychological body
The psyche is another part by which man's emotions are revealed.
The mind's conceptual reaction to an event is then followed by the
reaction of the psyche. Thereby, the mental perceptions are
translated into the emotional language according to the
predetermined programs and the known criteria. Now, man's
emotions are characterized such as sorrow, joy, fear, hatred, fortune,
misfortune, pride, hope, despair, disgrace.
The psyche is divided into two parts:
1. Instinctive Psyche: refers to the emotional stimulus center in
which each instinctive needs are responded. For example, when one
is hungry or thirsty, he may become angry, bored, agitated,
psychological instability and then depression. Or if an animal cannot
mate in the breeding season, it becomes depression. The instinctive
psyche is a common factor causing the psychological diseases such as
depression among mankind, animals and plants.
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2. The Affective Psyche
The affective psyche is only set/put in mankind's existence that
reveals man's emotions. Man's emotions carry a purpose which is
represented via this part of the psychological body. Man is capable of
showing an appropriate emotional reaction to his interpretation and
understanding of outward events via this part. Thereby, all man's
emotions embed an emotional effect including positive or negative
effect. Thus, the feeling of happiness and sorrow, hope and hopeless,
fortune and misfortune, pride and disgrace emerge and give a
different meaning to the life and the existence.
As mentioned above, the psychological body is another important
body of man's existence that finds out, examines and reveals the
emotions. This body considers the outcomes related to the step of
love then transmits the messages related to this step to the brain.
Thereafter, the brain reveals the appropriate reactions from the
physique. For example, when a person sees a scary scene, this scene
passes in his perceptual filter in which the intensity of produced
dread is assessed. Thus, different people may unfold different
reactions to this scary scene. Similarly, consider a woman who passes
out when she sees a mouse running across the room floor. Yet,
another woman may not have the same reaction in such condition.
Therefore, when the external events/stimulus are assessed, the brain
reacts by transmitting the chemical messages into the physical body.
Thus, the person initially gets scared then his brain pumps
Adrenaline throughout his body in order to getting the body ready
for the fear response. The body is firstly affected by the outward
stimulus then a signal is triggered in the brain. The brain releases a
chemical signal related to the stimulus so the symptoms of fear
appear.
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The psychological body is composed of two positive and negative
sections:
_ The Positive Section: man's positive emotions are discovered and
perceived in this section in which the positive radiations are
absorbed and emitted. Therefore, the brain produces a chemical
message related to the positive emotion and the positive section
courses the positive radiation through the body at the same time.
Moreover, this section absorbs the positive radiations if there are the
positive feelings surrounding the individual. When an individual is
using the positive section of his psyche, he is in a state which is
named the "positive phase" whereby he can only emit or absorb the
positive radiations.
_ The Negative Section: man's negative emotions are discovered
and perceived in this section in which appear the emotional
responses such as anger, revenge, hatred, stinginess and jealousy.
Thus, the brain applies the relevant response to the negative
emotion which produces the toxin within the body. Moreover, the
negative section starts to make the negative radiations. So, the
individual with the negative emotions exposes others to his negative
radiations. This negative individual is in a state known as "negative
phase".
Man can only apply one of the sections of his psyche at the same
time: the positive or negative section. When the individual is in a
negative phase, he automatically locks the door of positive section of
his psyche. Thus, he emits the negative radiations into the universe.
On the contrary, he locks his negative section's door of his psyche by
being in the positive phase. It seems that there is a door at the entry
point of the positive and negative sections of the psyche. When the
individual chooses the negative phase, the positive section's door is
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locked. Thereby, he will be deprived of the emission or absorption of
the outcomes resulted from the positive section.
Man's thoughts, behaviors and actions determine the radiations
thereof. For example, when we look so warm at someone, he
receives our positive radiations whereas our angry feelings carry the
negative radiations. The more one receives the positive radiations,
the more he avoids the disorders and injuries. Thus, he enjoys the
high life span coefficient.
The positive or negative radiations are produced independent of the
space dimension. The intensity of these radiations are not affected
by being far or near the individual with positive or negative feelings.
When an individual is in the positive phase, he is affected by no
negative radiation because the negative section's door of his psyche
is blocked. Otherwise, he is bombarded with the negative radiations.
On contrary, when the positive radiations move to him whom is in
the negative phase, he cannot absorb the positive radiations. Thus,
the individual is deprived of the positive outcomes resulted from this
section. He should continue to be in the positive phase to avoid
receiving the nega ve radia ons (ﬁgure 3-3).
There is an area in man's psychological body in which his life span is
determined known as the "life span coefficient". Thereby, the more
one absorbs or emits the positive radiations, the more he enjoys the
life span coefficient.
There are other soft-wares by which the received positive and
negative radiations are evaluated/determined. There is a type of
energy which is absorbed or rejected due to man's emotional states.
For example, when an individual is praised, admired and adored by
others, he absorbs this type of energy (energy type 2). This person
becomes too happy to forget his tiredness even he may lose his
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feeling of hunger. On contrary, if he is blamed, denounced and
disgraced by others, he is discharged, bored and feels weak. This
type of energy may be the basis of the "psychological war". For
example, this psychological technique may be used to demoralize
opponent soldiers. The soldiers are misled by the false news so that
they lose their energy to continue fighting. Moreover, the soldiers'
national and militaristic prides are hurt and their powers are
lowered.
There is another software in which the degree of one's satisfaction or
dissatisfaction is assessed; accordingly, he receives or loses his
energy. For example, after buying a used car, if the buyer is told that
he has paid the car over the odds, he may feel discharged energy; he
may even suffer a fever and get sick. On contrary, if he is told that he
has paid good price for the car, he may be too happy to stay awake
all the night without feeling tired. Moreover, there is self-assessment
software which plays main role in feeling popularity and
respectfulness.
The another software evaluates man's feelings of guilt or innocent.
Thereby, he gains negative or positive scores and can accordingly
lose or absorb the energy. When the individual loses the energy, his
immune system acts weak thus he will be more susceptible to
diseases.
There is a software by which man's needs and wishes are estimated.
Thereafter, when his wishes are not fulfilled, he gains a negative
score and loses his energy. On contrary, when he is satisfied, he
absorbs energy thereafter he feels good.
"Being idealistic" is measured by a software which leads man to gain
or lose energy. For example, in a football match, the fans of the
winner team receive a lot of energy so that they are capable of
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running for kilometers. On contrary, the supporters of the loser team
lose energy and cannot even talk. They feel extremely tiredness and
become depress.
There is a main software in which gained or lost radiations are
examined afterwards the "life span coefficient" or the "coefficient of
cellular fatigue" are determined. Thereby, the more positive energies
are absorbed, the more these coefficients are increased thereafter
man enjoys a usual longevity. But the more negative energy is
absorbed, the more the life span decreases. So, being in the positive
phase has a great impact on man's health. Thus, if an individual with
a positive enthusiasm is exposed to the good (positive radiations)
while an individual with a negative enthusiasm is exposed to the evil
(negative radiations).
In other words, as shown in ﬁgure 3-3, the grey part starts from the
negative section at the minimum level and increases as it moves
towards the positive section. The illustrated section is called the life
span coefficient.
It shows that the more the positive section is used, the more man's
longevity increases. On contrary, the more the negative section is
used, the more his life span decreased. Therefore, being in the
positive phase is the important factor in increasing man's life span.

Figure 3-3
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The Astral Body
The astral body is the another important body of man's existence.
There are two main functions fulfilled by the astral body:
1. Directing the Automatic Growth
2. Transmittance of the Nervous Messages
1. Directing the Automatic Growth: this part is related to the
manner of cells' set-up that followed from the embryonic
development to the final developed stage. Thereafter, the recovery
and repair stages are continued.
2. Transmittance of the Nervous Messages
Transmittance of the nervous signals is fulfilled by the secondary
nervous system. The transmittance is implemented by two
pathways: the first one is transmittance of the messages from the
central nervous system and the brain, and the other one is done via
the secondary nervous system. In other words, each nervous
message is transmitted either from the brain or from the secondary
nervous section. Thus, the existence of two types of nervous systems
speeds up the response from body organs. For example, a package is
sent to a place by mail while receiver is simultaneously informed by
phone that a parcel is on the way. Therefore, the receiver becomes
aware of the package before its arrival; he/she knows what it
contains.
Consistency of the movements is the another duty fulfilled by the
astral body. Thereby, since speed of the feedback commands issued
to the organs is fast, the organs' movements are seen consistence.
The body's quick reaction is another utilization of the astral body by
which the secondary nervous system can be activated via practice.
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For example, people who practice the martial arts utilize the astral
body without having any knowledge about this body. When an
individual sees an event, he needs about 0.3 seconds to make a
decision and then takes action. But in martial arts, some movements
are performed in a much shorter time. In Japanese fencing, the
attack and parrying are practicing through a very short time and
without any thinking. The skills of martial arts are taught on the basis
of sensing with no thinking. Indeed, the trainee learns that thinking is
not important while his body parts automatically react against the
attacks. Moreover, he learns that he has no enough time to think
because in a fencing competition just some hundredth of a second is
important for his survival or death. So, there is no chance for thinking
and deciding in such a short time.
Does each organ of the body have a brain thereof to react against
attacks? The answer is that according to Faradarmani and
Psymentology, the secondary nervous system can instantly request
the organ's reaction without aid of the primary nervous system. It
may be said that the automatic motions part of the programmableself is responsible for performance of the automatic actions (typing,
driving). Yet, it should be reminded that the automatic system only
accomplishes and controls the actions with a certain, limited and
well-defined range. Thereby, the skills such as fencing have no
limited range so that one may be attacked from all sides. But in the
actions such as typing, all motions are predefined and predicted for
the automatic motions part of the programmable-self.
In martial arts, the sensory range and the environmental sense are
enhanced against any movement via the extremely practices. Thus,
the trainee can even react against the tiniest environmental
movements with the closed eyes.
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There is another reason for necessity of the astral body when a
person's organ is cut off. He feels pain and tickling in a limb which is
not physically part of the body anymore. In medical terms, this
phenomenon is called " phantom pain" by which a patient
experiences the illusion relating to the amputation organ. He
assumes that this limb or organ is still a part of his body thus shows
such reactions.
The secondary nervous system fulfils the body movements'
feedbacks otherwise all man's actions and speeches would be
performed in a broken forms similar to robots.

Figure 3-4 The Astral Body

_ Death Types
In Faradarmani and Psymentology perspective, there are three types
of death:
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1. Silent Death
2. Physical Death
3. Definite Death
Silent Death happens when the aura of depression negative energy
encloses man's body. Thus, the entire man's perceptual connections
are cut off. Although he understands the meaning of everything,
nothing can produce any excitement in him. He becomes like a
walking corpse and becomes suscep ble to the silent death (ﬁgure35).

Physical Death is defined as cessation of the heartbeat. In medical
science, death refers to the moment at which life ends. Thus, the
dead one is permitted to be buried. But in Faradarmani and
Psymentology viewpoint, the definite death has not still occurred
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because the hundred billion cells as well as mental, psychological,
astral bodies are yet alive at this point.
Definite Death happens when the astral body dies. Death of the
astral body often starts some minutes after the cessation of the
heartbeat. The astral body can even stay alive for some days after
the heart stop. As long as the astral body is alive, death is not yet
definite and one may come back to life. Thereby, there are many
people who come back to life after the physical death even though
the dead bodies are kept in the mortuary.
In medical viewpoint, this concept would be considered impossible.
Yet, as long as the astral body is alive, any shock which stimulates
this body can cause the vital force to flow through the body. The
heart which is stopped for a while starts to work again and blood
flows through the vessels without any coagulation.
Nowadays, there is no scientific evidence in regard to the people
coming back to life after the burial certificate. Since there are the
various reports of such cases, the government attempts to review
the laws related to the burial certificate. The government intends to
pass a law such as keeping the corpse in the burial waiting room in
order to acting more control over the conditions.
After the definite death, the mental body just stays alive and
transfers to the next life. The mental body is the same part which is
called "ghost or spirit". The actions such as summoning the spirit, the
mental body of the dead person is summoned. Thus, the people
establish a connection with the mental body which is attributed to
the non-organic virus type B.
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Therefore, man's information and experiences are accurately
recorded in the mental body. Hypnotists can penetrate to the very
deep layers of the mental body where the information is accessible.
The Principle of the Mind, Psyche and Physique Interrelation
According to this principle, the outcomes of the mental,
psychological and physical activities are transmitted in a cycle (figure
3-6). For example, when someone hits his body against something,
feeling the pain disturbs his mental and perceptual activities.
Thereafter, his psychological and emotional functions are hurt. On
the other hand, his mental set-up specifies a feeling related to
negative reaction against the hit then determines the intensity or
weakness of the pain and the pain tolerance.
The Mind

physique

Psyche

Figure 3-6

Suppose that a person is fleeing because his life is at the risk, he
suddenly gets a badly injures in his way. Thereby, his mind does not
permit the pain to appear and his psyche follows the mind so that
avoids any emotional reaction associated to the pain. Thus, the
physique feels the less pain. The more one is in danger, the more the
mind can handle/control the pain. Yet, there is any justification
which is effective in controlling the pain such as the pain caused by
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the plastic surgery. Furthermore, there are some people who
tolerate the pain in practicing the religious duties. For example,
those who intend to perform the Hajj (an Islamic pilgrimage to
Mecca) have to tolerate the pressure and pain during this religious
journey. Others may bear the pain for reaching their beloved.
Consequently, the pain reported via the physique is affected by the
mental programs.
A mouse tries several ways to catch a piece of cheese which is not
accessible. The mouse sets up the data in its mind in different ways
and tries to reach the cheese more and more. Nevertheless, if the
mouse cannot catch the piece of cheese, it will suffer disorder.
Similarly, if man cannot provide his sustenance, he may also suffer
the disturbances in his body.
Man's physique, psyche and mind are linked and interrelated.
Physical damages have serious impacts on man's emotional and
mental outputs and vice versa; as in the hydraulics, the pressure
exerted on a point transmits to the other points. For example, the
drug is consumed via a physical organ but it can make disturbances
in the mind and psyche. The mind can also disturb other parts of the
body. For example, when a person hears the unpleasant news, he
gets the physical paralysis. So, according to the cycle of the mind,
psyche and physique interrelation, two other bodies are affected by
the pressure exerted on each of these three bodies (the bodies of
mind, psyche and physique). Thus, the ultimate result of this process
leads to production of a chemical substance. In general, this process
cannot be merely a chemical phenomenon because the functions of
these three bodies may not be separated. Thereby, if the physique is
damaged, the functions of the psyche and the mind are also
disturbed. So, the perceptual language has the chemical effects
thereof and the emotional signals are translated into the chemical
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languages thereof. According to the principle of the mind, psyche
and physique interrelation, the emotional language can be generated
by injection of a chemical substance in the body. For example, a
person can feel happy or sorrow or other emotions after injection of
a special chemical substance. Thus, all these processes are fulfilled
via the chemical or hormonal languages throughout the body.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that these chemical substances
create all emotional states in man's body while the other parts of the
body can be effective in producing these states, too.
In general, if we are discussing about the man's health, we should
examine all the factors related to his health.
The Self
Suppose that the complex of man's existential bodies (the mental,
psychological, astral and physical bodies) acts similar to a machine.
The Self is the driver of this machine. The driver moves in the dipolar
world cycle. The free will is the main traits of this driver which
discriminates him from other beings in the universe. He is always
judged in this dipolar world that his freewill gives the meaning to his
life through this cycle. So, he experiences, learns and passes the
divine tests by aid of his freewill throughout this dipolar path. The
freewill and the path of movement provide the one's self for
demonstrating the driver's ability in his journey towards attaining
perfection.
The self needs a special vehicle in each section of this dipolar world
cycle. The consciousness governing the dipolar universe plays the
significant role in formation of the self. The consciousness
determines the laws which manage section of the path up to some
stages. The consciousness forms a special vehicle for each section to
the self can transport to the next section of the path.
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Furthermore, there are other attachments which come with the self
throughout the path. Each of these attachments acts as a type of
vehicle which is separated from its origin one by one in this upward
travelling/journey. Therefore, the self misses one of the different
attachments in every sequential lives. The self can experience each
of this life in the different sections of this upward path. The self may
be similitude to an onion which misses one of its layer in each new
stage.
As earlier mentioned, there is a temporary vehicle due to the existing
section that is only used in the same section. Thus, the temporary
vehicle remains in the same section while "the self" transfers to the
next life. For example, the set of man's physical, psychological, astral
and a part of the mental bodies are carried by the self only in this
world (the world having dimensions of space-time and conflict).
These attached bodies remain in this world after man's death but the
self goes on travelling to the next life. The self is equipped with a
new vehicle due to the new world's extent. Moreover, the self brings
the attachments including the nature, foundation, institution, the
communal soul, the data set-up management to the new life. Yet,
the software adjunct to the main software remains in the previous
life while the main software is transferred to the new life.
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Chapter 4

Ecosystem and its Character
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Ecosystem
Ecosystem is a complex of all components of the material world that
controls and manages the connection and interaction among the
constituents. Nothing in the ecosystem can exist without connection
to other things. Any change in the material world is carried on by the
ecosystem. Therefore, birth, death and any changes in the
components of the material world are determined and executed by
the ecosystem. For example, the Big Bang phenomenon, creation of
the solar system, formation of the planets such as the planet Earth
and beginning of the life all has been executed by the ecosystem.
In the ecosystem, each component feeds on the other component
and survives. The universe is perpetuated by the interrelations
between various components of the great ecosystem. The
combination of these relationships provides sustenance and
provision in the world. God has established these relationships
according to rules. This set of rules is regarded as 'suste nance
provider' in the universe (Flow). The another rule is that particle’s
spins occur as a consequence of the centrifugal and centripetal
forces.
Ecosystem follows the determined purpose. Ecosystem is aware of
its origin, destination and aim of its creation. Ecosystem produces
various exchanges, changes and plans in the universe to actualize its
aim. Thus, the ecosystem has character, identity and behavior; since
its motion has direction, this direction gives it identity. Ecosystem
behaves in adaptation with its direction and identity (ﬁgure 4-1).
Consequently, the ecosystem has character and considers as a living
being. Therefore, life needs to manifestation. Manifestation requires
motion. Motion comes after behavior. Behavior needs direction.
Direction brings identity and the identity, eventually, creates
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character. On the other hand, motion results in the exchange of the
energy. The exchange of energy leads to exhaustion/fatigue and
entropy. Finally, we will have changes, birth and death.
Moreover, the ecosystem embeds the components' character of its
subdivisions/subset.
Behavior
Life

Manifestation

Direction

Identity

Character

Motion
Exchange
of energy

Exhaustion
(entropy)

Change
(birth and death)

Figure 4-1

Ecosystem as a living being has a memory which is called cosmic
memory. Such a being must also have a mind as it presents the
system with a thought that leads to identity. This is called the
universal mind which must involve a consciousness that guides the
cosmos toward a determined goal. Since the cosmos is considered as
a living being, it should be embedded the vital force. The vital force is
flowing throughout the cosmos and is displayed via the different
detectors. There are various forms of these different detectors on
the planet Earth that have created various species of human,
animals, plants and microorganisms.
Ecosystem's Character and Behavior
In psymentology, the software behind every manifestation /
appearance, presence and behavior is called character. In other
words, character is the software that exposes each particle of the
universe's components on the scene of ecosystem.
The manner of appearance, and the manifestation and the type of
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the actual participation of each member of ecosystem is called
behavior/the manner in which it appears, manifests, participates in
the ecosystem is called behavior of each constituent. Consequently,
the character contains all factors and behavioral programs. Character
displays all properties of a member of the ecosystem.
The relationship between character and behavior
Character is a software program behind every behavior and it has
many potentials. Behavior depicts a character that is actualized
(ﬁgure 4-2). We will generally talk about the true character here. The
true character is behind the scene and it hasn't been displayed.
Anyways, we own a real character that appears on the scene. There
must be the software behind each character that is displayed a
behavior. In other words, there have to be a plan that is formed a
behavior. Therefore, the software behind all these stories contains
the orders and duty description.
The Software of
Potential Programs

Character
Behavior

Actual Programs

Figure 4-2. Rela onship between Character and Behavior

Preliminary Principles Governing the Ecosystem and its
Components
_ Each component of the material universe's components has
behavior, identity and character.
_ No character can be defined for a particle that is not connected to
other particles.
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_ The character of each part may be composed of some characters of
its subdivisions.
_ A character can be composed of the smaller characters; in other
words, character of a component can be resulted from some its
subset characters. By combining two or more permanent characters,
a new permanent character is created. The new character is
generally lawful. For instance, sodium and chlorine each has a
permanent and separate character. But when sodium and chlorine
are compounded, salt is made. Salt has a new and unique character.
The character of salt is neither similar to sodium nor similar to
chlorine.
_ Each character is considered a living being with different levels of
life.
_ Ecosystem is a character that has also behavior and identity. Since
no character is defined without the connection to other characters,
there must be another ecosystem or ecosystems.
_ It requires that a thought/concept have existed behind every
behavior, identity and character, so there must be a concept in back
of the ecosystem.
_ Each character can be considered as an organization.
_ An organization is an independent character that may have
numerous characters of its subset.
Therefore, the character is defined for a component while this
component is connected to other components. This part is controlled
and monitored by another part. There are two general characters in
relation to the environment:
_ Isolated Character
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_ Public Character
For instance, the character and the behavior of a microorganism is
completely different in an isolated cultivation lab from the behavior
of a microorganism living in a living being's body.
Ecosystem's character
Ecosystem embeds the numerous characters of its subdivisions/subsets. Thus the ecosystem should have a definite/determined
character. If there is no observer, no character will be defined for any
part. Consequently, each ecosystem is interrelated to other
ecosystems (no particle is defined without interrelation to other
particles). /and as the character of a part cannot be defined without
an observer, the ecosystem must be in connection with other
ecosystems. It needs the other element that creates all ecosystems.
Therefore, this element controls the ecosystems. But all these
ecosystems require "causal factor" that can control them as well.
This element is known as the Consciousness governing the material
universe or the "Interuniversal Consciousness Network". /This causal
factor is the "Interuniversal Consciousness Network"_ the awareness
or Consciousness governing the material universe which obeys and
implement God's will (ﬁgure 4-3).

God
Consciousness
Ecosystem
Figure 4-3. The Casual Factor of Ecosystem
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Status of the Ecosystem
Ecosystem is a factory that produces characters as well as
implemen ng and crea ng diversity (ﬁgure 4-4). There is the Creator
or designer on one side. Then the Consciousness designs the
universe’s scheme via the Divine decree/ according to God's
command. Afterwards, the Consciousness has supplied the
ingredients. These ingredients (primary materials) consist of cosmic
intelligence, cosmic life and cosmic force.
_ Cosmic Life: life for car of the creation is like an engine of a car.
_ Cosmic Force: it is like car’s fuel.
_ Cosmic Intelligence: it is like driver. A car can’t solely be moved by
engine and fuel. There must be a conscious driver who drives the car
and makes it move.
For example, an ant is a living being. The cosmic force provides an
ant with capabilities. An ant doesn’t recognize how to build an
anthill, what its duty is, who a slave or a queen is, and how to rank.
An ant cannot choose its behaviors and duties; the ant’s behavior is
managed via the Interuniversal Consciousness or the cosmic
intelligence. Therefore, if all components of the universe were
equipped with the intelligence, they would have certainly been
aware of manners and aims of existence as well as their duties in the
universe.
As a result, these three elements, the cosmic life, cosmic force and
cosmic intelligence provide initial materials for the ecosystem. Now,
the ecosystem is an administrator/executing agent. This
administrator applies laws and provides initial materials in order to
implement designs and plans in the production line. The first
production leads to creation of the material world or the Big Bang.
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Figure 4-4. Status of Ecosystem

The first production results in other productions and laws:
1. The Law of Entropy: the entropy causes change. Change brings
birth and death. All the universe’s components and parts change. For
instance, the sun eventually comes to an end when its hydrogen
sources end. As a result, the sun crumbles then the sun explodes.
Afterwards the Supernova occurs. Then the dying star transforms
into a black hole. Thus, we have new birth time after time.
Moreover, the last Big Bang was the other expansion and after a
while a contraction occurred. Ultimately, change causes diversity.
The entropy law offers diversity to the ecosystem. In other words,
the law of entropy is the automatic scissors in the production line;
this law creates infinite characters in the ecosystem. Otherwise,
there would just be one production and one output. On the higher
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view, birth and death get new meanings and therefore human
understands the necessity of death phenomenon. Man comprehends
that he is a subset of a great system that follows a purpose. Since
human lives in the present time, he can’t entirely see every side of
this story. Indeed, a tiny part of this story is just visible. Birth and
death are the problems that involve mankind’s mind. Furthermore,
there must be an element for creating diversity (the law of birth and
death) in the ecosystem.
2. Behavior: The material world is a living being. Since the universe is
created from motion, it has produced numerous different behaviors.
Every behavior goes after a direction. Behavior gets an identity
which, eventually, reaches a real character (ﬁgure 4-1). Real
character is something which has occurred. We can recognize one's
character according to his/her behavior; it is real character which is
the secondary and final production.
In the considered perspective, the first output of this production line
is the material universe and the final output is character and
character making. Sometimes a production isn't solely a final output.
For example, real character of a screw is displayed while it is applied
in a device or a machine such as a washing machine. Washing
machine is the final production that is ready for washing. The
material universe is similar to a washing machine that is prepared to
execute something. Moreover, the ecosystem is an administrator in
the universe which designs infinite characters.
In other words, an extraordinary factory is working. This factory
makes lots of characters; who are (these characters) made for? What
are they for? What is the ultimate aim (of this factory)? For instance,
consider a factory that produces flour. It is questioned: "What is this
factory's production?"
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The answer:" its production is flour".
Afterwards it is asked:" what is the flour produced for?"
Then it is answered:" the flour is delivered to a baker and baker
bakes bread. Human eats the bread and gratifies his hunger".
Then it is asked:" why is human going to gratify his hunger?"
Now it’s asked: “why is human going to gratify his hunger?” So, we
see that the final production is far beyond our imagination.
What has the ecosystem made the final production (of characters)
for? What is the purpose? The main purpose is the creation of
human being. Now, human is the final production. Why? And this is
the big question.
There are many questions that must be answered by psymentology
including, "Why has a factory of character-making been
constructed?" The answer to this question removes many of the
human’s conflicts. Human isn't aware of his status in the universe
and this is one of his problems. As a result, if human cannot find
his/her status in the creation, he will face conflicts. Human may fall
in conflict with God, with universe, or with oneself. Conflict is a
causal factor for illnesses and disorders. Therefore, answers to these
questions help human comprehend why he exists.
The next chapters explain the software-based setup. Indeed, these
subjects should be considered the alphabet of this grand story,
because the city of existence may not be depicted or described.
Therefore, human is the ultimate aim in this story. Now, human
should examine" who he is?"
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Status of Human beings in the Ecosystem
Ecosystem has designed infinite different characters in the universe
after billions of years. In this cycle, the ecosystem has implemented
various characters and behaviors that have been set in all beings
including components, animals and plants. Ultimately, all these
characters and behaviors have been placed in human's existential
plan (ﬁgure 4-6). In other words, the final outputs of all characters
and behaviors which are designed and executed by the ecosystem
are placed in the set-up of man's existence.
Human owns the characters which are separately designed and
implemented on animals by the ecosystem before human's creation.
For example, nobility of horses, dignity of alligators, loyalty of dogs,
fierceness and cruelty of wolves, desire to save foods by ants, desire
to breed like bees, desire for parasitic living like leeches are
transferred to mankind. Humankind can also activate or inactivate
each of these characters in his being. For instance, termites have
built structures before the creation of man. Termites have
constructed 12-floor towers in which each floor is built for a special
purpose. Insects have experimented every unique plan before the
existence of human beings. We have inherited all soft wares which
the ecosystem has left for us in the last billion years. Thus, we have
lots of options to apply in our life. In brief, the ecosystem has
intelligently executed a great job. What a marvelous mission by the
ecosystem!
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Mutation and the law of Natural Selection
Mutation is one of the necessary ways that the ecosystem has
intelligently applied to designing different characters. The world of
science believes that creation of various characters has occurred by
chance (mutation). Anyways, the ecosystem has intelligently been
able to produce infinite various characters having unique status via
the "mutation". No constituent can take the place of another
constituent in this purposeful and organized universe. So there is an
artist who has engineered the structure of unique and special
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“being” known as "human beings". The universe and the ecosystem
are planned so that all these indefinite behaviors and software are
bestowed upon human. Therefore, there is an aim for human
creation. Human is created to understand his existence. As long as
human doesn't comprehend the aim of creation and doesn't know
these soft-wares, he/she won't understand his greatness.
Therefore, Psymentology intends to find out human's status in the
universe; it has an Interuniversal perspective. Psymentology
attempts to discover the meaning of "the universe is human and
human is whole the universe". Hence, we contain all the characters
in the ecosystem. And the ecosystem embeds these properties so
that the whole is equal to the partial. Now while this greatness is
discovered, indeed the marvelous engineering has been revealed.
Otherwise all the existence remains under the veil. Ecosystem is
located below the Consciousness.
We seek for something through details. There has been character
and behavior before the creation of human. Ecosystem is basically a
character. When the Big Bang occurred, a behavior was created. And
this behavior had a character, an identity and a direction before the
appearance of human.

Ecosystem's Role in the Process of Faradarmani and Psymentology
Nowadays humankind encounters various illnesses. Ecosystem has
restricted man's activities by causing illnesses. Those who respect
the laws of nature and try to protect the ecosystem are certainly
supported by the ecosystem. But those who violate the laws are
exposed to threats. As it was mentioned, the ecosystem executes the
survival of nature and keeps a balance in the universe. Since human
attempts to destroy the nature and exterminate the species of living
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beings and disturb the balance of the universe, the ecosystem has
fought against him to stop his grandiloquence.
Ecosystem must be protected for the survival of mankind. So, the
ecosystem fulfils its mission to keep itself alive. The Consciousness
governing the universe guarantees to keep the ecosystem safe and
to provide surviving conditions for human beings. Consider if the
charged particles could penetrate the atmosphere or radioactive
particles were not entrapped outside the atmosphere by the Van
Allen belt, no living being would have remained alive on the Earth.
There are many intelligent laws and phenomena that assist the
ecosystem in protecting the universe.
Furthermore, there are many reasons that cause genetic mutations
and cellular alterations in human and other living beings. All these
events lawfully occur in the universe. Changes are created due to
various factors (physical and intelligent radiations and chemical
effects…) which lead to new process of life. Genetic mutations and
the law of natural selection demonstrate that the ecosystem has
been planned for adapting to new conditions. Ecosystem has
existence, intelligence and it makes no mistakes.
Human damages the nature for his/her profits but the ecosystem as
a whole attempt to keep life in the universe. So, the ecosystem adds
and deletes. Suppose that the balance of atmosphere's oxygen and
carbon dioxide was disturbed, and then the polar icebergs would
melt down. It might seem that this phenomenon causes disturbance
in existence of species. However, this phenomenon actually retains
life on Earth.
The death and life law guarantees survival in the ecosystem; if not,
the Earth would have been overpopulated with plants and birds.
Hence, human couldn't certainly find an empty space on the Earth.
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Balance means death and birth. If there wasn’t any death
phenomenon, the ecosystem would have been in serious trouble.
However, irregular death can destroy the ecosystem. Ecosystem
ends the life of many beings in favor of survival of other beings. For
example, the forest fire research has shown that the ecosystem
burns the top surface of plant community so that the plants of
bottom surfaces can grow. Humankind learns this from nature and
makes artificial fires. Therefore, the ecosystem is artificially retained
in balance and harmony; it seems that man is trying to accept the
death phenomenon in the ecosystem.
However, if there is no regular plan for deleting beings and priority is
given to human's temporary profits, the ecosystem suffers severe
harms. For instance, consider if human kills all lions, tigers, panthers.
(because these animals are fierce), you see other harmless animals
annihilate the forests. These herbivore animals will eat every tree
root. Lions, tigers and panthers help keeping balance in the
ecosystem. Ecosystem determines natural survivals and non-survivals
for all beings.
Ecosystem acts according to the simplicity law. When water flows
from a spring, it is pure and clear. The farther water goes, the more
impure it becomes. Thus, water becomes more and more complex as
more ingredients and pollutants are added to it. Afterwards, water
refinery operation becomes longer and more expensive. Similarly,
human has been gradually seized by many types of illnesses. One of
the main reasons is that at the beginning, man’s mind was not
complex enough for various illnesses to occur. Human should not
confuse complexity with capability; nor should he/she think an
intellectual is a complicated person. Actually, an intellectual seeks
the quick and simple solutions. Intelligent people have resolved
numerous complexities through simple methods. Spirituality, also
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follows the same law, so that moving in the path of God is the
simplest and the shortest. The closer human being is to the origin,
the less complex his relationships with the source (origin) becomes.
Ecosystem teaches moving towards simplicity; so the more
complicated we become, the more the negative effects of these
complexities would appear.
When a patient undergoes treatment via Faradarmani or
Psymentology, his whole body is scanned. Then the ecosystem
determines whether the treatment is performed or not. Although
Faradarmeni and Psymetology have a high efficiency in treatment,
patient may not be fully treated. A few evidences have shown that
some people are not treated in some conditions. In Faradarmani and
Psymentology's treatment process, the ecosystem intelligently
confirms the treatment procedure. Thus, it should not be expected
that a patient who is placed within the ecosystem's intelligent field,
is inevitably treated.
The role of the ecosystem in Faradarmani and Psymentology is so
much that the effect of these treatments in different individuals is
not virtually identical. For instance, different patients with similar
tumors are healed differently through Faradarmani's procedure. This
is an example that shows the ecosystem's role in executing the
healing procedure (stopping cancer from metastasizing, eradicating
the tumor). Ecosystem and its infinite components determine these
healing procedures. Moreover, the ecosystem determines how long
the treatment should be continued.
Furthermore, death becomes meaningful by the law of adaptation
with the ecosystem. While the ecosystem declares the expiration
date of something, nobody can do anything. If there was an absolute
method for curing all the illnesses, the law of entropy, birth and
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death would have been violated. Ecosystem only allows that an
individual increases his lifespan coefficient by reduction of cellular
coefficient. However, even if he lives for a thousand year, he would
eventually encounter the birth and death law.
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Chapter 5

Human, Character and Behavior
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Human's Character and the Ecosystem
As it was mentioned, character is the manner of appearance,
presence and behavior in the ecosystem. In other words, character is
the software that exposes each particle of the universe's
components on the scene of the ecosystem. The manner of
appearance, and manifestation and the type of actual for each
member of the ecosystem is called behavior. Consequently, human's
character as a member of the ecosystem contains all factors and
behavioral programs. Character displays all human's properties in the
ecosystem.
Character is a software program of behavior and it has many
potentials. Behavior practically depicts a character which is
actualized. It will be described true character here. True character is
behind the scene on contrary to real character which is manifested
on the scene. It is worthy note that there may be contraction
between character (potential program) and behavior (actual
program) about human beings. It might be possible that human
doesn't accurately behave in accordance to the program of
character.

True character
True character is a part of human's character which has not yet
manifested on the scene of the universe. True character follows two
software programs:
1. The Programmed- Self Software: it is human's primary character
and it is born with him. The programmed- self software comprises
various soft-wares. Every baby is born with a unique primary
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character which is distinct from his/her parents' character. No two
newborns have the same primary characters, not even if they are
identical twins or twains created from apomixes. Baby's primary
character follows various software programs which newborns bring
with them into the world.
2. The Programmable-Self Software: it is human's acquired
character. Environment creates this character; in other words, the
programmable-self is planned by the environment.
The combination of these two soft-wares make human's true
character (ﬁgure 5-1).
Acquired Character
(Environment)

Programmable
Self

Primary Character

True
Character
software

Programmed
Self

Decision
making
Behavior (Mental, Emotional and
Physical)

Nutrition

Real Character software

Figure 5-1. True Character and Real Character soft ware
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Decision Making and Behavior
Human makes decision on the basis of his true character. Behavior
occurs after decisions are made. Behavior are reflected and
manifested in the universe. For instance, human's mental behavior
consists of his comprehensions of the universe, the emotional
behavior is his feelings and the physical behavior is his
motions/actions which are displayed in the existence. It's
noteworthy that nutrition factor can interact with human's
behaviors.
Decision making and behavior are divided into two parts (ﬁgure 5-2):
1. Automatic Decision Making and Reactive Behaviors: they are
behaviors and reactions which are acted automatically,
unconsciously, and without any thinking and pondering. In these
types of behaviors, human reacts in accordance with the
predetermined programs which are planned by him or by the
environment. For instance, consider someone who receives
unpleasant news by phone; thereafter he may show an immediate
reaction to the news (he may faint or fall in hysterical paralysis). In
this state, the individual does not certainly say: let me think what I
should do now?
Human may be continuously exposed to a misfortune such as
someone’s death or a sound of an explosion; thus he must have an
immediate reaction to these events. In fact, he has no control over
his reaction if he has not already prepared himself. In other words,
the individual does not have enough time to do an automatic
decision making or a reactive behavior. He should have already
defined a program for his reactions. Otherwise, he has to rewrite a
proper program and reset once again.
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2. Scheduled Decision Making and Conscious Behaviors: in some
decision making, individual has enough time to think and program a
proper reaction, so that he would not be shocked or harmed.
However, there are different soft-wares which impact these
reactions. So that individual cannot make a correct decision even if
he has enough time. In other words, although an individual would
examine the exclusive plans, the significant percentage of his
decisions might be wrong. These decisions are filtered by some softwares, the soft-wares such as the defensive-self, the chief justiceself, etc. Therefore, Psymentology is the Interuniversal approach that
assist humans for having plans for everything. Consequently, he
behaves in a proper way to avoid troubles.
Acquired Character
(Environment)

ProgrammableSelf

Primary Character

True Character
Software

Decision Making

ProgrammedSelf

Automatic Decision Making

Conscious Behaviors

Reactive Behavior

Behavior (Mental, Emotional and
Physical)

Nutrition

Real Character Software
Figure 5-2. Automatic and Scheduled Decision Making
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Insight-Based and Functional Behaviors
External events pass through two soft-wares of “programmable-self”
and “programmed-self” that respectively lead to insight-based and
functional behaviors (ﬁgure 5-3).
In other words, external events pass through programmable-self
(programmed by the humans, knowledge, beliefs related to culture,
religion, mysticism, science, philosophy that are acquired from the
environment). The events reach the true character, and then they
are distributed to mental, emotional command center, the brain and
physical reactions and finally it leads to an insight-based behavior. In
other words, human’s insight results in his insight-based behavior.
For example, an individual may be initially frightened after hearing
an explosion. This happens because of his insight. Thereafter,
adrenaline is secreted so that the body reacts. Therefore, an insightbased behavior passes through the programmable-self software in
which the programs have been previously defined by man. This
software interprets the defined programs into the mental
perceptions and then into emotional language. Afterwards, a
command is issued by the brain. Brain determines the intensity of
reactions and finally our bodies react. Consequently, an insightbased behavior is displayed.
On the other hand, external events also pass through the
programmed-self and are distributed to the mental, emotional,
command center, brain and physical reactions. This kind of behavior
is called functional behavior. The functional behavior is derived from
personality types and existential structure. A newborn brings the
functional behavior with him into the existence. The personality type
is a software that determines different reactions of different groups
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of people in different events. In other words, people behave
differently due to their software-based types.
The collection of these reactions (insight-based behaviors and
functional behaviors) form the behavior.
Cultural, Religious, Mystical, Scientific, Philosophical Knowledge and
Beliefs (Environment)

Programmable
- Self

Mental
Reaction

True
Character
software

Events

ProgrammedSelf

Emotional
Reaction

Command
Issue

Behaviour

Mental
Reaction

Emotional
Reaction

Insightbased
Behaviour

Physical
Reaction

Functional
Behaviour

Physical
Reaction

Command
Issue

Brain
Reaction

Figure 5-3. Insight based behavior and functional behavior

True Character
Real character software is something that has appeared and
occurred. In other words, real character is a part of individual’s
character that is recognized from different aspects, such as anxiety,
excitement, disorder, abnormality and etc. (figure 5-1). But true
character is behind the scene so that people cannot see this
character. Indeed, it is the same for all constituents of the universe.
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Brain
reaction

Programmed-Self and Programmable-Self
The programmed-self is a collection of various soft-wares such as
nature, foundation (the software which causes natural functions),
institution, gene, collective soul, collective memory, and shared
mother-embryo software. Furthermore, the programmable-self
consists of various soft-wares. The programmable-self is affected by
all environmental factors such as individual, family, education,
society, government, international affairs and other programs as well
as the real character. Non-organic viruses can also alter the programs
of both the programmed-self and programmable-self soft-wares
(figure 5-4).
Elements of the primary character in programmed-self include:
Nature
Foundation
Instinct
Gene
Collective Soul
Collective Memory
Shared Mother-Embryo Software
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Shared Mother-Embryo Common
Software

Foundation Software
(Instinct)
Soul Software
(Direction)

Institution
Software

Collective Soul
Software

Gene Software

Character

Collective
Memory Software

Non-Organic
Viruses

Programmed
Self
Insight

Character
Software

Main Software
(Nature)

Behavior
Function

Real
Character

Individual
Programs
Family Programs

Social Programs

Programmable
Self

International
Programs

Governmental
Programs

Educational Programs

Extra /Other
Programs

Figure 5-4. Programmed Self and Programmable Self
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Non- Organic Viruses

Normal Character and Value Character
Normality is the individual's character whose behavior is adapted
with the ecosystem and he has also found his place in the universe.
Psymentology may not define a normal character or behavior for an
individual who has neither found his place in the ecosystem nor has
recognized his existential dimensions. For example, the behavior of
an orderly person who works well in society may seem normal; so
that he is known as a cultured person. But the mental and emotional
behaviors of this person may be considered abnormal in a superior
level such as his city, planet Earth and the universe. For example, this
person might break a tree branch in the forest causing disturbance in
the ecosystem. Therefore, one’s behavior must be evaluated in
accordance to the standard level of defined normality that is
regarded a normal behavior.
The ratio of real character to true character is defined as “value
character”. True character is what is ought to be, and real character
is what it actually is. The value character is defined on the basis of
the position where someone is located.
Value Character= Real Character (Universe, Ecosystem, country, city, family self) / True
Character (Universe, Ecosystem, country, city, family, self)

As long as the society’s expectations from an individual are not
determined, it would be considered a normal behavior. Anyway,
when the level of expectations is specified, it’s observed that
individual’s behaviors are mostly disadvantageous to the ecosystem.
An Individual requires some minimal behavioral standards which are
defined in the universe, in the ecosystem (in a country, city, family
and oneself). Some examples of these minimal standards include:
The minimal behavioral standard to the universe: human must
respect the universe.
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The minimal behavioral standard to the ecosystem: human must
respect the ecosystem. He must avoid any activities that cause the
Earth to be in danger such as:
_ preventing pollution on Earth
_ attempting to expand the green spaces
_ avoiding the irregular consumption (gas, water…)
The minimal behavioral standard for a country:
_ contributing to self-sufficiency
_ avoiding the irregular consumption
_ attempting to expand the green spaces
_…

The minimal behavioral standard for city:
_ attempting for the improvement of traffic problems
_ paying attention to the public deficits such as water, electricity
consumption and etc.
_…
The minimal behavioral standard to family:
_ respecting the spouse’s rights and their relatives
_ providing facilities/welfares for every member of the family
_ attending to children’s requests
_…
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The minimal behavioral standard to oneself:
_ All the normal behaviors
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Chapter six

The Programmed-Self
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As earlier mentioned, the programmed-self software is the human’s
primary character; it is born with him. The programmed- self
comprises various soft- wares. Each newborn is born with a unique
primary character that is separated from his parents' character. No
two newborns have the same primary character even identical twins
or twain created of apomixes. Baby's primary character follows
various software programs which the newborn brings with him into
the world. These soft-wares consist of the main software (nature),
logic of creation software (the base logic), collective soul (collective
reflection), collective memory (collective reflective memory), soul
(guiding soul), shared mother-embryo software, foundation,
institution, gene, chief justice-self, defensive-self (figure 6-1). These
will be discussed later.
The primary character has been originated at the moment of birth.
This discussion intends to state what has happened at the time of
birth; what these cases are and where their origin is. Some believe
that the factors acquired during pregnancy as well as gene are
effective in formation of the primary character. There are other softwares which affected this formation. Some soft-wares such as the
main software (nature) exist at beginning of the dipolar world’s cycle
(good and evil). However, many soft-wares are formed through this
path. Each newborn brings some soft-wares with him by birth such
as chief justice-self and defensive-self. These soft-wares exist at the
birth time; at first they aren’t activated but after a while they get
activated.
It should be noted that non-organic viruses can exist while forming
an embryo, or even can be transferred from each parent to the
embryo. In other words, these viruses may exist in the programmedself and this is resulted from the mistakes done in the previous
generations.
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Principle of Obtaining Results in the Shortest Time
Principle of Consuming the Least Energy
Principle of Monopolism

Principle of Tendency to the Simplest Energy
Principle of Self-Preference

Principle of Profit-Seeking

Principle of Tendency to Pleasure

Principle of AppreciationSeeking

Principle of Avoiding Pain
Principle of Insatiability

Recognition, Comparison, Assessment
Soft-wares
Fundamental Talents Software

Tendency
toward
Negative

Tendency
toward
Positive

Self-Awareness
Software
Quest Software

Free-Will

Motivation Software
Software- Based
Personality Types
Function
Software

Institution
Main Software (Nature)
Foundation

Instinctive
`
Software
Hardware-Based
Genetic Traits

Quality-Seeking
Software

Gene

Software-Based
Gene
Logic of Creation Software
(The Base Logic)

ProgrammedSelf
(Primary
Personality)
Defensive
-Self

JusticeGuardian Self

Inactivate Programs at Birth

Principle of Response to Vital Needs
Figure 6-1. The Programmed-Self and Its Soft-wares
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Non Organic Viruses
types A & B
Soul Software (Identity
and Main Direction)
Collective Reflection
Software
Collective Reflection
Memory Software
Shared Mother-Embryo
Common Software

The Main Software (Nature)
Nature is the Motherboard of the human's existential computer,
with CPU and Operating system installed on it. Similar to a computer,
many programs must be installed on the human's nature so that
programs can be processed and applied. There are the principles
governing the main software (nature) such as freewill (tendency
towards Positive or Negative), perfectionism, quality-seeking,
questing, self-awareness, motivation, recognition, comparison and
assessment/evalua on (ﬁgure 6-2). Moreover, the main software
(nature) contains other soft-wares (ﬁgure 6-1).
Recognition, comparison
and Assessment Soft-wares

Tendency
towards
Negative

Tendency
toward
Positive

Fundamental Talents
Software

Motivation Software

Self-Awareness
Software

Quest Software

Free-Will

Main Software (Nature)

Figure 6-2. Main So ware (Nature)
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Quality-Seeking
Software

Freewill Software
The main software (nature) is important because it consists of two
main parts which confuse human's mind. These two parts are:
1. Tendency towards Positive (Perfectionism-self)
2. Tendency towards Negative (Anti-Perfectionism-self)
Human's existential value and his destiny depend on the
perfectionism-self and the anti-perfectionism-self. If these soft-wares
were not provided for human beings, he might not have been aware
of himself and the ecosystem. Thus he would have been settled in
other places. Therefore, human is the only being who is aware of his
existence. Hence, the existence of human causes the other
motivations to become meaningful. Furthermore, knowing these
facts, human being can resolve many of his mental conflicts as well
as so many of his faults, abnormalities and problems that he
attributes to external factors (such as the Negative Network). For
example, he says:" evil deceived me", while the factors of tendency
towards positive and negative networks are inside him. The outcome
of all these happenings refers to something which has been set in
human's existence that has created the other exceptional
phenomenon known as freewill. The freewill correlates with the
Motherboard. Thus the Motherboard (nature) is programmed via the
freewill software. Consequently, human understands his duty and
discovers that it is him who chooses whether to apply the programs
or not. Indeed, human owns the freewill which can activate the
perfectionism-self or the anti-perfectionism self. Therefore, he has to
analyze the events to obtain proper results. In other words, by
recognizing these matters, human can design the better plans.
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Self-Awareness, Quality-Seeking and Questing Soft-wares
Since it was told:" Don't go towards the tree," Adam thought of
whether going towards the tree or not.
_ So, it was required that he would have self-awareness software for
being aware of his existence; thereafter he decided to approach the
tree.
_ It was required that he owned the questing software to choose
whether to quest or not. If man was not a quester, he would not
have gone after the forbidden tree.
_ It was required that he owned the quality-seeking software to
comprehend the quality of life. So that he thought, there is a simple
and ordinary life in the Garden of Aden on one side and an
adventurous life on the Earth on the opposite side. He would
comprehend that the life in the Garden of Aden is eternal.
Consequently, if he was not a quality-seeker, he would not have
been happy for any given interesting offers. So, he would assume
that everything was futile.
Recognition, Comparison and Assessment Soft-wares
If Adam did not own the recognition software, he could not
recognize the forbidden tree neither in the Garden of Aden nor on
the Earth. Since human owned the comparison software, he could
compare the ordinary life in the Garden of Aden with the
adventurous life on the Earth. Had the assessment software been
provided for man, he could evaluate that the life in the Garden of
Aden was better compared to the life on the Earth. Therefore,
human's freewill lost its meaning without the soft-wares of
recognition, comparison and assessment.
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Motivation software
Although there are many soft-wares installed in human's existence,
the motivation software causes human's motion. Hence, there must
be an element and a motivation which make Adam move towards
the forbidden tree.
Fundamental Talents Software
Fundamental talents software is another software that has been
defined in the motherboard (nature). These talents are activated
differently in different individuals after a while. According to a
general principle, a talent has been set inside human awaiting
actualization. For example, human can become an addict because
the capability of addiction has been set in his main software (nature).
Therefore, it has been required that this capability is defined for
human. Now he can choose to activate this capability or to keep it
inactive. If a capability or talent has been provided for human, a
switch is certainly defined for it. Thus, man can turn this switch on
(activate) or off (inactivate). Indeed, he owns infinite switches for
each talent inside of him. It is impossible that human can add a new
talent to his motherboard that has not been programmed earlier. In
other words, human cannot act beyond the Creator's power. For
example, he cannot say that the Creator has forgotten designing a
special talent inside him (such as the capability of addiction or
musical talent). Human is not the creator and designer of his talents
and abilities, but he has been created with these talents inside him.
He is a user. Man is born in a position which can positively or
negatively change.
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Logic of Creation (Base Logic)
For a Motherboard to be defined it needs a program. This program is
known as Logic (discussed in the Informatics). It means that if the
Logic of Creation is not defined for Adam, it will not be clear what
motherboard is installed inside him. In other words, Adam's Mother
board is defined on the basis of his determined duty/mission in this
world. Consequently, there must be logic of creation before installing
the motherboard software. At first, the aim of Adam's creation is
determined and then a proper motherboard program is designed for
him. Afterwards, other programs are defined for him. So, he
activates each of these programs and applies them to his life. In fact,
the Logic of Creation Software is one of the complexities of this
extraordinary design (mankind).
The reason for considering the base Logic software is that
Psymentology cannot present the appropriate solutions without
knowing the facts. When some facts cannot be identified, the offered
solutions would be limited to a small framework. Since this small
framework is temporary, its efficiency is manifested in a small scale.
Therefore, if we discuss human behavior and character in a superior
level, many facts must be clarified. There are different viewpoints/
theories that examine the short-term programs. It is also good that a
viewpoint examines the superior fact about the existence of human
beings.
Soul Software (Guiding Soul)
There must be a general compass on the system installed in the
Motherboard. For example, consider an airplane that remains
balanced and static by the rudder through the flight path; at the
similar state, human must also have something like this rudder to
keep his balance through his pathway. Soul Software acts like a
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rudder for human being. This software has been designed to show
human the direction of his path. Soul Software helps human keep his
balance in all stages of his life. In other words, the soul software is
the general identity of human and it shows him the general
direction. This software defines the return to God. If there was no
soul software as human identity, human would have had no
direction. Thereby, the general identity and ultimate direction are
reflected from the soul software.
Everyone has the feeling of "having lost something" that is originated
from the soul software. This software determines an expiry date for
every enjoyment. For this reason, human does not feel complete
satisfaction while achieving a desire and he still feels that something
is missing inside him. Therefore, human finds the earthly materials
futile after achieving the earthly goals. So, he attempts to choose
something else for reaching satisfaction. More precisely, if human
pursues earthly pleasures (materialistic) and does not respond to his
inner desire for perfection (that exists in everyone), he will not be
satisfied after achieving these desires. He reaches satiation after a
while and looks for another purpose. But contrary to earthly
enjoyments which are limited and temporary, spiritual desires are
endless. Spiritual desires not only do not lead to aversion but also
increase the individual's enthusiasm. Soul Software leads humans
towards perfection via these two opposite feelings (materialistic and
spiritual desires).
The soul software includes the following principles:
Principle of feeling lost
Principle of desire for non-repetition
Principle of desire to ascend
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Collective Soul Software (Collective Reflection)
The collective soul is similar to a spherical mirror while each
individual is located at the center of this mirror. All human's thoughts
and radiations are reflected back and intensified upon him through
this mirror. For example, suddenly an economic thought is spread
among the individuals of a society. So, the fever of this story catches
everyone. Thereafter, everyone is affected by this economic fever
and lean how to increase his wealth. The collective soul consists of
several subsets such as collective souls of a family unit, a village, a
city, the planet Earth, animals, and so on. Each of these collective
souls acts independently and has one overall and ultimate reflection.
The entire universe is the reflection of all thoughts and radiations
that have occurred.
Collective Memory Software (Collective Reflection Memory)
Collective Memory software registers records and saves all events
and experiences that occurred through billions of years. For example,
man is still afraid of the darkness and loneliness; but he has resolved
his problem with darkness and loneliness. This fear is recorded in the
collective soul. All these fears go back to the time when there was no
method to light the night. Thus all humans were afraid of darkness
and loneliness. They felt that they could protect themselves when
they gathered together. Today, "collective memory" is sometimes
called "collective unconscious".
Shared Mother-Embryo Software
All the information related to mother's mental, emotional and
physical actions and reactions during pregnancy are stored in the
shared mother-embryo software. This software is activated when the
child is born. There are some emotional states of mother during
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pregnancy such as feeling aroused after listening to music, feeling
scared, anxious and angry that produce the chemical changes in that
mother's blood, impacting the unborn baby. Moreover, disorders
could be transmitted via the software to embryo and can cause
cancer or other problems after birth. For this reason, there are
differences between the offspring who is born in wartime versus the
one born in peacetime.
In other words, a mother's interests and problems in the period of
pregnancy are stored in a shared software. Some psychologists
recommend that mother should talk to the embryo during
pregnancy. At any rate, the embryo does not possess the mental and
data set-up, memory management and many other soft-wares.
Indeed, in this process of development, the embryo knows nothing.
However, experience has shown that talking to the embryo is
effective. Thereby, all data received from parents (the talking, the
environment, etc.) are registered and recorded in the shared
mother-embryo software. This software is activated after birth.
Foundation Software
Foundation is software that defines the beings' function. For
example, when a baby is born, he/she starts crying. Furthermore, he
knows what he should eat and how to eat it.
A baby turtle, after breaking out of its egg, makes its way from the
nest to the water. The baby turtle instinctively goes through all
stages of advancement. Everything in this universe is informed about
its duty, so that this knowledge is put in its system. For example, a
particle's function is to join other particles, absorb energy and etc.
Consequently, the Interuniversal Consciousness has designed
something which defines the function of everything. There are the
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principles governing the foundation such as the principle of struggle
for survival, the principle of the diversity and etc.
The foundation software comprises of two parts:
1. Instinct Software
The instinct software responses to the vital/natural needs
2. Functional Software
The functional software follows the principles embedded in human
beings. Human's functions are under the influence of these
principles. In other words, this part of foundation software
determines the base of human's behavioral programs. Some
principles of this software are explained here (ﬁgure 6-3).
Principle of Obtaining Results in the Shortest
Time
Principle of the Least Energy Consumption
Principle of Desire for the Simplest
Energy

Principle of Monopolism

Principle of Self-Preference

Principle of ProfitSeeking

Principle of Pleasure-seeking

Principle of
Appreciation-Seeking

Principle of Pain-avoidance
Principle of Insatiable Desire

Figure 6-3. Principles Governing Founda on So ware
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It must be mentioned that activating the principles managing the
foundation and their intensity or weakness in different people
depend on other individual’s program.
_ The Principle of Obtaining Results in the Shortest Time
Human looks for obtaining results in the shortest possible time (the
principle of haste). This software is programmed in him. If this
principle was not programmed in man, all his motions would have
been slow. Accordingly, the essential inner motivations and
programs are designed to expose the “being” of human. However,
there are some soft-wares which determine how to apply these
programs in the best possible way.
For instance, a car is designed and produced to reach the top speed
of 300 kilometers per hour. Yet, a driver does not even surpass the
speed limit (100 km/h), unless he wants to overtake another car; so,
he uses his car’s capability. Similarly, the existence of human is
designed with every capability. If each of the above consideredprinciples were not installed in human being, human could not have
entered the story of life. For example, making a “hurry program” is
effective when human applies it in a proper occasion. He must
actually manage this program (the programmable-self) and know
when and how to use this capability (like a driver who has to
recognize when he can apply the capability of the car's top speed). In
other words, a car factory has adjusted this capability (top speed) for
an urgent occasion.
Similarly, human needs to analyze his existence considering the
institution software. Thus he can manage his capabilities because all
these capabilities pass through the institution filter. Moreover, the
institution software identifies the intensity and weakness of exerting
capabilities.
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_ The Principle of desire for Least Energy consumption
There is an inner factor in the human existence that causes him to
consume the least energy. For example, in the earlier times (many
thousands years ago) human could hear an inner voice while carrying
something on his back; the voice said, why would he not build a
wheel to facilitate his jobs and help him consume less energy. This
inner factor motivated human to search and invent wheels. So, if
there was no motivational factor, human would have never thought
of inventing something. In other words, human has certainly owned
an inner motivational factor that has helped him produce things.
Moreover, other capabilities and facilities have facilitated the human
life. For example, the facilities like elevator and automatic doors are
produced so that human consumes less energy. In the future, human
may invent something so that his working conditions become even
easier. So, the principle of desire for the least energy is an effective
software-based element.
Nevertheless, when human reaches the level of low energy
consumption (such as using elevators), his return to the previous
conditions becomes hard. Thus, he does not enjoy his previous
conditions and refuses to go back to that state. For example,
consider the residents of a building without any elevators. They
easily walk up the building stairs. Afterwards, if this building is
equipped with an elevator, then everybody prefers to use the
elevator. Now, the residents of this building get used to the elevator.
If suddenly they cannot use the elevator, they would start
complaining. Nowadays, numerous people are addicted to driving, so
that if one day they do not have a car, it will be a hard day.
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_ Principle of desire for the simplest energy
According to this principle, the sooner the energy is taken, the faster
it is absorbed. Human's cells and body need this kind of energy. For
example, compare the energy produced from sugar to the energy
produced from meat fat. When human's biological system gets
accustomed to simple forms of energy, his body will not desire to
absorb any form of complex energy. Hence, the principle of desire
for the simplest energy is clearly seen in cases of addiction. Thus,
when the body gets used to doping, it will use this kind of energy so
that he does not desire for any complex energy.
_ Principle of self-preference
The principle of self-preference is software that is saved in human
beings. It means, each baby has narcissism (excessive self-admiration
and self-loving) at the birth, thus he/she wants everything for
himself/herself. In other words, nothing is important for the baby
except himself. He even wants his mother to feed him and care for
him. The principle of self-preference encompasses three principles:
1. The principle of Monopolism
2. The principle of Profit-Seeking
3. The principle of Appreciation-Seeking

The principle of Monopolism: according to this principle, everyone
wants everything for himself at the birth. This principle always
governs humans; everybody is inevitably affected by this principle.
Thereby, human has to rightly manage this software to get the
positive alterations. Otherwise, he is born in a monopolistic state and
thereafter he will die in that same state, too.
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The principle of Profit-Seeking: according to this principle, human
wants everything for his profit at the birth. Thereafter, this principle
has an important role in human's decision-making whether he
applies his profits for reaching perfection or power, etc.
The principle of Appreciation-Seeking: according to this principle,
human needs admiration and appreciation (the second type of
energy). When an infant is said that he/she is cute and pretty, he
shows the happy reaction; although he is not too old to understand
the meaning of these words. All the children need to get their
parent's attentions/ cares. It seems that these cares are the
children's psychological needs; but how long these attentions have
to be continued is important.
_ The Principles of Pleasure-seeking and Pain Avoidance
These two principles are the general principles in the foundation
software that are set in everybody's existence. These principles that
are similar to engines play the main roles activating human inner
motivations.
_ The Principle of Insatiable Desire
This principle, like the above principles, is an inner inducement.
According to this principle, human desires to possess everything.
There is no end to his wishes. If this principle were not programmed
in human beings, he would have been satisfied when achieving his
first wish. Since he has to continue his journey, he needs to search
for everything. So, the insatiable desire software is activated to
respond to human's endless wishes. There is a software that induces
humans to wish for something so that he demands from God and
from others. Subsequently, the other soft-wares become activated
for different demands. These soft-wares do not belong to the
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foundation software. Human existence is like a system that is
organized via these principles.
What is human's duty? He must manage and properly apply his
capabilities. If he cannot manage his insatiable desire, he will
encounter problems. Thus, he will lose his tranquility and health and
will suffer the false and negative excitements.
Some Outcomes of the Principles Governing the Foundation
Software:
Lying:
One of the outcomes of the principles governing the foundation
software (the principles of appreciation-seeking, profit-seeking,
avoiding pain, desire for insatiability and etc.) is lying. For example, if
a child is blamed for his wrongdoing (he is deprived of the principle
of appreciation-seeking), he says," It isn't my fault". Although the
child does not still recognize the meaning of "it isn't my fault", he still
says this sentence. This child is too young to understand what he is
saying. Indeed, the soft-wares perform these programs, so the lying
mechanism becomes established in humans. In other words, children
are not often aware of the lying mechanism. Nonetheless, they lie
before they learn it from their parents or from the society because
they have the inner factors that cause them to lie. These inner
factors are affected by the principle of profit-seeking and etc.;
therefore, children lie for their own benefit. For example, according
to the principle of appreciation-seeking, they think if they do not lie,
they will not be appreciated or they may suffer pain.
Parents do not actually teach lying to their children. They (parents)
themselves lie, too; because they are still affected by this software.
Parents have not managed the lying software. Moreover, all the soft١٩٨

wares of monopolism, profit-seeking, insatiable desire are still
activated. In other words, these soft-wares have not still been
improved. Human is born with these soft-wares but he has to
manage and improve them before death.
Habits and Addiction:
There are some principles (the principles of desire for the least
energy consumption, desire for the simplest energy, desire for
pleasure, desire for pain avoidance, etc.) and genes that are effective
in habit-formation. For example, an infant likes his mother for
breastfeeding, meanwhile he feels comfortable in his mother's lap.
Thus, if someone separates the infant from his mother, the infant
feels the unease. So, the infant experiences these issues (habits and
addictions) at the beginning of his life. Indeed, the addiction is a
subject that is widely discussed. Hence, nobody exists without any
addiction or habit in this world. Habits and addictions may include
the addiction to tea or to napping after lunch.
There are two parts designed in human beings. One part acts like a
machine (car) that includes the human’s physical body; the Creator
has considered a specific aim for designing this part. But the other
part (self) does not act like a machine. So, the mechanical
(materialistic) and non-mechanical (spiritual) parts of human
existence must be associated together.
As earlier mentioned, in the example of a car with the top speed of
300kl/h, one driver can appropriately use the car's capabilities while
the other one may be killed for his incautious. The machine factory
has designed and built this car for those who intelligently apply this
car's capabilities so that the machine builders get proud of building
the car. This machine needs a good driver who utilizes its different
capabilities.
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Therefore, there is no error in creation; and all the capabilities are
designed so that human being manages them. So, the designed
capabilities have to be organized, identified and applied. Human is
affected by every type of addiction that can often create the
defective data cycles. Furthermore, the addiction, like a computer
virus influences human's organs. Consequently, since many years
ago, there have been several methods such as fasting offered for
breaking the bad diet habits and many types of addictions. The
reason is that human as the driver can control the car of his
existence.
In brief, all humans live with their habits so that there is no human
with no habit. Everybody owns different habitual soft-wares which
must be managed. There are some habits that human is not aware
of. One of the main methods in Psymentology is to improve the
software-based programs. So, a program sometimes needs to be
removed and the new program replaced. Therefore, it is important
that someone recognizes himself/herself.
All these principles are installed in human beings and determine his
functions. Nevertheless, if these principles are not controlled,
managed and properly applied, they may cause human's misfortune.
So, human as a driver of this car (his body) may get into trouble.
In spite of the fact that primitive man did not need the program of
"hurry" and many other programs, all these programs are set up
inside human being. In other words, it is impossible that a softwarebased program is not designed in humans and be programed and
activated by humans. For example, photography tool set on a
cellphone provides the facility of taking photos. Similarly, human
applies the programs which are already installed in him/her. The
primitive man has owned all the programs that have gradually been
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activated. For instance, desire for greediness may be stronger in this
generation compared to the upcoming generations.
Institution Software
Institution software (known as origin) is one of the software-based
programs of the primary character that determines the fundamental
temperaments. This software is born with a baby. The institution
software consists of the software-based personality types. It should
be noted that the personality types are divided into two general
types:
1. The hardwired-based personality type: everybody is born with
some genetic traits such as outward characteristics (facial features
like the hair color). The hardwired-based personality consists of the
temperaments of choleric, melancholic, sanguine and phlegmatic
(personality types of Vata, Kafa, and Pita known in Yuga).
2. The software-based personality type: it refers to the individual's
inner soft-wares which are activated after birth. The software-based
personality type determines the individual's talents, behaviors,
tendencies and attitudes. The software-based personality type
defines the fundamental axis of individual's behaviors through his
life. This software-based type passes through the institution software
installed in self-programmed. The software-based personality type is
not inherited, and is not genetically-based. For example, the children
of a family have different original personality types even if they are
identical twin or the twains reproduced by apomixes. In other words,
children of a family share common hardwired personality types.
The institution software consists of four software-based personality
types that play an important role in the formation of baby's primary
character:
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_ The software-based personality type 1 or A
_ The software-based personality type 2 or B
_ The software-based personality type 3 or C
_ The software-based personality type 4 or D
All human beings own a degree of each of these four software-based
personality types within them. Although these four personality types
have separate descriptions, there is no border between them. An
individual may possess a dominant personality type or a combination
of the four software-based personality types. There are some
reasons why these personality types are broken down into four
categories.
By identifying these software-based personality types, many
behavioral disorders are easily justified. Each of these personality
types shows different reactions while encountering each problem.
For example, the hardwiring of addiction is differently exposed via
each of the software-based personality types.
Children of a family may have common traits because of the
hardware-based personality type (facial feature /appearance, etc.)
but the children are functionally different (their thoughts and their
inner temperaments). For example, the principle of monopolism may
differently appear in different generations and this difference is
rooted from the institution software. The institution software
determines the intensity and weakness of the genetic softwarebased issues as well as the foundational software- based ones.
Indeed, these issues initially pass through the institution software.
As mentioned earlier, those personality types which influence the
functional behaviors are embedded in the institution software.
Afterwards, there exist factors that determine an individual's
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reactions to the events. In other words, individual's behaviors are
performed according to his software-based personality type.
The descriptions of four software-based personality types, are as
follow:
_ The Software-Based Personality Type 1 or A
People with the software-based personality type A are flexible,
adaptable and sociable. They are compatible with all individuals in
different age groups. They are interested in cooperation. The people
with the personality type A are so orderly and follow the classical
routines. These individuals may have a high social growth through
the in-school schedules. However, they are not creative persons;
they are solely the good programmable ones.
The infants with the software-based personality type A are of the
calm babies in nursery school so that everyone except their family
can easily take care of them. As these infants become adults, they
often choose monotonous jobs such as employment in a monthlybased wage/regular salary. They enjoy a consistent life. These
individuals do not easily get bored of tedious and repetitive tasks.
These people are the best staff because they are respectful to the
rules. They automatically do their tasks well.
The people with the personality type A tend to be loyal to their
family as compared to the other personality types. They are
conservative, far-sighted, as well as joyful in making definite plans.
Tendency toward peace and flexibility are the important traits of
people with the personality type A. Since they are characterized by
the element of earth (soil), they like to please everybody and avoid
annoying people. Thus, they are under heavy emotional pressure and
are most susceptible to the psychosomatic diseases. People of this
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group often feel distress, worry and anxiety. They are afraid of any
events that disturb their tranquility.
The smart and intelligent people with the personality type A actually
possess an apparent intelligence or wisdom. They orderly practice
their educational schedules. The diligent students who are known as
genius in the educational system are placed in this personality type.
In fact, they act similar to a memory machine that just memorize,
remember and apply the data. They do not activate their inner
intelligence nor their creative abilities. Indeed, the famous scientists
and inventors are not classified in the group of the diligent students
and they are not certainly genius people.
_ The Software-Based Personality Type 2 or B
People with the software-based personality type B have a tendency
for inspirational and intuitional capabilities. The power of
creativeness and innovation are so strong in these individuals
compare to the other personality types. The students with this
personality type accomplish the innovative works, handicraft, essaywriting and the activities which need high imaginative faculty. But
they are not successful in doing the classical and stereotyped affairs.
They enjoy the initiative activities that are their favorites. Thus, when
this group gets low grades in school, they get blamed. The classic
educational systems cannot understand these students and thus
mock them.
Since this group of people often travel in their imaginary world, it is
difficult to live with them. Therefore, they show special gestures,
postures so that nobody can sometimes bear them.
The children with the software-based personality type B enjoy
imaginary games. They like to think abstractly about the things that
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only can be imagined. In other words, these groups of people have
their special imaginations and visionaries in the childhood age.
Artists, poets, musicians, inventors, discoverers, designers and
intellectuals who have the soft/delicate feelings belong to this
personality type. These individuals are eager to express themselves
before a group to become popular. They would like to draw
everybody's attention to them. Thus, they enjoy to appear in
different facial figures, for example, some of them would like to have
a goats-beard.
This group of people look for the conditions that are understood by
the others; so, they are adjusted to the environmental and family
conditions while being supported. If someone cannot understand
their romantic, idealistic, loving, sensitive and touchy temperaments,
they outburst and seclude themselves. For this reason, they may not
have a prosperous life so that they choose loneliness. The people
with software-based personality type B are very susceptible to
feelings of loneliness, seclusion and probably suicide compared to
the other personality types.
This group of people would like to remove their conflicts alone. For
having the strange and unfamiliar thoughts they prefer to plunge
into their visionary world.
The people with this personality type B are more susceptible to the
diseases such as autoimmune diseases, any kind of cancers and
mental disorders than the other personality types. This group of
people tend to have fruitful conflicts so they are severely involved
with the know-hows and want to discover why the conflicts are
produced. Consequently, conflict is the great factor that makes them
suffer from diseases. Thus, answering questions risen from conflicts
can be the best therapy for ending their diseases.
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This group of people tend to be calm. They may seem that have low
apparent intelligence but they possess high inner intelligence.
Therefore, the most intelligent people are placed in this group so
that they own the effective genius.
_ The Software-Based Personality Type 3 or C
People with this type of personality are energetic individuals. They
are restless so that they seem to tread on air. They are so active and
cannot sit on their seatS for a long time. This type of personality is
adventurous and curious so that it likes to know about everything.
Taking care of children who have this personality in kindergarten and
school is very difficult; later in life, these children who are now
adults, have difficulties sitting still in an office or any fixed place.
They turn from one activity to another in quick succession so that it
seems that these individuals have little perseverance. Since they
have frequent fluctuations of mood, they tend to look for frequent
alterations thus they are so diligent.
The people with this personality type seek a new experience because
they are not interested in doing repetitive works. The routine jobs
irritate these individuals so that they try to avoid monotony. Thus,
they choose jobs which are not limited to one place such as working
in supplies department, driving a truck, pilotage, tourism and
immigration. This group of people easily feel futile if they are not
absorbed by something meaningful and exciting. They are quicker in
changing their jobs, applying for a divorce and any other changes.
They easily ignore a special position and welcome the new
experience.
The software-based personality type C refers to individuals who are
restless, pestered and hasty. They seem to be intelligent while they
actually possess an average intelligence.
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This group of people prefer activities requiring pep and energy
otherwise they feel bored. Thus, they are active on their day-offs,
too. These individuals suffer extravagant moods; for example, if they
become interested in a something they become attached to it and
cannot let it go. Their feelings of love and hatred are out of ordinary.
The individuals with this temperament are susceptible to smoking,
alcohol and etc.
_The Software-Based Personality Type 4 or D
People with the software-based personality type D possess high
energy. They are very restless, nervous, irritable and rude. They are a
ball of a fire like a volcano which is ready for eruption. Children of
this type of temperament are often busy doing something
destructive so that they surprise their parents for their destructive
genius. They are satisfied with destructive planning as well as
annoying others. They are naughty and own a high visionary faculty.
No society can comprehend these children so the children are
named, "bad-hearted children". When this temperament is
considered as a software-based personality type D, everybody
understands how to behave toward this personality type.
Members of this category are well-experienced, brave, rude and
impetuous, domineering, excited, and easily angered especially when
a condition does not satisfy him.
Most people with this temperament (which is located in the selfprogrammed software) are affected by self-programmable software
in adulthood. Many of their destructive tendencies are altered via
defensive-self (psychological defensive reaction) and turned into
positive attributes. When the self-programmable software does not
design an effective program, this group commits a misdeed and
becomes known as felon-by-nature.
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This group of people who are eager to be evil easily exhibit mischief.
They freely express their wishes; they are frank thus they have low
quantities of dual morality. This personality type produces the least
negative potential energy so they become less susceptible to
psychosomatic and metasomatic diseases. Moreover, they suffer
from less diseases related to intelligence disorders. Consequently,
the people with this temperament are physically healthier. It is
observed that these individuals are apparently intelligent while they
possess negative inner intelligence and creative faculty. In this
category, individuals design destructive genius projects. In other
words, people with personality type D own destructive genius in
contrary to people with personality type B who own the constructive
genius. These people are often carefree, non-obligator and
unpunctual. They care little for the feelings of others, have little
regard for others as well as not having self-sacrifice. They are often
impolite and impetuous. They are the best in defending their rights
and desire to being dominant.
Table 6-1 shows primary fundamental temperaments (in different
age groups) and intelligence status in different software-based
personality types.
Identifying different software-based personality types in children is
very important. An educational system should recognize how to
behave with each of these personality types because each of these
temperaments has different reactions toward different behaviors.
Each of these categories (A, B, C, D) needs different training for
developing talents and skills; somehow these group's intelligence
appears on the special border. For example, appearance of the
intelligence in people with personality type B is based on
imagination. Therefore, each educational system should identify how
to use the capabilities of each category.
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Table 6-1. Primary Foundamental Tempereaments (in Diﬀerent Age Groups) and Intelligence Status

Type A
Newborns

Infants

AffectionSeeking,
Compatibility,
Monotony
Desire for
drawing others'
attraction

Type B

Type C

Type D

Seclution-Seeking

Change-Seeking

SuperioritySeeking

Tending to
Imaginary Games

Tending to
Energetic Acts
and Changes

Tending to
Destructive
Actions,
Irritability and
Misdeed

Adolescents Tending to Classic Desire for Receiving Tending to

Tending to
Transgression
and aggression

Youngs

Tending to
Advanture and
Addiction

Tending to
Immorality and
Annoyance

Tending to
Questing,
Changing and
Divorce

Tending to Evil
and Domineering

and Orderly
Behaviors

revelations and
Doing Visionary
Acts

Tending to Classic Tending to
Prosperity
Extravagent
Behaviors such as
Suicide

Adventure and
Gaing New
Experiences

Middle-ages Tending to Dual

Tending to
Creativity and
Innivation

Intelligence
State

Inner
Apparent
Intelligence,Positive Intelligence
and Constructive
Seems creative
Creavity

Behaviors and
Repetitive
Actions
Apparent
Intelligence
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Inner
Intelligence,
Negative and
Destructive
Creativity

The main factor of human's conflict refers to lack of balance among
his multiple behavioral tendencies. These behavioral tendencies are
programmed in the institution software and are with man from birth.
Each person may possess a dominant character and a reaction
associated with it. These characteristics include seclusion-seeking,
superiority-seeking and affection-seeking. They respectively exhibit
reacting behaviors of elusion, aggression and adaptation. Individuals
with seclusion- seeking temperament tend to be far from any
disturbance otherwise they suffer from inner agitation. One with
superiority-seeking temperament desires to carry strong control and
authority so that if someone is not a domineering, the superiorityseeking person will be defeated and disappointed. An individual with
affection-seeking personality is hurtful because he/she needs to get
other's attention, thus this characteristic is his foible. Thereby, this
fact is important that a healthy personality establishes a balance
among these three tendencies and the reactions associated with
them.
Healthy Institutional Software
Human is a combination of these four software-based personality
types (figure 6-4). There should be a proper formula that establishes
a balance among each of these four temperaments. This imbalance is
not considered a disease but instead it refers to establishment of a
balance among the main borders of the personality types. For
example, consider an individual with personality type B whom after
establishing the balance is affected by a depression. This depression
is not a disease (does not spread all over his body) but it occurs when
three personality types become balanced; these 3 types attempt to
control the fourth type thus individual feels a consistency in his
body.
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Figure 6-4. Healthy ins tu onal so ware

As an individual with personality type A cannot accomplish works
related to supplies, an individual with personality type C cannot work
behind a table like an employer. In other words, the personality type
A is solid in positions that need steadiness and are the best in their
jobs while people with personality type C cannot sit on their seat for
a long time. Thus, these two personalities annoy each other unless
they get balanced and can understand each other. Indeed, none of
these four personality types alone, is better than the other; So that
they find meaning after making a balance among them.
Psymentology is able to create changes in the institution software
programs according to the law of change and the principle of
alteration. So, it is anticipated that human can change his/her
incorrect programs. Human comes to this world to reach a good
ending even though he possesses an evil temperament. Therefore,
he is so hopeful that moves toward perfection and enjoys the divine
mercy. Consequently, in psymentology's viewpoint, human is
alterable so that he can continuously create a positive change within
him. Nevertheless, negative changes are readily created because the
institution software automatically follows negative changes while
reaching positive changes requires more effort.
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Chief Justice-Self (Special Court)
Chief justice-self is a software which exists at birth but it is not
activated. Defensive-self or special court is located in the
subconscious and acts on the base of self-assessment system and
punishes individual who offend his duties. The accused person is
condemned and as a result suffers a disease by this court for issuing
the negative potential energy. This kind of disease is called
psychosomatic disease that is known as disease related to special
court in Faradarmeni and Psymentology. This court accepts no
defenses from the accused because according to the creation
philosophy, this court believes that human is not created to produce
negative potential energy. The negative potential energy is a
complex of all negative energies which is produced by moods such as
agitation, suppression, introjection, worry, sorrow, feelings of
unsatisfied, failure, fault and etc. One of the main factors in
producing negative potential energy is dual behaviors.
Dual behaviors comprise a significant part of human behaviors
(pretense, tolerance, suppression, adaptation, etc.) that help him to
be compatible to the environment. Otherwise, these behaviors lead
to the production of negative potential energies and eventually
psychosomatic diseases. The special court takes into account the
outcomes of negative potential energy, then it condemns the
offender to suffer any kind of disease based on the amount of issued
negative energy. Individual with this kind of disease may suffer from
a physical illness.
In other words, human has to do dual behavior when he tries to be
compatible to the environment and the outer events. Thus, this
behavior does not often satisfy him; so he becomes angry, worried,
and sorrowful and etc. Afterwards, individual is condemned via the
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special court when negative energy is produced in high amount. At
last, he is sentenced to suffer a disease (figure 6-5).

Dual Behaviors

Pretense

Agitation

Tolerance

Suppression
Out of
Capacity

Repression
Adaptability

Psychosomatic
Diseases

Introjection
Sorrow

Special
Court

Verdict

Negative
Potential
Energy

Figure 6-5. The Special Court

Some of the current diseases related to the special court include:
Suppression: Gastric Ulcer
Agitation: Heart diseases
Sorrow: Goiter
Conflict with environment: Colitis
Conflict with oneself: Acne
As mentioned, the special court basically functions according to selfrewarding and self-punishing systems that judge the individuals
based on their neglect of good/divine duties. This court
demonstrates to human being who is created for a superior purpose
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not to be agitated, suppressive and sorrowful. /this court
demonstrates human beings that he is created for a superior
purpose rather than agitation, suppression and sorrow. The special
court accepts no reason presented by human for issuing negative
potential energy in the universe. Therefore, recognition of human
beings can prevent issuing the sentence/verdict of suffering diseases.
Indeed, the special court may not convict human if he does not
commit a fault.
Defensive-Self (Second Mother, Psychological Defense Reaction)
Defensive-self is a software which exist at birth but is not activated.
Defensive-self or second mother is the most important part of
subconscious that provides compatibility with the environment. This
software considerably decreases instant tensions and distress. Since
the defensive-self software does not follow a logical behavior and is
a kind of escape of reality, this software is accompanied with a selfdeception. The defensive-self acts like a mother who lovingly
defends her child. So, although applying this software becomes a
necessity, it may be very hurtful for human beings.
The defensive-self inclusively defends an individual like a defending
attorney or a mother. As a defending attorney is sometimes aware of
his client's unrighteousness, the attorney defends his client
according to his duty. Similarly, a mother ignores many issues such as
justice, honesty and dishonesty in order to defend her child. She just
thinks of protecting her child from a dangerous situation. The
defensive-self acts like a mother so that an individual bears the least
amount of distress in a risky situation.
The defensive-self performs the following services for protecting an
individual:
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1. to Prevent appearing tendencies/desires
_ Repression: it is psychological major and common method for
changing psychological realities. Repression is a defense mechanism
made by an individual to push unpleasant thoughts and prohibited
desires from his consciousness. He tends to repress memories of
shame, guilt, disgrace, lack of self-acceptance and other emotional
memories. Yet mind is an editor, it can also delete all experienced
events and reorganize new experiences. In this level of defense,
thoughts, emotions, memories, desires and fears are held in the
unconscious level.
2. To escape from the elements creating desires
_ Return: an individual takes shelter to his/her previous behavioral
patterns such as speaking like a child.
_ Denial: it is a refusal to accept reality or fact, acting as if a painful
thought or feeling did not exist. For instance, when someone who
misses his/her beloved person will deny to accept this painful fact.
While suppression eliminates inward facts, denial removes disturbing
outward facts. Denial often occurs when an individual feels
threatening about his safety and being beloved. This mechanism
appears when someone is threatening with death.
_ Fantasy: people often use fantasy as a way of escaping a painful
reality.
_ Dissociation: this mechanism attributes to dissociation of some
thoughts and actions from conscious level and disconnection from
the real world for a time. For instance, consider someone who after a
terrific car accident remember nothing.
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_ Avoidance: an individual avoid dealing with cause of stressful
elements like someone who has a fear of heights and prefers to leave
it unresolved instead of confronting it.
3. Changing identity of desires
_ Reaction formation: in process of editing experience, individual
may delete a part of the experience afterwards replace its opposite.
Sometimes someone says:" I love him/her" when in fact he/she
intends to say:" I hate him/her". This defense mechanism is called
reaction formation. Thus, the person may form an opposite reaction
to first impulse. So, he is incapable of expressing his negative
emotion of hatred with someone else. Therefore, an individual's
reaction contradicts his original feelings and desires. For instance, a
man who has a strong tendency towards other men may instead
express his hatred to the male sex.
4. Concealment of source of desires
_ Introjection: this mechanism is the severe kind of identification
mechanism so that an individual internalizes the values and
characteristics from another person or group. For instance, someone
may involve in his/her spouse's disease after his/her death. Or
mannerism of a father may observe by his son.
_ Projection: projection refers to individual's thoughts and impulses
attributing onto another person. In this mechanism 'you' replaced 'I'.
Projection is contrary to injection so that an individual attributes his
undesired thoughts, emotions and tendencies onto another one. For
example, someone who hate a person thinks that person hate him.
_ Rationalization: this mechanism occurs when someone attempts
to justify his inexcusable behaviors or feelings. For instance, when an
individual is laid off, he may make excuses that he did not flatter his
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boss. In other words, rationalization is a process of attributing the
norms of society onto one's blameful behaviors. For example, when
someone comes late to a party and he does not like to be there, he
creates a common excuse and says that his car was broken down.
These excuses are rationalization. Another example is:" I cannot
fulfill this job not to because I am afraid of failure or not to be the
best for fulfilling this job, but I feel I'm not ok". Tendency to the
rationalization mechanism is often enhanced by inducing other's
positive reactions.
_Sublimation:it refers to a process of redirecting psychological
energies from socially unacceptable purposes into acceptable and
effective. Behaviors such as love, philanthropy, and even joking are
conversion forms of original sexual and quarrelsome impulses. In
other words, sublimation is a redirection of socially unacceptable
thoughts and impulses into more acceptable purposes. For instance,
someone who possesses quarrelsome tendencies tends to
boxing.
_ Undoing: this mechanism is applied to undo an unwanted action
in order to protect ego from feelings of guilt or shame. For example,
someone who badly behaves with his spouse buys a gift to apologize
from her.
_ Identification: this defense mechanism demonstrates a process
in which an individual castrate other's character traits such as their
thoughts, values, gestures, authorities. Identification is the opposite
of projection. This mechanism is a very common method for
affecting fear and inefficiency. In other words, identification includes
patterning and emulating someone's desirable behaviors. For
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instance, someone is interested in cinema which is his/her beloved
favorite.
5. Self-justification
_ Hysteric diseases /conversion: it occurs when individuals'
complaints are appeared in physical manifestations such as paralysis
and hysteric diseases.
_ Factitious disorders: an individual intentionally imitates physical
or psychological disorders. He seeks other's affection through the act
of malingering.
_ Hypochondriasis: some people have excessive stress on having a
serious illness in order to escape and retrogress. By hypochondriasis,
an individual eludes his responsibility, keeps himself away from
feeling of guilt or avoids instinctual impulses. The mechanism of
rationalization plays a main role in developing hypochondriasis. Thus
everybody is assured that individual is sick while there is no medical
evidence.
_ Somatization: psychological conflicts are physically manifested
because of this mechanism. Such as unjustifiable pains, digestive
disorders.

6. Revengefulness
_ Passive-aggression (such as bed wetting, feces incontinence): an
individual indirectly expresses his aggression towards others in a
passive action. For example, someone may be uncooperative in
carrying out his duties or ignoring some diseases which affected
others.
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Chapter 7

Programmable-self
Software
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There are some parts accompanied by programmed-self software
that are programmed through human's life. These new parts are
programmed via the programmable-self software. Indeed, both softwares of programmed-self and programmable-self make human's
characteristics. The programmable-self software defines/describes
everybody according to what data he acquires in his life and how to
apply the programs existing in the nature, foundation, institution and
gene soft-wares. The programmable-self software manages the
programmed-self programs. This software makes a condition to
properly apply programs. Thus, human moves towards the path of
perfection.
As mentioned earlier, some parts of the programmable-self are:
Acquired Personality (Secondary Personality): this is one of
subconscious parts that is formed, programmed through the
childhood. The secondary personality makes pattern from the
environment and finds a definite direction.
Automation Motions part: patterns of human's successive motions
are saved in the memory of automated motions/movements part in
a little while. Afterwards, these motions are carried on without
thinking. For instance, when a typist starts to learn typing, he has a
lot of difficulties to find the place of each letters on the keyboard and
spends lots of time for it. After a while, subconscious memory will
acquire to the places of these letters and save the positions of hands
and fingers. Then the typist automatically does this action so that he
can type without looking to the keyboard.
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The Extra Programming
A/ Conditional Programming: human is programmed for many
conditions according to pattern "if…., then…" Thus, he is frequently
programmed for every behavioral patterns and even against many
diseases. For example, people are programmed during childhood
that if they come out of bath and sit in the wind, then they will surely
get a cold or suffer sinusitis. These kinds of diseases are called "The
Conditional Software-based Illnesses".
B/ Reacting Programming: there are a set of reacting programming
so that an individual daily performs them. For instance, parents has
frequently told their child to eat more because he/she is so weak,
but there is no border for it how much he should eat. So the child is
programmed according to this word. After a while, when he grows
up and gains weight, he still likes to eat more. Or when a child
defecates on a rug, he is blamed by his parents. Now this child who
has grown up suffers the chronic constipation. Consequently, this
program has recorded in child's subconscious so that the evacuation
of bowel does not regularly occur.
C/ Crucial Programming: there is another program in the extra
programming of programmable-self that is named the crucial
programming. According to the crucial programming, individual
demonstrates the behaviors and tendencies contrary to the primary
traits. For example, if a girl continuously hears that she is similar to
her father, she will display the male behaviors and tendencies in
adulthood. Improving this kind of programming is very difficult.
D/ filtering Programming (The beliefs): this software includes/forms
our beliefs. For example, parents frequently tell their children to be
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wise and repeat this word so that these children just realize a pattern
on the basis of formula "2× 2꞊ 4". Thus, they are programmed
according to this cold logic and when they become adult, they
cannot realize subjects out of the logic. So, they are unable to
perceive metaphysical subjects. As a result, the filtering program
locks the mind and not to let enter other information outside its
framework.
Programmable-self is human's acquired personality which is formed
by the environment. In other words, programmable-self software is
programmed by the environment. All environmental programs such
as individual, social, educational, governmental, global and extra
programs as well as religious, cultural, social, political and economic
attitudes/knowledge/trainings may influence programmable-self.
In general, there are three factors in formation of the
programmable-self software in human beings. These three factors
are subconscious, semiconscious and conscious. Subconscious part is
a software that is mainly programmed during first five or six years of
human's life. Primary principles are defined and saved in
subconscious software; the primary principles include goodness,
evilness and the institutional beliefs that determine individual's
quantitative and qualitative capacities in adulthood. Therefore,
subconscious programs are hardly changed.
Semiconscious part acts on the basis of a predicted program or
internalized data through the life. All actions and reactions
associated with semiconscious part are automatically fulfilled. This
part contrary to subconscious part is accessible and changeable. An
individual can reprogram semiconscious part when he consciously
decides to exert changing.
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There are some sections which is linked to the programmable-self
such as physical (the senses of sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch),
mental and ultra-mental receptors.
Mental receptors transmit many of perceptions to physical part
whereas physical part does not distinguish this transmission. Thus,
man's mental perception threshold is much boarder than his physical
one. For example, the light with 50 Hertz is constantly and frequently
seen through the eyes' physical receptors while it is turning on and
off 50 mes per a second; and only the mental receptors distinguish
this off and on. In other words, mental receptors are accurately and
momentarily recording and registering outward events. Thereby, all
information is precisely received from the environment.
Moreover, the mental receptors record all the environmental data
even while man is sleeping. Therefore, these receptors examine
different archives of mind and receive different perceptions. By
activating/programming mental receptors, they can organize mind's
archives such as removing wrong data, classifying and arranging the
received data.
It is required to mention that no information should be removed. As
mentioned earlier, according to law of common survival, nothing
including of matter, energy and data are annihilated in the universe.
The law of survival embeds either matter and energy or data and
awareness. The data is not annihilated/destroyed but is continuously
recorded and registered with its details. There is a software that
writes the details in a format of chemical message in mind. Hence,
since human possesses a mental memory, all information will be
eternally saved in his mind. Therefore, this information will be
available even after individual's death.
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The programmable-self is formed by lots of programs that are
activated after one's birth. These programs help human to perform a
proper management through his life (ﬁgure 7-1). These soft-wares
and their associated properties serve human to achieve his superior
purpose (as mentioned earlier). There will be briefly explained some
of these soft-wares.
It is required to mention that non-organic viruses can make some
alterations in programmable-self software; and these alterations are
resulted from man's mistakes/faults. Contrary to this software, nonorganic viruses saved in the programmed-self software exist for the
faults of previous generations.
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Experience Software (Classifying data and drawing conclusion)
Human's knowledge is classified and concluded in a package known
as "experience". All the knowledge is provided for human's upcoming
life although new experience may not be similar to the previous one/
may not be the same. The gained knowledge can influence upcoming
life. Thus experience is one of the most effective soft-wares.
Moreover, an individual can apply the experiences when he fully
processes the classified knowledge and produces a result.
Conscience Software (Ethical Evaluation)
Conscience is one of programs installed in programmable-self
software that plays an effective role in human's judgments.
Conscience software performs different ethical programs/principles
on the basis of different defined programs in different cultures.
Mankind is born with a clean slate of conscience (moral evaluation
part) which is gradually programed by culture, nation, government,
race, values and norms governing a society. Thus, there are many
different conscience software depending upon different social
programming.
Conscience is a software that assists people in judging and evaluating
their thoughts and behaviors towards themselves. Conscience
software is programmed with a feedback in which people are
encouraged to do or do not actions. Social and religious cultures as
well as individual ones are significant parts in programming
conscience software.
Estimation Software (Guessing and Forecasting Data)
Estimation (guess and forecast) software is another human's
capability that enables him to forecast or guess new information
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from known ones. In other words, he can estimate some unavailable
information by observing available data.
Insight Software (Predetermined data)
Insight is something which forms an individual's culture. Insight is
man's understanding of the universe and events occurred within it.
This perception is recorded with a format of a program in insight
software. The programs of this semiconscious part either influence
human's mental, emotional and physical reactions or determine
significant role in his conscious decision making process. This fact
indicates that insight software effectively participates in
programming the programmable-self. In other words, insight embeds
human's predetermined information that cause filtering incoming
data. Thereafter, insight software is affected by the programmableself software which forms new data. Insight and programmable-self
soft-wares exchange data.
Choice Software (Data Selection)
This software selects an appropriate information among different
saved information. So there are many options to be chosen.
Information Arrangement/Organization/Setting Software (Thought)
This software sets different data in an order that assists human to
think. Thereby, human begins to think about everything and turns
into/becomes a thoughtful one. This arrangement and
thoughtfulness are so effective that make human to create a new
position for himself. This software has a wide, accurate and
complicated process to be executed.
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Information Explanation Software
This software enables human to analyze his information. This
analyzing assists human to form an explanation by combining various
data.
Software of Data Discovery from Knowledge
Human can discover a set of new information from heart of his
knowledge by this software. This software provides human to
discover unknown data by observing known one. For example, in a
car accident, a traffic officer can find accident-proof by observing
visible/accessible evident in accident place. Indeed, unknown
information is revealed by following available knowledge.
Software of Creating Data from Knowledge
This software enables human to create new data from a set of
available information. Meanwhile new data are created on the basis
of a rational pattern (if…then…). In other words, new data are
created step by step.
Software of Distinction of Data from Other Data
Human can distinguish some data from others via this software.
Software of Comparison of Data with Data
This software enables human to compare information with
information.
Valuation Software
This software defines each information value. This evaluation is
exerted on the basis of individual's value criteria.
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Parable Software
Sometimes human conveys a meaning by the use of analogy and
example/ the like. Nevertheless, this software requires an
appropriate program or capability.
Attention, Precision, Concentration Software
This software provides man for focusing solely on a special subject or
listening to an appropriate person. For example, an orchestra leader
hears just a special sound among lots of sounds.
Induction Software
This software refers to inference of generalized facts from particular
ones. Induction software exists/ is attached in human beings but is
activated after birth by environmental factors.
Enquiry Software
This software enables human to ask question about his available
information.
Deduction Software
This software refers to inference of particular facts from generalized
ones.
Application Software
This software is related to a practical use of human's knowledge. For
example, an individual who designs something in his mind intends to
apply it. So, he needs a capability to perform his plan by an
appropriate operation.
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Association Software
People can recall event that occurred for some time past, for
example, an individual suddenly recalls a forgotten event which
happened 30 years ago by seeing someone. This software replaces a
set of data with another set and associates two pieces of data.
Software of Mental Planning
By being activated this software, human can research, design, invent
and apply something in his mind.
Purposeful visualization Software
This software enables human to embody anything in his mind. For
example, someone has already seen a chair and now visualizes it in
his mind, or he visualizes a new model of a chair which has not ever
been seen.
Imagination Software
This software creates information by making both purposeful and
vain imaginations (illusion) in human's mind that are not
externalized. Human forms his worlds (hereafter worlds) with his
conceptions. Anyway, an imagination is considered a creation which
is a part of this world and human is its creator. In other words,
human's images make his world (world of human's inner
imaginations) that have unique characteristics and positions in the
existence.
Moreover, each illusion cannot be linked to non-organic viruses. For
example, consider an individual put his hand under his chin and dip/
plunge in his imaginary world for a little while afterwards he claims
that his imaginations are not fertility. So, this imagination cannot be
related to non-organic viruses.
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Non-Organic Viruses
Non-organic viruses are capable to influence both soft-wares of
programmed-self and programmable-self. These viruses like
computer viruses can alter any saved programs. For example, a
computer which is infected by a computer virus displays many
replicated and irrelative messages on the user's screen. Similarly, any
non-organic virus which influences each software-based program of
human beings can replace individual's knowledge and frequently
produce alterations. As long as an individual can manage his
imaginations, he has no problem. But when these viruses are loaded
onto one's software-based programs, he gets into trouble for
operating his saved programs. For example, a set of individual's
software-based programs (induction, association, imagination, etc.)
may be appropriately applied while other soft-wares (deduction,
comparison, etc.) confront disturbances. Non-organic viruses may be
main factors for making lots of these disturbances. Therefore, the
individual by identifying the disturbances can control them and
improve the made deficiency. For instance, when someone finds a
foible in his rationalization software, he should remove this disorder
and enhance this software. Nonetheless, the programs infected by
these viruses are improved so harder.
As non-organic viruses are originally examined, many of problems
related to these viruses are discovered such as how to these viruses
penetrate into different software-based programs and what these
viruses load onto each of these soft-wares; for instance, someone
may suffer a hearing illusion while other one suffers a visual illusion.
Thus, identification of these viruses' functional mechanism is so
significant. Since these viruses have no organ, they will easily access
to each software and alter programs. Consequently, human can get
into a lot of troubles/may encounter so disorders via these
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alterations. For example, an individual may suffer from some
disorders such as induction, data-setting, analytic memory or one of
these disorders. In other words, individuals may not suffer from all
deficiencies. By discovering all these weaknesses and intensities,
mankind attempts to improve them and step towards the best
life.
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Chapter 8

Talent, Capability and Gene
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Talent and Capability
Talent is a natural and potential ability that man is born with. Talent
does not alone accomplish something. Capability refers to a
developed talent which becomes practical. In other words, a talent is
manifested in a format of a capability. Thus, an individual possesses a
potential talent which is switched on and called capability.
Talent = Potential base
Capability = Developed Talent
All components possess talents and capabilities that are manifested
throughout the existent world. The universe is a scene in which all
talents and capabilities are displayed. A bean seed also has a
potential for growth that finds the capability of sprouting in the
suitable conditions. It is worthy to mention that human beings
possess infinite talent-based programs which are predefined.
The potential talent is a base of positive and negative developments.
Yet, there are two kinds of talent.
1. The Hidden and innate Talent: this kind of talent exists in the
programmed-self software. This talent consists of different subsets:
_ Foundational Talents
_ Collective Talents (are affected by the Collective Soul and Collective
Subconscious in embryo)
_ Natural Talents
_ Mother-Embryo Shared Talents during Pregnancy
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_ Inherited Talents (Genetically): these talents include physicalgenetic traits or abilities such as people with euphonious voice.
2. Acquired Talents: there are some factors such as environmental
conditions, various subjects and training that create talents. For
example, one who practices soccer he turns his ability into an expert
skill. However, success comes when one has the ability to use one's
skills and talents. Skill is usage of speed and accuracy in doing special
task that is known as developed ability. An individual is programmed
by his skills and this program is recorded in individual's subconscious
memory. Thereafter, different tasks such as driving, typing and
various sports are automatically performed.
Gene
Gene is a software which archives all good and evil information of
several thousand years' history of human beings. This softwarebased part transfers all information created in previous generations,
from beginning of the creation to the present. This process is like a
relay running-race. During a relay race, members of a team take turn
running with a baton in their hand. Each runner must hand off the
baton to the next runner within a certain zone. Runners have to
adjust their effort and speed to match their goal pace. They must
monitor their speed otherwise they get into trouble. In other words,
if a player runs slowly, next runner has to compensate.
Similarly, previous generations after the runs hand off the previous
data to new generation. The previous generations have certainly
executed some mistakes and the present generation has to make up
for their deficiencies. There are good and evil records of the previous
generations. For example, there may be a generation with a gene of
longevity while the next one may not possess this gene. A
generation's longevity depends on a correct lifestyle that leads to the
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longest one's life span. This good record may turn into a bad record
in the next generation who has incorrect lifestyle. Furthermore,
there were not any diabetes or heart diseases in previous
generations while the present generation suffers these diseases.
Therefore, a generation can make an alteration in the gene's
software-based section so that this wrong information is archived in
gene and then is passed into next generation. Consequently, it
normally assumes that people suffers from heart disease or diabetes
through gene. Thus, the patient thinks that his illness is not curable
and he will be condemned suffering this disease throughout his life.
As it earlier mentioned, psymentology approach, in accordance with
the law of change, cures heart disease or diabetes thus preventing
they transfer into next generation. In other words, gene is not a
barrier for curing all genetic diseases. So, this common treatment
method makes repairs and corrections in the gene's software-based
program. Therefore, no negative data is conveyed to next
generation.
In other words, wrong lifestyle of the previous generations manifests
as diseases or disorders in following generations. Indeed, each
generation's disease transfers to the next one and vice versa. A
generation's longevity and healthy life are related to a correct
lifestyle that surely transfers to the next generation. Thus, gene
archives the positive and negative records. Nevertheless, each
generation does not have to bear the evil record of previous
generation. Each data recorded in the gene software is changeable
so that next generation can improve any disorders related to the
previous one.
Gene encompasses both software-based and hardware-based data.
Gene's hardware-based data is related to physical body that
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determines the traits such as facial features, height, hair and eyes
color (morphology). The hardware-based part of gene follows the
law of inheritance (Mendel law…). Moreover, the hardware-based
personality types (melancholic, choleric, sanguine and phlegmatic
temperaments) are in gene software. Gene software-based data
embeds physiological good and evil records (functional parts) of
previous generations and individual's behavioral tendencies.
According to the above divisions, the hardware-based data of a gene
is constant and inflexible while the software-based one is
changeable. As a result, a gene behaves like a circuit complex that
determines switching on a circuit, degree of weakness and intensity
of individual's tendencies and functioning of body members.
Man has an inherited temptation toward drugs in his gene database.
By activating gene software-based part, the instructions recorded in
this hardware-based part are executed and the desire for drugs is
conveyed to next generation. Yet, the new generation can increase
or decrease the intensity of this tendency. Thus, this new message is
recorded in the software-based part and transferred to the next
generation. Another example refers to an individual's inclination for
poetry. This capability is recorded in the software-based of gene but
this faculty is not inherited and must be created. Man's
temperaments are affected via tendencies and desires which are
displayed in software-based part of gene.
According to the laws of Mendel, gene is inherited from parents.
Therefore, the laws of Mendel are designed and saved in the cluster
of gene but are not yet activated. In other words, there is an archive
of gene which is created to define some programs. Nonetheless, this
archive is still empty and it needs to be programmed. So, gene is like
an archive shelf which has no file within it.
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Talent, Capability and Gene
As it earlier mentioned, ecosystem designs character. Character
embeds infinite talents that are not activated at birth. Indeed, gene
is initially defined as a potential talent (foundation of talent). Gene is
not effective in activating a potential talent. Thus, there must be a
behavior to execute the law of Mendel to develop a potential talent
into a secondary talent. Afterwards, this secondary talent creates
capability or behavior. This capability is developed and its relevant
chemical messages are activated inside the gene. Then this capability
is switched on. In other words, there are infinite capabilities and
switches associated with them in gene software. So, by activating a
chemical message related to a capability, gene receives this message.
Now, gene archives these recorded messages and transfers them to
next generation. Subsequently, the secondary talent is affected by
gene and this cycle continues (ﬁgure 8-2). This cycle shows that
human beings are interrelated and are affected by each other's good
or evil records.

Potential
Talent
Potential Talent

Secondary
Talent

Gene

Figure 8-2
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Capability
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Therefore, there is an important principle that chemical messages
associated with each of infinite talents are programmed in gene
software. For switching on each talent, a chemical message
associated with that talent is activated in the gene. Thus, gene
records a background for each capability and takes it to the next
generation. Every behavior is manifested via switching on a talent so
that a chemical message is translated in physical language. So there
is a special chemical translation for each mental, emotional and
physical skills that is saved activated.
As a result, the gene is programmed in programmed-self software.
Moreover, programmable-self can receive both positive and negative
programs. Nevertheless, negative aspect of these programs may be
displayed.
There is a main title in Faradarmani and psymentology approach.
This positive point refers to inherited disorders that can be cured in a
generation; so the next generation is saved from these diseases.
Hence, Faratrapist and psymentotrapist emphasize that positive
improvements must be exerted. Thus, next generations get into
troubles fewer times. For example, the present generation suffers
from a kind of muscular dystrophy known as Duchene. So that when
this disorder can be cured in this generation, the next generation is
kept away from this disorder. Therefore, a good record is conveyed
instead of an evil one.
Gene is a package which possesses infinite switches. These switches
are initially designed but are not activated. Each of these switches is
activated via a chemical language associated with it. Indeed, there
has been no behavior at the beginning that is affected by gene. There
has also been no programmed gene which creates a behavior.
Afterwards, each created behavior is switched on by a chemical
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message. For example, when the members of a generation begin
smoking, most of them become addicts. Thereafter, the smoking
capability is switched on and is followed by the next generations.
Nevertheless, when a generation attempts to decrease intensity of
this capability, a few individuals will become addict.
In other words, addiction capability is defined for man at birth so
that he can switch on this software-based data of genes. The
researches performed on laboratory mice indicate that the mice
become addicts after receiving an easy-absorbed source of energy
thus they do not go after cheese.
Therefore, at first a behavior is manifested and chemical message
are produced. Thus, the good and evil records of this generation are
recorded in a database. Next generation takes these histories from
archives. For example, the members of this generation decide to do
exercise. Thereafter chemical message associated with exercise is
activated and then recorded in gene software. This good record is
applied by both the present generation (before a child is born) and
next one. Consequently, a behavior must be created to be archived
through gene. Moreover, when a child is born, software-based data
of gene are activated then the law of Mendel is applied.
Mutations and Genes
At the beginning of creation, gene software is programmed in the
potential talent. This software remains switch off until it receives a
message. Since no child is still born, no behavior is created.
Therefore, the data of this software can, one by one, be applied after
the birth. Each of these data may be gradually defected by the
environmental, behavioral and many other disturbances. Thus, genes
are responsible for transferring many different disorders at the
present time.
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Throughout history, the gene software has been gradually damaged.
Each negative feedback of a behavior has been continuously
recorded in gene software. Furthermore, a set of destructive factors
(such as various waves, non-organic viruses and etc.) has influenced
this software. Therefore, the gene software was clean at the
beginning of man's creation. Humans made genetic disorders during
the last thousands years and injure this software. History shows that
behavioral disorders feedback produces negative effects on the
gene. He has switched on the programs which have been off for
billions years. So, man should expect more genetic disorders day by
day.
Human and ecosystem are exposed to lots of destructive factors in
gene software that man is still unaware of them now. The wave's
pollutions (produced from cellphones and etc.) can cause the
alterations all over the ecosystem. For example, hundreds whales
died on a beach. These animals suffer from unbearable frequencies
which created disturbances in their hearing field. Whales' gene
software may be affected by these disturbances. Human is not still
aware of the alterations which he is creating in the ecosystem's gene
software. Meanwhile, these genetic changes may even detect/
develop cancer in other beings except human beings. Nowadays,
man uses chemical fertilizer in agriculture. The chemical fertilizer
may be harmful to plants as well as make problems in agricultural
regions. Moreover, man is still unaware how much the chemical
fertilizer may have damages in the ecosystem. Human beings causes
the changes in the ecosystem. By referring to the past histories, man
can discover the recorded behaviors which cause these genetic
disorders throughout the ecosystem. It is obvious that he has an
important role in creating these disturbances.
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Since man is a profit-seeking, he must expect enormous tragic events
throughout his life. He is a complicated system that many principles
govern him. He is like a machine that possesses lots of potentials.
Consider a cellphone has lots of potentials that its effective usages
should be discovered by a user. Many cellphones are so expensive
but a user may just utilize ten percent of these devices' capabilities.
Consequently, man possesses infinite talents and capabilities which
are unknown for him/ that is unaware of them. Therefore, he should
pursue self-cognition.
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Chapter 9
Intelligence, Wisdom and Memory
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Psymentology’s approach which suggests the new recognition of
human beings refers to infinite complexities of man's existence. For
accessing and applying each component of human beings, he needs
special preliminary principles. According to these principles, man
must have an Interuniversal viewpoint toward human beings. In this
viewpoint, for identifying human beings, he must widely and wholly
look at himself. Thus, he would enjoy the physical (five senses),
mental and ultra-mind sensors. As mentioned earlier, ultra-mind
sensors refer to inspirational receptors which are able to create new
information. Psymentology presents a knowledge that can precisely
and practically define creativity and intelligence.
For presenting the appropriate views about developing creativity,
man needs to define some concepts. If we call a purposeful and
organized system or an intellectual organization a framework of
logic, then we may call the capability of creation of this framework
“intelligence”. Moreover, capability of applying and enjoying each
framework of logic is known as wisdom. Thereby, memory refers to
capability of archiving and saving the data of framework of logic.
Consequently, there are efficient factors in making intellectual
activities:
_ Intelligence (Creation)
_ Wisdom (applying)
_ Memory (Archive)
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Creativity and Different Definitions
Creativity is a very important element in every successful educational
system throughout the world. Today’s educational programmers are
considerably interested in developing and enhancing creativity
faculties. Nevertheless, educational systems consider a limited part
of this creativity faculty. Creativity has a broader meaning which is
beyond the capabilities of apparent intelligence and memory.
However, a society and its educational system emphasize developing
apparent intelligence and memory but not creativity.
Are the capabilities of wisdom and memory sufficient for flourishing
creativity? As man has identified his mental and emotional functions
in previous years, he will discover his existential capabilities through
studies and new experiences. Psymentology intends to examine
inner intelligence (insight) which is the main factor in developing
creativity. Therefore, human beings step towards the path of
perfection.
Wisdom (Apparent Intelligence)
Wisdom is the ability to reveal individual's intelligence. Wisdom is
the capability of applying skills and abilities such as:
1. The ability of using tools of data setup, for example:
_ Reasoning, deduction, induction, association, visualization,
calculation, statistics, analyzing, distinction, comparison, evaluation,
decision, classification, data setup, information discovery, inquiry.
2. Skills:
_ Skill of using language of physical body for expressing thoughts
and emotions
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_ Skill for using members of body for establishing balance,
coordination, power, flexibility and speed
_ The skills for identifying and classifying plants, animals and
environment
_ Skill for controlling emotions such as anger, happiness, sorrow
and ability of making a proper connection to others in each of these
states.
3. Capability of applying:
_ Ability of comprehension, distinction, conversion and performing
musical features
_ Ability of understanding and distinguishing individuals' psychic
states, purposes, motivations and feelings
_ Ability of influencing others
_ Ability of using the words orally or in writing
_ Ability of position selection and self-concept
_ Ability of using physical data and five senses
_ Ability of abstract wisdom, management in crisis, inquiry, testing
_ Ability of memorizing
_ Ability of expressing thoughts and psychical states/moods
4. The ability of identification such as:
_ Identifying space, time and insight
_ Identifying color, line, formation and space
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_ Identifying self, abilities, limitations, inner states, purposes and
motivations, temperaments, tendencies, self-control, discipline,
perception and self-esteem
_ Understanding the meaning of death, life, destiny, love and art
It can be said that the mentioned skills, abilities and capabilities (are
the outcomes of wisdom) do not inevitably lead us to creativity. In
other words, these tools cannot create something which did not
exist. Hence, these tools facilitate developing other parts.
According to Psymentology, wisdom is a key for revealing individual
intelligence. When wisdom capability is not developed, no creativity
appears because there is no tool for its appearance. Therefore, man
develops wisdom to reveal the effects of intelligence. Flourishing
creativity and developing intelligence needs more preparations and
facilities.
Intelligence
In Psymentology’s approach, intelligence is a capability of enhancing
creativity, innovation and producing new information. Intelligence
creates man’s inspirations that can occur in wakefulness or sleep.
The intelligence traits are as follow:
Intelligence is innate, common, hidden and non-hereditary.
Intelligence needs to be awakened and activated.
Intelligence is equivalent to creativity; that is a qualitative ability.
Intelligence like wisdom is not programmable and learnable. In other
words, intelligence cannot be enhanced by training. So, wisdom
contrary to intelligence is an ability which can be enhanced by
training.
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Intelligence which is a qualitative ability is immeasurable.
Intelligence quotient (IQ) actually refers to wisdom ability. It should
not be ignored that developing all types of intelligence (with
different and current definitions) plays a significant role in the ideal
educational systems. In Psymentology’s approach, Intelligence
Quotient (IQ) is actually Wisdom Quotient (WQ). Thus, IQ tests are
wisdom tests that can be called WQ tests.
Therefore, according to this approach, creativity as a qualitative issue
is not measurable. For example, a poet or musician gains his literary
or musical words through inspiration. Inspired poets, musical notes
and scientific discoveries are not quantitative.
As mentioned earlier, intelligence must be activated and motivated
while wisdom needs to be educated. Thereby, there are factors that
can activate the hidden intelligence. History has witnessed
innovative people whose apparent intelligence was not
extraordinary. Their creativity is suddenly manifested in the form of
novel thoughts. Creation follows a mental spark beyond place, time
and physical language while wisdom creation occurs in framework of
time. This innovation as well as reasoning discovery is created step
by step.
Artificial Intelligence is an area of science in the new world. This kind
of intelligence is an application of logic. Artificial Intelligence is
installed in the processing systems on the basis of the phased logic
theory. This theory suggests a system of comparison and selection
that is applied in electrical units. Artificial intelligence creates
nothing but enhancing capabilities of the unit according to the
phased program. No electrical system is capable of creating data for
man. Thus, man can only define programs for each system so that
this system can produce new programs with adjustment to available
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programs. Intelligent trait attributes to someone or something that
can create data.
In some educational systems memory has been categorized as
Intelligence. Educators try to find ways to develop student's memory.
According to educational systems, developing memory is very
important for the purpose of influencing student's future actions. In
other words, an individual who memorizes everything well gets high
scores and becomes known as genius.
Memory
Memory is defined as a significant factor which is related to wisdom
and intelligence. Memory is a faculty of mind by which information is
archived, stored and recorded. Memory acts like a computer
hardware.
Therefore, memory performs neither like wisdom nor like
intelligence. Memory is a system for recording events and words in
itself. Meanwhile, memory finds its meaning besides intelligence and
wisdom (ﬁgure 9-1). In other words, no software of human beings
can be performed without having memory. Thus, wisdom acts via
some different soft-wares whose functions have earlier been
recorded in the memory. For example, the principles of reasoning
have early been recorded in man's memory and then these principles
get applied.
Since the subject of "memory" is very important and educational
systems work on the basis of memory- based method, this subject
should be substantially discussed. The memory-based system should
convert to the creativity-based system; thus this subject must be
analyzed.
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Moreover, the educational systems are involving the main challenge
by not caring about student's creativity development. Student may
get the best grade in this system but this grade does not represent
his high creativity. The high grade may have been achieved as a
result of flourishing creativity and activating inner intelligence. But
getting this grade cannot inevitably lead to creativity.
Inner Intelligence (Insight) and Creativity
Inner Intelligence (Insight) refers to the capability of creation.
Creation is the act of brining something new into the existence. An
individual creates something via inspiration and accesses to data
treasure of universe. A creation occurs when an individual finds the
cosmic data treasure. This data passes through the ultra-mind and
mental receptors. When the mental receptor receives the data, this
data is changed into the new data. Each receptor receives the data in
its special language then translates and delivers it to the brain.
Thereafter, the brain displays this translated data in the format of
the physical language.
One section of the brain translates the information of inner
intelligence and the other one translates the information of apparent
intelligence (ﬁgure 9-2). The innovative people's brain translates the
data arisen from their inner intelligence. Many people leave their
inner intelligence faculty intact. As long as man enjoys his inner
intelligence, he will avoid illnesses such as Alzheimer disease.
The information gained from the inner intelligence is new and pure
innovations. Nevertheless, some new information is often added to
the previous information and then new innovations are created. For
example, James Watt invented the steam engine after fire and metal
had already been discovered.
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Human beings can create something new via inspiration (function of
inner intelligence). Therefore, data should be extracted from
somewhere and this extraction is gained from man's inspirations.
Inner intelligence is a part of human existence that needs detection
factors. Man needs mind, brain and book of existence to detect
something new. Connection between the mind and the brain is so
significant. For example, in people with mental retardation, brain
cannot receive data from mind because their brain and mind cannot
link well together. So, their observations from the book of existence
are not transmitted and the signs of mental retardation appear.
Since there is no proper connection between mind and brain,
individual facial features do not normally grow, too.
As long as the relationship between mind and brain is not
established, brain cannot translate external data. Thus, individual
morphological traits, shape and structure are not genetically
transmitted to other generation. When man's mind remains inactive,
individual's morphological traits are not extracted from gene and not
applied. So, individual's physical characteristics do not normally
grow. Mongolism is the last form of abnormal patterns of physical
characteristics. The basic structure of mongolism disorder is different
from its early forms. So, being unique is one of man's characteristics
so that everyone's brain has an appropriate/ unique translation of his
mind's conception. Thus, no two brains' translations is the same.
Man's innovations rely on his mind, the book of existence and his
brain's functioning. Nevertheless, these innovations are arisen from
inspirations when an individual attains the Mindless Mind. For
example, a poet or a composer tries to write a rhyming poem or a
rhythmic music. The composer starts with a basic cord progression
then builds and changes musical notes to compose a new melodic
music. However, when a composer forgets his outstanding
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knowledge in music, he can create new well-known pieces in the
state of Mindless Mind. Or a poet can write a new poem without
using the poetic elements and techniques when he is in the state of
Mindless Mind. Thus, this inspired and pure poem is the result of
creativity and innovation that is originated from the poet's inner
intelligence. Most poems and musical pieces have expiration dates;
so they gradually lose their pleasance and charming effects.
Therefore, the inspired arts never lose their freshness and
desirability.
In psymentology, one of the theoretical definitions of inner
intelligence or insight is:
Inner Intelligence (Insight) = Ratio of Inquiry, findings and
innovations / Ratio of Individual's Knowledge
By looking at the history, the inner intelligence (Insight) has
retrograded through many years. In spite of that, apparent
intelligence or wisdom has excessively developed since the past.
Man's experiences prove that the more apparent intelligence has
developed, the more problems are created; because the abnormal
tendencies have also been developed. It should be considered that
by developing wisdom capabilities, regardless of enhancing an
individual's inner intelligence, the society is impelled towards
priority-seeking, false emotions, energy repletion, agitation and
imbalance. Therefore, people with developed wisdom are
psychologically known as genius. But they are unable to control their
excitements, variety-seeking behaviors and libertine tendencies
towards new experiences which lead to abnormalities. These
individuals may even use psychoactive and addictive drugs.
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Therefore, psychologists were initially induced to improve the above
disorders by considering the emotional intelligence. Then they
completed their discussion by adding new types of intelligences such
as spiritual intelligence which embeds the meanings of life and
death. But the mentioned disorders in psychologist's theoretical view
were not improved by adding some types of intelligence. Moreover,
some psychologists attempted to equip the genius people with new
religious attitudes. Thus, they could control the genius's apparent
intelligence to prevent them from leading towards abnormalities.
Consequently, these psychologists were induced to define the new
words such as insight and clear-sightedness. But man did not step
towards perfection after applying mental, emotional and physical
capabilities.
It should be said that all knowledge, discoveries, inventions and
innovations are created by the capabilities of inner intelligence,
insight and true clear-sightedness. But these capabilities have
gradually declined throughout the history. Contrary to suggestion
and conditioning, Intuition and illumination which are aided by
spiritual information, dominate false emotions. So, insight and inner
intelligence are a significant factor in controlling external tumult
which is rooted in wisdom or apparent intelligence acts. This main
factor should be considered a social and humanitarian issue.
It should be properly enlightened why inner intelligence and insight
have declined throughout the history. For example, someone asks
whether it is preferable to build the Space Shuttle or to build the
steam engine. Then everybody certainly answers that building the
steam engine is the predecessor to Space Shuttle. Now, if we ask
ourselves which one is more important: invention of the steam
engine or discovering metal, then we probably answer, discovery of
metals. Otherwise, man could not actually build the steam engine.
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By making more inquiries, one may ask whether fire discovery is
more important or metal discovery. Thus, the precise answer to this
question is fire discovery. So, fire discovery is the most important
element.
Fire Discovery > Metal Discovery > Steam Engine > Space Shuttle
It should be questioned whether man can discover or innovate
something that is more important than fire. The answer is that man
can offer nothing which is more important than his previous findings.
Thus, his present position is resulted from his previous findings. In
other words, man's previous findings and innovations are always
more important than his next ones.
Now it can be questioned that what findings persuaded man to think
about the discovery of fire? (and this element is still the most
important discovery in the world)? Similarly, there is a serious
question in man's mind: "who am I? And who is my creator?" This
substantial question has caused man's mental disturbance
throughout the history. He asked this question when his knowledge
range was too narrow. Today's knowledge and technology are
produced from man's initial findings. In other words, this main
question makes man achieve his present position in the world.
Each of man's inspirations (reaching the universe data) is resulted
from his enthusiasm. He attains all information because of his
eagerness. Man innovates because of his interest to learn and to
know. The primitive man's most important question was who he/she
was.
As mentioned earlier, in psymentology inner intelligence or insight is
the ratio of an individual's inquiry or comprehension to his
knowledge. Nowadays, man encounters significant and new
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questions in the world of science. But he entered the humanity
phase when he asked who he was and who his creator was.
Insight = Who am I? / Man's Knowledge at beginning
Man's knowledge at beginning > Q2/S2 > …/… > Qn/Sn
According to psymentology, insight is a factor for controlling
apparent intelligence. Otherwise, apparent intelligence or wisdom
who changed into a factor for man's libertinage. History witnesses
that people with the high apparent intelligence possess the low
insight and low inner intelligence. By looking at the last generations,
everyone is ensured that last generations enjoyed the high insight.
So, insight has been gradually declined as man's knowledge
enhances.
In general, a naughty child is rarely understood by the world's
educational systems so that he may even get rejected. This naughty
child, contrary to a quite one may possess special abilities. For
example, he may be asked what he wants to do later in his life, he
replies that he is going to do nothing. Thus, everybody may think
that this child has a low IQ. But after investigating this child's answer,
educators realize that his reason seems true. The child might
mention in the future that he does not know how to get to work
place. In sociology discussions there are many cases such as the one
described which ascribe labelling of these children as stupid and low
IQ. On the contrary the child does not have low IQ. Consequently,
educators must offer alternative methods for developing these
children's abilities and talents.
After several decades, new experiences in psymentology indicate
that there are distinctive methods for activating inner intelligence in
comparison to apparent intelligence. Activating inner intelligence is
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the same of receiving inspiration, attaining illumination and intuition.
The recent experiences show that inner intelligence creates so many
marvelous outcomes. For example, consider an individual who has
not ever written any poem, and then suddenly he creates a great
poetical composition.
As man's five senses are the entry of outward data from brain to
mind, mental and ultra-mind receptors also transmit data to the
mind. Ultra-mind sensor is activated by data processing, and then
inner intelligence is switched on. Moreover, mental sensor is located
at the entry of mind whose perception threshold is broader than
physical ones makes another entry of mind. For example, a part of
what we dream originate from mental receptors.
Physical perception threshold leads to the discovery of logical
uncover along to WQ (wisdom quotient). Emotional perception
threshold causes the appearance of enthusiasm. Mental perception
threshold provides the capability of visualization, imagination and
thinking. Ultra-emotional perception threshold provides man with
receiving emotional inspirations. This threshold acts beyond time,
place and physical language. Artistic inspirations such as poetry and
music are attributed to this threshold. Ultra-mind threshold provides
man with receiving comprehensible inspirations which are beyond
time, place and physical language.
Ultimately, the authorities of educational systems should pursue
activating and developing inner intelligence. By enhancing inner
intelligence, man can develop wisdom capabilities and discover his/
her true talents.
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